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CHILD CARE: BEGINNING A NATIONAL
INITIATIVE

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,

YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
Washington, DC.

The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:38 a.m., in
room 2222, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George Miller
(chairman of the select committee) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Miller, Schroeder, Weiss, Row-
land, Sikorski, Marriott, Fish, Coats, Bliley, Wolf, Johnson, and
McKernan.

Staff present: Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel; Ann
Rosewater, deputy staff director; Jill Kagan, research assistant,
Christine Elliott-Groves, minority staff director; Don Kline, senior
professional staff; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The Committee on Children, Youth, and Fam-
ilies will come to order. This hearing is the first of several designed
to raise the level of national debate on child care.

This hearing reflects the committee's desire to move public
policy on child care from the 1950's to the 1980's. Today we begin a
new national initiative which we hope will produce a set of specific
recommendations to the Congress for improving child care services
across this Nation.

A few weeks ago we released a study prepared by the Congres-
sional Budget Office. This report concludes that the current mix of
child care policies are inadequate, especially in light of the growing
number of working mothers, the growing number of single parents,
and the growing numbers of young children in America.

The study reflects what our hearings have uncovered across the
country the pact. of economic and social changes are outstripping
the capacity of our institutions to respond. Could any of us, for ex-
ample, have predicted that 44.5 percent of all women with children
under 1 year of age would be working? Yet, that is one of the facts
that we will learn here today.

The simple truth is that the need for affordable child care is now
a very real, everyday problem for the majority of American fami-
lies. Unlike a decade ago, the need today cuts across the entire
spectrum of economic and social lines and as a result child care is
a less partisan issue than it has been in the past.

The nearly 60 national organizations endorsing our efforts attest
to the breadth of constituencies affected women s groups, religious

U)
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groups, children's advocacy groups, 'abut, educators, and south or-
ganizations

All families are concerned about how to make sure that their
children are well supervised, safe, and given the best opportunities
for _healthy development and learning This is true of two-parent
families. This is true of families with infants, school-age children,
Itage families, and families with a single child.

The care of millions of children is at stake So are new opportu-
nities for the mothers who want to work or need training if they
are to establish self-sufficiency for themselves and their families.
Child care as an issue has a common border with just about every
major domestic goal, from full employment to economic growth,
from improving education to reducing child abuse, from providing
early developmental opportunities for the handicavped, and respite
for their parents, to helping teenage parents stay in school.

In beginning this new national discussion we are not precluding
any possible approacheswhether public or private, Federal, State,
ur local. The tax code, direct public expenditures, or employer-spon-
sored benefits, or some combination of these will have to be re-
viewed, as will volunteer and church-based initiatives.

This is the first in a series of hearings. Future hearings will be
scheduled for Texas and California and we will hold a hearing in
Cony zut in April on the problems of working families. We will
make ,Ate visits to various facilities, homes. churches, businesses
and schools which are invoked in providing Ladd care or which are
helping parents learn where to turn to find child care.

We will talk with resource and referral agencies, parents, chil-
dren, police and fire officials, doctors, researchers, advocates, em-
ployers, and anyone else we can find who is concerned with this
problem.

I am making today available a fact sheet on child care, as well as
a list of nearly 60 national organizations supporting our initiative.

But the first obligation of this committee in the face of this enor-
mous need is to provide a forum for developing recommendations.
We will lead off today with the %cry best researchers in the coun-
try, and then, in our tradition, follow with people who are expert
in experienceparents and children from nearby communities.

Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MAntuoTT Thank you, Mr Chairman
I am pleased that our first full committee hearing this year will

focus on the problems and the potential solutions for the working
family's 1 it child care. Today we will hear experts in the field
who have been insolved in the study of these problems for many
years We will also hear from mothers who have taken the initia-
tive to identify working solutions

The solutions some of these mothers will tell us about include
day care for school-age children that insolse coordinating the ef-
forts of local school boards, county councils, private day care pro-
viders and others.

We will hear from mothers who pros ide family day care in their
homes, a day care option preferred by a great majority of parents
who use child cam We will also hear from mothers who have elect-
ed to remain at home to care fur their children even though they
are well qualified in areas where employment is available.
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I am also pleased that we will be holding field hearings through-
out the country devoted to the subject of child care. As we indicat-
ed in the beginning of the year, child care will be one of the major
concerns of this committee. We are hopeful that our search for so-
lutions will be productive.

I would like to thank each of the witnesses here today for taking
time from their busy schedules to be with us. Some of our wit-
nesses have had a very short time to prepare for this hearing, and
I sincerely appre^:....te the cooperation they have given us under
some difficult circumstances. I look forward to learning a great
deal from our witnesses today and especially from those who have
been successful in solving the problems and who offer options that
may be useful to us and to other parents throughout the country.

Mr Chairman, I would like to thank you for holding this hearing
today and making child care a major priority. I think we are on
the brink of establishing some policies in coordination with the pri-
vate sector and the public sector to help solve some of these prob-
lems and make the life of our children a lot better. I look forward
to the solutions that come out of these hearings and again I thank
you and the other committee members for making this hearing pos-
sible.

Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Schroeder.
Ms. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, I want to say that the child care

issue bas deep meaning for me. While we can cite statistics on the
need, I remember the years when I had two very, very young chil-
dren here in the Congress. People would ask me what my biggest
fear was I knew I was supposed to say something very serious like
would peace be maintained, but my greatest fear was that I would
lose day care and my whole life would be totally upset.

My situation was much better than most working parents. I had
good salary level and a spouse who was very understanding. I

cannot even imagine the terror that must go through the hearts of
many working mothers who do not have that salary cushion and
spouse cushion and the other sorts of cushions that I had.

I think that is why there is so much real feeling on this. I am
delighted we are moving on the day care initiative. There could not
be anything more important.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman McKernan.
Mr MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to join

Congressman Marriott from the minority side here in commending
you on conducting these hearings. I think it was H.L. Mencken
who once wrote that every complex problem has a simple solu-
tionand it is usually wrong.

Well, we are facing a complex problem, but it is one that is faced
by more and more families, both single-parent families as well as
two-parent families with both spouses working. I for one look for-
ward to these hearings because I think that probably the child care
issue is the most important issue that this committee is going to
face during this session of Congress. I commend you, again, on your
leadership in really addressing this issue.

I am hoping that we will come up with some creative solutions
that are really going to address the needs that clearly are out there
for child care in the society. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Rowland.
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Mr. ROWLAND. Mr. Chairman, thank you for having these hear-
ings and I look forward to hearing what the witnesses hate to say.
I am certain it will be very enlightening for us

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Johnson.
Ms JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman 1, too, am pleased at

the quality of the panels that we have here today and commend
you on convening these hearings

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Our first panel will consist of Sheila Kamer-

man, who is a professor at Columbia University Schou! of Social
Work and Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Sciences in Stanford, CA, Edward Zig ler, who is the Sterling Pro-
fessor of Psychology and head of the psychology section of the Yale
Child Study Center and director of the Bush Center in Child Devel-
opment and Social Policy at Yale University, and Rachel Tomp-
kins, who is the executive director of the Children's Defense Fund.

If you will come forward, please. The committee welcomes you
and appreciates your taking the time to come share your knowl-
edge and your understanding of this issue with this committee.
Your prepared statements will be included in the record in their
entirety and feel free to proceed in the manner in which you aiv
most comfortable. We will hear first from you, Dr. Kamerman.

STATEMENT OF SHEILA B. KAMERMAN, PROFESSOR, CO-
LUNIBIA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK, AND
FELLOW, CENT:R FOR AD% ANCED STUD 1 IN TIIE BEIM'S (OR-
AL SCIENCES, STANFORD. ('A

Ms. KAMERMAN Good morning, Mr Chairman and members of
the committee.

Chairman MILLER. I think you will have to pull the microphone a
little bit closer.

Ms. KAMERMAN. How about that?
Chairman MILLER. Fine.

ti Ms KAMERMAN. My name is Sheila Kamerman. In addition to
t- being a professor at Columbia University I also cudirect the Cross

National Studies Research Program, as part of that program I am
currently codirecting a national study of child care services in the
United States.

I am delighted to see that the committee is beginning its delib-
erations by acknowledging that the need for child care services is
already well documented. Therefore, given that, what I am going to
do is simply highlight some of what I think are the most important
new trends and issues that are influencing the need for child care
sere ices and the patterns of use at the present time, also mention
what some of the options are that are available now.

Su first, a few new and important demographic developments. In
1983, for the first time, slightly more than half of all mothers of
preschool age children were in the labor force, including about`=.
percent of those who have children aged 3 to 5. That means that 47
percent of preschool aged children now have orking mothers. It
also suggests two other interesting developments.

First of all, for the first time we are beginning to see the comer-s gence In labor force partici!, 'ion lates of single and married muth-
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ers of preschool aged children. Second is the growing continuity of
attachment to the labor force by mothers, despite pregnancy and
despite maternity, the most dramatic indication of this is the growth
in labor force participation rates of women with children less than 1
year of age.

Now close to 45 percent of mothers with children under the age
of 1 are in the labor forcean extraordinary increase of almost 30
percent in less than 5 years.

For a quick look at what know about the effects of out-of-
home child care and maternal employment on children and their
development, I would point out that although clearly this is an im-
portant issue and much discussed and debated, existing research
allays some of the fears with regard to what the consequences are.

In particular, the most recent published reviews of research car-
ried out by a National Academy of Science panel that I chaired,
suggests that neither of these conditions in and of itself is necessar-
ily harmful to children. However, what we do know, increasingly,
is that how children are cared for during the day while their moth-
ers work or while both parents are working is an extremely impor-
tant aspect of what the consequences may be.

So what do we know about how they are being cared for? Here
the picture gets a little bit more cloudy. That is, although we know
more than we used to know, we do not have either a precise pic-
ture or a complete picture. National data arf not collected either
systematically or regularly, and in some cases we have no national
data at all.

What we do know, however, suggests a rather complex and di-
verse picture. In particular, if we look at the general trend of what
is happening to preschool aged children while mothers work, the
trend is toward more use of nonfamilial, out-of-home care. More
specifically, first with regard to infant and toddler care, what we
know is that there is a scarcity of such care, that it is very expen-
sive, and yet at the same time despite the scarcity and the cost
there is growing use of this type of care.

In effect, given the growth in labor force participation rates of
women with children under the age of 3and those rates have
grown from 34 percent in 1975 to 6 percent in 1983given that
pattern, the demand fur infant and toddler care is inevitably going
to increase.

We know about the pattern in use of such care. here we have rel-
atively firm data. Relatives continue to be an important component
of the child care used for very young children. However, there is a
growing use of out-of-home, nonfamilial care for children of this
age, too. More specifically, more than a third of the children under
the age of 3 with working mothers are now in out-of-home, nonfa-
rrulial care, about two-thirds of them in family day care and the
remainder in group care.

For preschoolers, those children aged 3 to 5, what we know in-
creasingly is that the dominant mode of care is some form of group
care, largely a preschool program ,ind, to a substantial extent still,
part day. The result of this, of course, is that for many children of
this age in preschool programs, there Is a significant need for sup-
plementary types of child care One result is a kind of "packaging"
of several different types of child care that mothers have to orga-
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nine, in order to obtain child care for the whole time they are
working

At present we estimate that more than 70 percent of the children
aged 3 to 5 that have working mothers are in some form of pre-
school program For 5-year-olds this means kindergarten, largely
public and largely part day. For 3 and I-year-olds it means nursery
behoul programs, again largely part day but overwhelmingly pri-
vate.

Federally subsidized day care and Fleadstart programs obviously
constitute an important component of the services for children of
this age, but they are nowhere near adequate at present to meet
the needs of those children wF parents qualify for them.

Perhaps one of the most important patterns in the use of pre-
school programs for children of this age is the growing use by afflu-
ent and well-educated parents of some form of either nursery or
preschool, as compared with a ontinued use of more informal care
by lower income parents. If we look at 3 and 4-year-olds, about 53
percent of the children in families with incomes above the median
level tend to be in preschool programs, while only 29 percent of the
children from lower income families are in such programs.

For a quick look at what we know about primary school aged
vhdren .ith working mothers, particularly those aged about 6 to
10, we really know very little. That is, there are no national data
on where these children are after school, or when school is closed
and no national data on what is available. That is why there are
currently estimates of so-called latchkey children that range be-
tween 1.8 and 7 million children. The enormous disparity in esti-
mates has to do with who Is doing the counting, and what is being
counted and how self-care is being defined.

There are a few other trends that are important to note. There
has been a significant reduction in the availability of title XX sub-
sidized child care places, in other %surds, those places that are di-
rectly subsidized by public funds and ainlable to low income chil-
dren.

There is growing eNidence that some children are being bounced
in and out of subsidized day care centers. Because of the title XX
cutbacks, states have reduced the income ceiling for mothers
who previously qualified for such care, therefore, as soon as a
mother earns a little bit more money, she loses her eligibility for
subsidized care in certain States and the children will then be ex-
cluded from those programs

There is growing use of the child care tax credit. That has now
became the single largest Federal subsidy for child care. For 1983,
the estimates are that it represented about $1.5 billion in tax ex-
penditures. Somewhere between 8 and 9 million children are now
having their care partially subsidized through the child care tax
credit What is most dramatic, however, is that it is serving, over-
whelmingly, children of middle and upper invome families, only a
very small number of children from low-income families are able to
benefit from that tax credit

There is growing pro\ 'stun of child care information and referral
service :. The most interesting deelupments, of course, are in Cali-
fornia, where the State pros ides a publt subsidy for such services.
We need to recognize that these serNiLes are important in that they
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increase parents' access to care, but of course the value is limited
to the availability of services in each of the communities.

Finally, in terms of the major trends, there is growing discussion,
but only modest developments, in what employers are doing in the
way of sponsoring child care services. Current estimates range
from 415 employers doing something to about 1,000, but there is a
great deal of confusion with regard to exactly what it is employers
are doing and what is available.

1 would note here that about half of what is provided is provided
by hospitals. Hospitals, as we know, have a unique problem in
meeting the needs of nurses, many of whom are mothers. About
another half of what is available is either in the form of modest
contributions by employers to community services or in the form of
seminars, lectures, meetings, and so forth, available for working
employee parents.

A very small number, perhaps GO programs currently, are operat-
ed by employers at the work site, and perhaps an equivalent
number of employers are also currently providing some form of fi-
nancial subsidy, either directly, to pay for child care, or indirectly
through the development of something called a salary reduction
benefit plan. More employers are beginning to explore establishing
such plans, but given recent IRS announcements there is growing
concern as to the tax status of such plans for employees.

Probably the most significant development on the part of em-
ployer-sponsored child-care services has to do with the growth in
information and referral services that employers are sponsoring. A
growing number of the very large and leading employers are ex-
ploring these services. This is where I think future developments
will occur.

Now for some issues, and here there are four issues that I would
like to highlight. First and most important, the supply of infant
and toddler care, full day preschool programs and after-school pro-
grams, is still overwhelmingly inadequate. Although many moth-
ers, in particular low-income single mothers, have no choice with
regard to work and therefore use whatever child care service they
can find, a recent census report found that more than one-third of
mothers with incomes under $15,000 a year who were not now in
the labor force would in fact go out and look for work, and would
hope to find work if they could first obtain affordable, decent child
Care.

In general, infant and toddler tare has long waiting lists, wher-
ever such programs exist. The family day care providers increas-
ingly tell us, as we carry out interviews, that they really do not
want to care for infants. In addition, many communities still have
absolutely nothing available in the way of after-school programs.

The second issue is the continuing and growing problem of access
to child care services. In effect, with the growth in supply there has
been also a recent growth in diversity. Parents find themselves in a
situation in which they do not know where to look for children
and, more important, they do not quite understand how to assess
differential quality of care and how to be sure they get something
that is good.

Related to the above is the grow ing concern about the quality of
child care services provided Given the absence of uniform child

12
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care standards around the country, the decrease in State superviso-
ry activities, and the decline in standards at the State levelall
the results of both cutbacks in title XX as well as the elimination
of Federal requirementsgiven all of this, we are seeing around
the country a growing decline in the quality of care available.

The fourth issue is the continued problem of affordability, in par-
ticular for low-income families. Given the cutbacks in supply subsi-
dies such as title XX and the parallel growth in consumer or
demand subsidies such as the child care ..ax credit, we now have a
situation in which public subsidies are increasingiy available to
middle class and affluent families and subsidized care is less avail-
able to low-income families.

The tax credit, although clearly important, has very limited
value at present for low-income families. In particular, it is quite
clear that where such families are concerned, for example, a family
with income under $10,000 a year parents are not going to be able
to spend $2,-100 a year on child care for one child, let alone $4,800
for two.

I would add here that although we have not carried out any sys-
tematic study of the costs of child care around the countryand I
do not know of anybody else who has recentlywhat we are hear-
ing from those provides with whom we have discussed costs and
fees is that in low cost areas the average or typical fee is about $45
a week for preschool-aged children, and $55 a week for infant care.

We are also being told, increasingly, that the difference in infant
and toddler care costs between family day care and group care pro-
grams is negligible. In higher cost communities the prevailing fees
are about $75 a week and higher for preschool-aged children and
$125 a week and higher for infant care.

In general, it seems quite obvious that given the low wages of
many women and the growing numbers of female heads of families
who are likely to have low incomes generally, the problem of the
cost of care and the fees charged parents is especially serious.

Now for some recommendations, and I give these recognizing
that the committee is at the beginning of its deliberations and that
quite obviously it is going to make its recommendations at the end.
I might also add that since our own child care study is still in proc-

we are not prepared to make any ck,,ni.rehensive recommenda-
,4ions either and will not be until sometime next fall.

However, given where we are in our study, there are certain
issues that have emerged and certain recommendations that we
feel we can make at this time. I urge the committee to give them
serious consideration.

First, the rapid growth in labor force participation rates of
in-

creasing
with children under the age of one is going to place an

demand on already insufficient infant care places. More -

,n er, w hat is going on, given this trend, underscores the inadequa-
cy of maternity and parenting policies in the United States at the
present time I would urge that any policy consideration given to
infant care pay attention to the importance of maternity and par-
enting related leaves from work, both unpaid and paid leaves.

A second recommendation. We know increasingly that affluent
and weli educated parents use preschools as their preferred mode
of child care for children ages 3 through 5. These parents do so re-
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gardless of whether the mothers are in the labor force. They do so
because they think this is a very valuable experience for young
children.

I would urge that the committee be extremely sensitive to the po-
tential for developing a two-tier system of child care, one in which
children from low-income families are closed out of an experience
that is increasingly being identified as important for the develop-
ment of these children.

Here, therefore, what I would recommend is that consideration
be given to providing incentives to State and local governments to
expand public prekindergartens and to extend part-day kindergar-
tens to a full day. Such an approach would certainly contribute to
the avoidance of any development of a two-tier system.

A third recommendation. As we all know, there is a substantial
gap between the school day and the school year on the one hand
and the work day and the work year on the other. Most working
mothers work full time and the proportion who do so is rising. The
issue of after-school care is appropriately in the province of State
and local governments, but clearly there is need for Federal help
and perhaps incentives here, too. I would urge this as a high priori-
ty and a relatively low cost item

A fourth recommendation. Given the disparities in the quality of
child care available and given the decline in State standards and
supervisory activities, strong consideration should be given to the
use of Federal leverage to raise and enforce standards.

And finally my fifth recommendation. Given the continued prob-
lem of affordability I would urge the expansion of the dependent
tax care credit, including making it refundable for low income
working parents and at the same time increasing title XX budget
funds so that it will nu longer be necessary for programs to bounce
children in and out of care as soon as their mothers manage to
earn a little more money.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Sheila B Kamerman follows.]

PRFPARF.D STATLNIF.NT OF SHEILA 13 KANIF.RNIAN. PRuF'F'SSolt, Cull LIMA UNI' ERMTli
S4, Wall uF Sex IAL Wulth, AND FLIA,oVv. (*LINTER FUR ADVANt LD :inn IN THE BE-
HAVORIAL SCIEN('ES, STANFORD, CA

This Committee had correctly noted that the need fur child care services is clear
and well documented ' There IS widespread recognition that must women with chil-
dren under 18 are in the lahor force 174) percent in 19$31. that most children have
wutking mothers (51 percent', and that most mothers who work, du sv full time
imore than 70 percent of those with school aged children and 62 percent of those
with preschoolers)

In my testimony today. I will pros ide some information on aspects of child
care services

:san less well known demographic data that hose implications for the future of
child care services

A reminder concerning research findings on the effects on children of maternal
employment and non-familial, outof-hoine child care

An tAer,,iw of what is known about where thy children of working mothers are
cared for

'Thy informal un prt sealed III t has testansais a. from nattaoraal studs oi I hald tar servases.
sponsored by the Carnegie t orparatwn bastsal at thy t olumboa nasersity tit boil of Anal Work,
and ets-rilrected by Sheila B Kamerman and Alfred d Kahn

'For some addahonal detail Set' the two nrt it., appended out publaslied an the Monthly
Labor Rt lett and the second an Working, {Inman
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A summary of current trends in child care
A brief list of Issues
1 Some new demographic data that are particularly salient to any discussion of

child care today-3
In 1983, for the first time. slightly more than half ut all mothers of children under

age 6 were in the labor force, including :its percent of the mothers uf children aged 1
to 5 and -IC percent of the mothers uf children under age 3 Forty-seven percent uf
children under age 6, Including 49 percent of those aged 3 to 5 and 45 percent of
those under 3 had working mothers last year Although single mothers have always
had higher labor force participation rates than married motherss, une important
new development is that among women with preschool aged children, labor force
participation rates for single and married mothers are converging. A second new
and dramatic development is the growing continuity of wumen's labor force attach-
ment despite pregnancy and childbirth For example, labor force participation rates
for women with children under one year of age Land wives and single mothers nave
almost the same rates) was 14 5 percent in 1983, an Increase of almost 30 percent
since 1979, when the rate was 34 percent.

2 The effects on children:
Although the consequences uf maternal employment fur child development, and

the consequences uf non familial, uut-of hume care arrangements for child develop-
ment have beenand still aremuch discussed and debated, existing research
should allay at least some fears Recent reviews of research have concluded that nei-
ther maternal employment nor out-of-home child care, Is a condition that in and of
itself, Is harmful to children ' What is important. however, especially for very young
children. Is hut they are cared for during the day, while both parents or their sole
parent is at work

THE CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS OF CHILDREN OF WORKING MOTHERS

In presenting this brief uvervi,v, uf where children are cat ed fur, the types of care
described include family day care (care in the home of a nun relative) and center
care. public and private nursery schools, preschools, prekindergartens, and Head
Start programs, all day. part day and after school care, provided on a regular basis
Relative care is referred to, but counted separately from non-relative care./
Unfortunately, although we know far inure than previously, we still do not have

either a precise ur a complete picture of huw preschool and primary school children
ar, cared for while their mothers work Moreover. what we do know suggests a di-
verse and complicated picture National data are nut collected regularly nor in any
systematic fashion, so that to describe who uses what types of care we must piece
together different, sometimes nLt fully comparable data, collected by different
sources at different tunes Furthermore. there are groups uf children and, ur types
of care for which there are no data

Infant and toddler carecare for children under 3continues to be relatively
scarce and expensive, yet is une uf the most rapidly growing types of child care
Given the recent but rapid gruv,th in labor force participation rates for women with
children of this age from 34 percent in 1975 to 46 percent in 1983), and given the
inadequacy of materna} or parent leaves following childbirth. the need fur this type
of care is likely te, grow still larger

.siccurding to a Census Bureau report uf child care arrangements used by working
mother, in 1982, relative care continues to be very important for this age group, but
use of family day care and group care is growing More than one third of these
very young children 'including 10 percent of those whose mothers work full time;
are cared fur outside their home, by nun relatives about 25 percent in family day
care and 10 percent in groups programs Child cure 'packages"the regular use of
inure than une type of litre are used by 16 percent of the mothers, and even more,
by about 28 percent, when fathers are an important component of the child care
"package"

For preschoolers, aged 3 t..):;, we have only piecemeal data There are no national
data un hula the whole 0/hurt is cared fur, nur are there recent data un child care

'The statistiks kited here an from both published and unpublished data provided by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics

'See, fur example. Sheila B Kamerman and Cheryl D Hayes, eds Rambo. That Work,
Washington, DU National Akildenix Press. and Cheryl D })ayes and Sheila B Kamer
man, Clii/drea of Horking, Parent:. Washington. DC National Academy Press. 1983

U S Bureau of the Census, current Population Reports. Series P-23. No 129, Chad Care
Arrangement, .4 tSolkotg Mother, .Just 19.1/2.' Washington. DC Government Printing Office,
P,04:1
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programs, nut on what local schools are proxiding Using a combination of 1982
school enrollment data and 1;1;7 day care enrollment data, we conclude that the pri
man type of care for this age group is some form of group care, usually in a pre
school program, often one that is only part day and thus in,y, require supplementa-
ry care arrangements The major new delupments are the beginning growth ui
full day preschool programs and m public school based programs

We estimate that more than 71 percent of the children of this age, with working
mothers, are in a group program for at least a part of the day For the 7, year olds,
this usually Means kindergarten, usually public., and usually part day For :1 and 1
year olds. it may mean a nursery school ur pre-kindergarten program, also part day,
but in this casr uYerwhelmingly private Enrollment in nursery sch,. Is doubled
strict' 1:170 and the proportion of the age group attending these programs has grown
(-Yen more Fur these children. multiple forms of care are especially likely since so
many programs are part day Federally zubsicht.ed day care centers and Head Start
programs are also an important component of the semi.e system for these children
but space is inadequate eNen to nwet the needs of those who qualify

Of particular importance, the preschool programs are being used increasingly,
whether ur not mothers work. by parents who see them as an important develop-
mental experience for their children Indeed, a major concern is the possible emir
gence of a dual system of child care in which children of affluent and well-educated
parents attend preschool programswhether ur not their mothers work and chit
(Inn of low income fanithes use more informal care As illustration 7,3 percent ut 3
1 year olds iti families with median or hasher incomes attended preschool programs
in 1982. as contrasted with 29 percent of those in families with lower incomes Simi-
larly, 72 percent of year olds w,1101e mothers are college graduates were in a pre
school program

hat no national data on where primary school children laged t)-10, in par
tic ulari are cared for when school is closed ur when their mothers work day goes
beyond the school day We know that the demand for before and after ....choul cart. is
growing and that the supply is growing, toobut is nowhere near able to meet the
demand But we have no sstematic data on how these children are cared fur, by
whom and where The estiniates for so-called latch-key children range from 1 s intl
lion to 7 million depending on which children are cotaitt-ki and what is defined as

TREND,

the most significant trends we Inn(' Rientdied are the following
Mort, out ut home, kart is being used for preschooler:, gener 11y, in-

cluding Infants and toddlers, and groti[ care, especially, is expanding The kit.Mall(1
UntillUes to grow. in particular. 101 infant and toddler care, school aged child care.

and for full-day preschool programs
More .1 to year olds art. attending pn.sc hk.01 programs w, holier ur nut their

mothers are SA Ulktfig. and there seems to be a growing dnergelic in patterns of
cart fur this age group. by family income and parents education

There is iontInued growth w church- sponsored child carn st rYices and in for
profit child care, and theft, art. soffit signs ut growth in public Sl'11001 based pro
Krauts

rhele has been a significalit reduction ai the 11111111,er, ul child .art. places that
air subsithred directly by public funds, largely as a consetfut no id the kutbakic:, ut
Title XX funds

Diere is mime allItitt.11 are being frown, in and unit of income
tested, publicly 111)!Allitell child cote programs, in some stairs, as tfic mtunir critu
ria log eligibility art' reduced as a consequence of less Isitic. XX !kinds. and as low
income working women alternately gain and lust. their eligibility fur itibsithit1
tare with Minor changes in Libor force status or curmng,

There is growing use tit the thud tare tax credit, now the largest single federal
child kale subsidy benelitting between and '1 million lhddrt ti and culling about

-/ billion ui tax cApeliditure, flow eer, accorclint, to thc.. Congressional
Budget ()Bite, unix about 7 peicnt ut the I i, nulli,w Limilies using the credit had
incomes below $10 inn in fist and less than i percent of the tax cluilits went to
these families

Then is growing pro% ',sum of tfutd tale information and ieferral I&I erx ices
I'lle must extensisa tiecetopnirnt is Cahlornia shin that prmides a public '.(11)
dy put these ser..ices Child ...tit. I &R set-% k es tonstatlat an Important dm lee tor

lac ilitat mg access to child are toy parents It 1111 about what is ay
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and tot proithog patent cuu,utnrt edutatiot ti ol ding how to thoose a ,attsfat tory
child care sertiee

I het t' Is growing dequssnin -but t et t modest detelopmnt ul einploet spon-
sored t hild tare Although the estimates range front 11:i to about 1,n0t1 employers,
there are no firm number, regat dun; whnh tumplutet. art' doing what And there is
a good deal at tonlu,wn regarding what being provided A ter.% large part of iihat
is int laded are ii .pica based of related thild tate sertues Anottiet large group are
entplotet. making 1110di,t toutti to unuuuuutt Lit Ilan..., or sponsoring ot.ca-
sional workshop, and .eininar, for emplop.-parents In t ontrast, there are estimat-
ed to be unit about td) thaid rate tenter, attuallt at the it Olkplate ui lint ate plates
of eniplo,inent VII the turteut attitudes of both employee- parents and employ-
er, it doe, not seem likely that these program, will ever-witty a ter), large growth
There att about the ',ue numbet of employers who are subsidiiing some part of

hdd (are tuts or Eat thtating p,.ynient with tax free dollars through a
salar,t ri datum! of flexible benefit plan Nlort, are exploring this but a recent IRS
annowitement mat hat, t,u,ed gUeZ4 IOU, 101 ,0(lie employer, about the tax status
of ,uth art aPPt Oat h The must Iakilt form that employer 01 sorsilip will take is
mot of Information and refer, tal set% SV%tfai iOripat les are now prowl-
ing of to plot idt, h es Tills is tutreririt a very %%4011%0111V en-
(teat or but t learlt is nut the -.olio ton to existing thiid Car. need,

1..cis a tRiti NI AND \if h,

The ,UPPI% of Mt, int and e. tun day presthuul, and after ,thou{ pro
giants es inadeima,e Although mant mothers, espy( talk -angle mothers, hate
nu hUlti' but tt, work and use %liate%er tape of thrld tare the} tan find, a recent
Censii. report it 11111.,ItC, that In put elit it h (hildren under age :1, in fam-
ilies with intome, under would look fur work if t hdd tare were available at
reasonable tost, ut t onstra.t to 1 pert exit in families %%Oh antomes user $2:0/00
Infant and toddler tare lentvr+ often haw waiting leas and after school programs
ate almost liotIcAIXIsttllt m 10,111', Q01111111,11111, le,

Then is a growing problem of .IIAsIs to 1.11111.1 taut -VD, f'S het &Ise the Int reused
eisatt of pr,igrains has led to a satuat ion in whit la parents do not know where to

find child care nor how to nleritif,t, winch sorvices are good.
Related to the 11111%e there is. glowing tontetii about the qualitt, of thild tare pro-

a a. wt II a. about the problems parents hate in astrtagung yu.nlatt. giten the
ahseine ut 1111111 Child ,ate ,trwe standards, the det. rease in state supervisory

t It ICSII1d a deg lute ui ,t,ind,tt d, at state to, et_ all as tunseyurnte of Tate
\X cutbacks and the elimination of federal requIrements

Thew is a tontuuitd problem of alfottlabilit,t,, in partnular for low ultimo.
a..upplt subsidies sot h as Title XX hate been reduced and the demand or ton-

-timer subsidies .1, the dependent tare tax tredit have !nutted or nu ,,due for
,nth Lambe. Moreot et. the tax (recta doe. not really tompensat fur a signifitant
p111 tOli of thilc! tate test. 101 these strut' It IS highly unliklv that a family
with an UK 01III` ut *Dm MO, for ek,alIple, would ,tend 421011 tot Child tare for one
Child, let alone ';,.1,1111 lot two' We hate not tamed out a st.temant stud', of thud
are let's nationallt not do %.. 10101% of an 1 oult' who has dOni. so VI Vitt' , but in

tho,e states where we tisated progtanis ,California Fhrida, Massachusetts,
New y", 'rev', tare lee. of sat a week for pt v,(hoo', tot .ntant care
wort tht 'low end lees dolt reit ten littlt between group ,,ire and family
(1,1% t,te in more expensat areas the %%veldt lee. were ST', and respeeti%el.
.old higher

(lit el; the tow tta.2e, ot 1%.111e11 thegrowiug numbets nt female headed fam-
ilies and the Ids( lih,,od that the', 11,1%, ',era hurt in, knot, Olt problem of the rust of
,,are t he til' liArgell parents is espe, tall% eri,/l1,

Rf i t1\1 NI,\TIONs

re,alan that thi Connolttee tuft at the beginning of it. t ploiations, and will
Ike it - tt t oi.nio ud,aUous n ut I, tattl Our ow II Alidd t are 'Wit% Is still rn pro.,

and not plepare I omprehnsite rt,ottlinendations %et Ilowete: it I. ,thread:
!eat t hat the tollo%% mg deser ie ('orarnittee.un-ider,ation

hhe r,ipni gio%%tn labor t ore pat t r at t ! women with I 1111(11 ell ICS's
than nrii %I .11 410,1111.W+ pn mint' 111,11tIll writ supplt 1.1 Infant
ut ,aid 1.111di I st the 111,1It yu,u t of tuater nett related ptiht it's in the I S An
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policy concerning infant care should include attention to maternity and parenting
policies that make possible paid and job-protected leaves for some time after child-
birth.

%.4.A ftflt?)n and well-educated parents use preschools, increasingly, as their pre-
fer r ild care service for children aged 3-5. We need to be very sensitive to the
potential for developing a two-tier system, in which children from low income fami-
lies are closed out of such an experience. Providing incentives for state and local
governments to expand public pre-kindergartens and extend kindergartens to a full
day would help avoid this development.

3 There is a substantial gap between the school day and year and the work day
and year Most working mothers work full time. The issue of after school care is
properly in the province of state and local government, but there is need for federal
help and perhaps incentives here, too. This is a high priority item that need not be
very expensive.

4 Given the wide disparities in the quality of child care available, and the decline
in state standards and supervisory activities, strong cunsidt...ition should be given to
the use of Federal leverage to raise and enforce standards.

3 Given the continued problem of affordability, we would urge. im the expansion
of the dependent care tax credit, including making it refundable for low income
working parents, and tbi increasing Title XX budget funds so that it will no longer
be necessary for states to "bounce- children from child care centers as soon as their
mothers earn a little more

36-292 0 - 84 - 3

L
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(From Monthly Labor Review, December 1983. Vol 106 No 121

Child-care services:
a national picture
As more mothers hold Jobc, the demand
for childcare services continues to grow
especialln for infinit and toddler care
and is exacerbated I)) brief maternity lean es

Slit ILA f1 AANR MIA%

In 1914 for the tun time, halt cal all mothers with t hildrrn
under age 6 were in tow labor forte (Jut of a cohort of
19 0 million thddren under age 6, 47 percent had working
mothers In the neat future the mowry of presthookrs
will VON OA IN 11.0e working inothcrs as moo school age
children alre.ady do How NC, hod children are cared for
while their mothers work is something that relatively link
is known about, although what is known suggests a quo,
complicated picture

What is the picture today of child care sener, for pre
school aged children' To help the reader yip afire the p
tine four questions are addressed

Where are the children of 'Amy parents being cared
lot
W hat is known about the kinds of child care SC(NiCe, and

arrangements that now cost'
What is know n about the quality of tare now pr
and what is happening to it'
What are the current trends. &setoff:lents, and emerging
issues to the child Cate services held'

For the purposes of this annle child care services will
include family day are and enter are, public and private
nursery school and pcekloclergartens Head Suit centers,

0,4011411 it 14.04<*sc* of Sof 'al Nosy and ilminenz rf in
&mot oll( ron Nat K.41S10.1V1IteMch Nur. Co4ello Umvenity
and ntrretn n a leilm el the Como fur AS(deteed VW. et the in
kroortal 3.berke. Sttord C4dorno

All do rue, par day Laie and alter ((hoot care INon

monetized care' , ref_eases and hod occasional babssitting
are NH includ, The distuysion is about relatively regular
care or alien ,lint a specific number cal bouts per di( and
regular 14.3.1. of 11.11,141(1 in lantilit..ind voup
ana-,.,nents under both educational and sok cal %titan.

auspices

Types find amount of mailable child care

Unfortunately, in addition to the child-care picture not
being very clear, t is not very complete National data are
not collected in any systematic fashion on children in out-
of borne care dunng the day, child-care arrangements used
whik parents work, ot child care service programs Tostud,
what exists and who uses which type of are one must pet e
together different, sometimes not fully compatable data
tolkcled by different sources at &Remelt tunes

In gnovnling an overview of child cart smite, for pre
school aged children, he types Cl services t JO be distils
gushed by the following

The age of the chili
--infant and toddler care 10 to 2 year olds)
preschooler care (3 to 5 )sar.olcto

The locus of care
in own home
in a relative's home
in a nonrelative's home
Ina group facility (tenter or so hoot)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Stu 's 1111 1 1 511(1k 10 It tksembr 1951. r ,,,, %,,,, ,

the .111q11.t 01 1, et
4,10,41°11 whil per kinchr),,art,n
gamin)
social wcIlArc Ida tJlt scrocrt

lilt sours, cal hind.
direst and indirect pubis subsidy clot e %ample public
grams io rci a prosichr or a tat bar leti! so, es as
tin. child at rae c 4,1,11
pro at; ubmds
ecoploscr subsists par, nt hs

Pr, ,, boon t t Aithough Owrt an no pro.- figura. Lein
owing the nunitwrs 01 thildrin in out of horns tut. be
age of t hid and Ito, cat car, 11; mutt toinpittt data to
4.111 ail thow on plc w host, Midi, n aged Ito S Bowescr
teen tuft csurnati t mum hs used

Ills mom ',cot national curses III alas care tenter. was
complared b. AM Assoc rat, in 1977 the nundeers arc
known 50 bass frown wthstannalls sin, then Morecescr.
thew data 1141 not ins lush programs undo calm alional out
pit es nurwry whoa'', prekindergarten. and kindergartens
Three air 0e largest sing!, repo ail child care serswcs for
shiklisnert this Age and th most raps% growing somponent
among child cut ..:1,1%,111 this JO group

the most summit> publicised consumer data on 1 Anal

4 year old children 01 working mothers arc from a 1977
( went Population %unic) It 1St sonklui ltd he the Boman
01 tilt I, emus ' (Ink data on children under in,:r S and on
the 404015, 4 W child in the laf11111 were 1111.1Utkd IIMJC,Cf,
lieu lust the cure) was carried out In lune when many
..t141111, ate 110,0.1 children in group life programs ate
significantly untkrreporltd I or rumple. lc. Cr than 21
person 01 children ail this age with mothers who worked
full rime in 1977 were reported as enrolled in group care,
as untested with 11 percent of all children this age in
1976 as ,,ding to (emus Bureau u. h001 enrollment data.'
erns 17 percent in 1970 as card by the National (enter for
fahnatninal Statistics ' Ste tables 1 and 1 I Furthermore
the puponionot youngsters cnrolkd in prewhool programs
was ognificantly higher when their mothers worked 144

[ _
Table I PopolsOon of preschoolers. go eponymy school
erwonnwent, and tabor forcer status*, mother by ehads
aim nee

_

brolawid,... , __.,

riii Antra
la nen or

ion
w 5 4 a' SI,

1 5 sr,1st 11 sr tsIt 41 2
3 11 ti n

1.1
41411 Wes

its *4111

;;4
11

rase

1-07

'0% onary WMf W, M MP..Min ye .v10.4 1,00,a1.
r4;"5,.'4,4,nn 5 5.4' vs 1,11.

C1/4 v kr 51, 31041 an0 L.N. cot,..4
twill taoone 4,1114.4544.

MIN nt

perornir Morro., r tilt se data do not report Mint* mod,.
Of late the packages 01 snit,' tare arrangement, whith
are most frequently used be working mothers "Such pack

Age, include wines combination of a gncschool program
Londe Jay care and retailer care they may insole e fawn
or more dill trent sire Finer, during an as erage week More
csterocee child care data were collected in the NS: Census
Bureau s national fertility coney but these data had not set
been published when this snide was prepared

Using 1979 school enrollment data and data from din
1977 Alit aunts studs ot day -cue enrollment, it is found
that almost two thirds it oil t to S teal old, and newt than
70 percent of Mowt with working mothers are in some form
of group child tare program These 11U111t/C1 are made up
of the following inch -three put cm of all t sear-olds were
rn .outset) who)l landeirgarten, tw tint grade in 1979 Thins
flee percent of all 1 to 4 scar-olds were in nursery ....hoot
rt prelinderganen A growing number of thew preschool
imograms are full Jan, the proportion of 1 tot year olds
in a full day grogram doubled during ihe 1970 s from 17
percent in 1941 to 14 percent 4n 1980 By 198(1 17 per cm
of 1 to 4 yea! olds were in preprimary programs Although
Icinderganen enrollment for S year olds is about the sane
whether it not mothers wort. (almost all 5 sear olds are in
proehool or primary wMotll, enrollment rates fur 1 to
year olds are signitic antis higher when mothers ate in the
labor force (44 percent compared with 11 percent in 1980!
All day enrollment is of couree fa higher for children with
full rime working mothers Although these programs mars
be salved for their educational content, they are often used
because they fulfill a nzeded child-care (unchain

Kindergarten enrollment increased by almost one third
between 1967 and 19130 atom 61 to $5 percent! Boweser
the increase in nursery school enrollment has been (see
more dramatic doubling in numbers during the 1970 and
more than doubting u a proportion of to4yeartrlds en
rolled thorn 16 gement in 1969 to 17 percent to 1980t

Moreover not only are children "(working mother, more
likely to be enrolled on preschool programs, but the enroll
sent rates WC nen higher when mothers fuse larger in
(room and more education Fiftyithree percent or 1 to a.
year olu children in families with median or higher income,
attended a preschool program in 1932, as contasred with
only 29 percent of those in lower income families As owed
enrollment rates increase as mothers' education keels rue
and increase still more when douse mothers are employed
Only ,hildren whose mothers are college graduates is
there sec difference between those with working and those
with nonworking mothers For example. shout half of such
1 year olds and 72 percent of such 4.yearolde were in a
ptrytool program in 1912 s

Given these data, one could argue that not only is there
growing use of preschool us a child-care strew: for the
1 , 4 , and 5 year olds with working mothers but there is
especially high use by affluent, educated working (amities

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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Table 2 reprimary school enrollment by child s ar and gat or totes status of mother, 1140
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11.1

Ill. J404 most.. rh.K piiii.tatits art 1,115.11. and tC14IIse
spcnsot sof h high use bs the ann. Jffitel111 raise, KW.,

41lIss114411, AKA (his ,mogul rhos 10111/1.0c .hthirrn r,5 lows,

unit ramifies i ho low rraJian intomei without ril100,
,of h piufiarns whelk! tai rat tha n intalxrs work

Aftortling to tht Abl sup,. an addition to those thildren
in pro sf hand pravanis about III passes of the ..Rote

940110511 will in CIJ) 1.01 44 nts r. inwisi ...I's 1 oil 01.11

old.) Thus ihtrt 54.1110 10 01 1 IOW! 1.1 0-1 portent cal ib
and a 1.11 ailds with working loolheis in sonic kind of

tatnip salt 101 unlit pan of the das this figure n likely to
he halm bcAust ncAliv a hall nnllhn thildren arc esti
mated hi base hem enrolled in Ink XX lumkti tenter, in
1481 a signifhant intinase user the 147, hgures a tAnd
10 S14115 were not ins lotted in the 1981 figure because they
did not proviik data I Si us hse pertent cal these yhildren
were I to S.year olds rand noire than 11.111 were age .1 or
al awl alinosi all tun" winking parents obese figures may
'use sk.reased in the gas, scar/ Also Head Start serves
mails 400 Ota) yhildren farg.ls I and 4 scar sills

Fedaralls funded Mile XX) tenter. base intreased it
nornMrs, too there were all esitmated I 1 132 in 1981, a
sgnanani Jolly hom the 11 11111 Itirntitic4 in the AN WI
5. '10100 01 10050 cnttis inn hat, 00,,,) m the gaLl
seat as as onsequeme of .uthak, in bonding but no spot rho
/LILA Ian losing, JIC 40.11141ble as 411 this ,4441141rIII !lead Sian
ii,iipant, base also s 'pantie," .ruse 1477 and .brut one
huh MC tall Jas progiams 91ore than an percent of the
Jas tall (emery car to Alst surscs were proprietary or for
prutll establishments Both the numbers and the proNnion

proptietary hiLl sershe, base grown SIVIIrIS antis
"on' then BC4J4ISC nn/s1 32121,0 large 4 mull..cnIcri lot profit

I t
I
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thikkare set's", fornpanks did not receisc talc XX meta
in 1981 these nunibery are addinsc rather than oserlappiny,

In addition about 3 pertent 01 I to 4 Seal olds whose
mothers worked lull nine in 1911 (and 29 pertcni of those
whost mothers 15141,0d pan timei were ,.red lor in sonKoriC
,Jsc s how, usually in a nontelatise 5 home liamily day
s are " there is a SIVnIth.1111, if unknown osellap between
the ant& n in pr. programs and thow ,arid lin In
hone be II by a relnise or nonrelatise, pan 01 tlx thikl
tare pa,kaging mentioned above, and pant, ularly in'
portan for thildren whose mothers 'soak longer than be
peexhool or who'd hours About 1C0.000tIuldren were in
federally funded family day -care homes in 1981 " Bs lat.
most thildren in family day tare 'About 90 percent of the
more than 6 million thtldren estimated robe in family day
tare for 10 hours or more pt. week In 1975) were in In
loernal. unregulated mare " About(' potent were in lite nsed
mare tntlinting 2 percent in tare prostded in a home but
under the smknorship of an umbrella agent y However,
most of thew childrtn here under age I

Inlants and okldleet As Jilin all as it is to estimate nos
erage and type of yak presided for prewhoolers the data
on infant and toddle! tare are far less adequate A planned
national survey of infant tare. to be tamed out by AN was
"'melted The n ash sited National Consumes Day (arc
Study was innwly designed and inadequately analyeed At
Lording to the 1977 ( unent Populainm Survey the pours
tare arrangement for thIldren under age 3 was family day
care assails in the hinnc Of a nonrelanse

ktiniating lion' the ti's data, 015/(e than one third of be
yhilthen wah wanking molhcfs were in Mho Limit) day
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M0%11111 I .BUR HI %II.. It It 1 ( rid./ ( we 1, ?rho

are is, ,:soup o ass m I I' hilt 1,, 011 Jils rata 001 Oh,

third ot Isms, undo .11, .with lull Iris wort ing soothccs
and 17 ix rs ns ol 111d, .1th part iris .101011k 0101kl,
were in lamas 4as salt .111.1 ohne than s) gstro, as 01 shot,

. oh lull sow .tolling isms hers and ps, it, nt sit show
orl,,J pan ',me wan in group are Inland

and toddlt art has bran grow mg capidts sm., the mid
sre thus the os et age data are UndOldltdIs 1)41,11 10

da)
Ilk ',showing sounds out this phture ol how , hsldren arc

and I01 wnsk par. nts It sp<ual is 1111114. Is, ass 111111, 1.111011

101,,

,0,11 ruToon,n sot habits with wrrbnl In, thos as,
d 101 J11., brit Os hsmothrs on 10J1,11,1% Is ass

It .4.1 Man dtlj.I st 01 tt,srlonl, mothls al, smiths!
505111 paid I, ass at its, has h.1,115 oh osualls lot

abut ha s nasals and a ,6111,whar to,psi .nor nas
Is main 11011% On an unpaid but ft, INt.'It It ass lot
1,m 4 olon1h. "
S01114, 1141,111, Isla 15th thin. wuhprtsh t I J1 .1)11

0,1/ Nkgt, ds111i, ni shots In odor to 01.0.i.. t hi id
V11101/01 fills 1111.1110a 01 tart has ft ts d st Is 11111,

ms 011oll 11105 1.11 ft usnl, this ,hit, r, n' Jar,,
1111, I L1111111 I's ,pol,stson Sur, Os, P ss, 4 'shod, of

ItholK its units, as111th Qualils of I 111,1.1.K 51. Su,
t hate found that this 111.11% h. a Iwo, swish, ant

puts In of w oil hs parents with string shitdrt n than
su pet ted

A sirs tett emplosers largels hospital. pros rat snore
Odd are sett it et t about ho,puals Amur So ern
(110),11%. and a few o'hos sulwids, pas., ill of sate

Cluldcare quality, prugrumming and standards

Mors than hall of all nursers s, boo'. all potato hit
pertent t iglus eight pars col of the kindergaitens as putt
ht Mere ate lllll national data as aria Me on thew pro
grams (In the other hand a much more ettent,to pisture
c tau, regarding the more than I I 000 leskrails lusted star
c are sewer. that et wed in the fall of IVOCI Ihs ttpc of
c enter Is discussed here

In earls 14S1 the Ikitannwni of Health anal Human
Smites Issued proposed do cafe feel11.0100, ,,11,Cintnk;
group sue tun to s had ratios training gads, J11010 IOC
tare ps Cr n011111011 114,1111) safe parent punt spawn and
venal tun KO 10 h..% omc etiettise in le lobe! In the mean
time the ( stoves. in att Ortuubas Budget Resort,. Matson
A:t of 191f0 Belated the effective dale of thew proposed
regulations Before the proposals souk! bestow ales, toe
the S. sal 'ter. it et Illo51 bran) Asa Mao masted Among
other thing. this At t amended Federal requirement. and
standard. regarding Silk XX ch. care s enters 1 his Mean!
that State and lot al tiandards where thst rte pied Marc in
eHht ISua h standard's are likely to he below those set hs
the I ederal (cover nshent /

The Oronshus Budget Heo on. disown Aol mandated the
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Department of I lealth and Human Scenes to eJt

State in sons'. ung a 1% Al mails asst sit ul .orient prat
bat sn Title lunthd J.1% sass program. and proside a
11111111.11% report of IM atesson ill to ( Ingress fis funs I

1481 ' A1lordlng, to the it pod pros !des pra,n, es were
I n , omplsans,e w oh sr 411\1,ed th, proposed I Cdcl al 11.110
ands yore apes ith Alt

Despite the 4..1 that 24 of the 4' Stales reporting ha,
no group site (squirt mcnts all stated their t enter. had
group smaller than those ut in the proposed reg. ulahon

for all but the unsk r ss Jr olds

Stall to 1.1110% were ognifisantls highr than pro
pow,' lot sh,h1r,11 and l JIM old, ) how es,1 rhos wss
signihs antis low er to, those ,moor l
Although ants hall ths vat,. Isom .tots 1, so
pros de it ainin4. rts. aas all roosiak d sus)) is Jln mg and
thief gthltlas 01 a enter. la, 00', ant one hall 01
1.0,111 da tale moth, Is 11.1.1 O< 1110100 tusks a trail,

mg psogram within the past s1Js
',cots hst pc, ni of thr lCn4n IJOJ h ll PI lint ho,.
pros sdtd the lk possn nt of Atno ulture 5 re,onscrx mks d
o had s are tosod potraos

S, sent. pastor su rhs ',WC, assured shtldss h m sacs
Iundsd b. Inds shs sits Jul halth ss slln and "s
pa r , t nt assured 111, 1 1 1 11,"1"1 Ok IA w fsl.,

oder.1 funding under I alt has been ognm, antis o ut
toss,. I siNi (las sass was one of the Uwe, 1'10,st funded

wit hes relvesentIng IS persent 01 all I ,tio
e epe nditurs nanonw sae Funding Mr Mc Child nutntson
program a t omponent of publit support of ch. tart has
al,' been reduced Few programs hate Jatuaits t toted thus
las Mn this nus you m the I uture (o. en the Ial gc Dui
basks m Federal grants to States most States are under
grow mg 11111114.131 pressure in this nu Thew State. wJt
1004 themtels es as 101111.11e tf the. tan maintain the quail
tilt of care ales are unlike!. to enfort e standards esen 11
standards ccett

A Locums emerges regarding .hether the e fluent of tom
pliant e that d in 19141 was nor related to the caret
(atom of Federal standards and enfott anent From now
on the Slates wall has c prinurs responstbilitv for set mg
and enfort ing standards our eming the hoalth safes. and
developmental needs, of thddren Ins arc Vt hether providers
4111c ontinue to mamtain these dandards and theater States
401 mocks, what pm. Welt do rectum. to be seen Thus
dal sale regulation pins preprimar) whptl generally as JO
arena in .huh the proles, loon ul shnWrcn 4111 ,kpend s ont
plods, on the State

Toatirds the future

Thc unit tignih, ant Federal deselorntent Is the espansion
of she t held tale 1.11. t rctin in 141] and tubscsluentls mak
mg II as olablc esen to those who do mat stensife &du, lions
1h...etc, unless% the .roan st ins seated and nu& ieiurti
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aMt I. will t arc 5555 tn 5(55 111110 091(w to Ion 4115.:

0 901., ialr int 0115 1J11111 Cs

I10, 1 k 1W9k1c91 ( arc Atfs1.115 t plan and rho elan IC
.51,11,41 plan settosn psis an Insut,sc hens lit. mat open
ihc mut for sons. CA Notion in cinploact ponsorefl she'd
5 115 tCl C ii0v.Cts1 has OsUfTCd As S51

(11.1101 dodo:tined in the hold in sec cm scars ha,
l' Cc had at. 101,(11511.1 and rtIcrtal erNifts rhsw bass
noi1,1 on. d c spc, salts in( Adorn, .her. hits Its pubis, is
landed this r. Jr1 area 111 m ht. h mot, onplfiscrs arc sou
soloint, tr. Iscnvent oacIl Imallr sonscrn wnhthc dual
its rsl cdos anon i iC4(1106, conk 51,11C and lea ditto to
Its t..111,VOC h Oct ptcptintors prop ants Sioux aft sorts 1111

ants+ lull Jas lonfIctwcns %Alt,. JON cstoblishing pit
klodctgoncn pt..11.111 and still lbcts arc °nodding to

I hr demand lot had off 51,515.C amnnucs 10 grow
anal most p Ift ;vs °I picashoolcrsaont an talus ah o sl pt.
1,1,1 %lost N, h programs arc povalc partisulat Is hose

trio. hinds world, lecl l nlonunatcla good propos.. ,c
'cis °Isco capcsoisc Ntoccosct therc 4. es 11% t

lull slat po.gra n m nuns p.ucnts art po.kaging dour
ploto, sun Inc sr nawc Oho tapes 01 care 'AA sots
sc4...cn, es not set known The outboat, in landing group
ft(t1,714(1 alt espC5 rails ognstsfant rn thcit impao our 4'I

.c tos low. and bills insostrc shilJtot \lona of tins.
shildtcn aho sett puhts,ls uhodtzed pcssh,n.I pro
p..11, 111C (5 11..111,101Cti into ml. aural and t
lonisla Jos Jit J sUbtitIlt art t Ul bask and plop Jtti lot
AN parrots hoc has chp rkiLn lot a whorls ths shilJtdi
amid oJapt to I flea sate gist, anal Ills n ti th. lo,. of
!ricnds

the higgcst surrcnt J. mond 10t AM care C rs 101

inlonts and toddles, bc, as.o.c it is J115511. lilt it moth... that
the inocosc m labr s Lis. c pads. spats,. has hccn itc atf
and du scoots sI 051C 155555 5Ct IC l'ald 111..11,1noi

idisohdiis t lc sscs J1C 4,111..1bIt °els 10 a mint1111% of 991,111(

...men and its usual!) hoc' 1I1Cfn n an idgcnt msJ to

.aponJ anal am 10, c Inalcinits tclIdeJ hcnehts ptosialtd al
the aorkplofc Data son.dning Ml. holocs anal todJ1.1.
itc tang tared for anal attar tap< of o arc cant arc lott.sh
maJcqual. Most of du-A. hddlen art in solos nut !amok
das 4.4(C ..1111111:t ownl, hut hoc again Intls is known us

thew centres
Allhosnzh rho ,uttcnt stood s aic psslurc rs hot%

plelc A111'9 1)1999 is 9,44nOs hit likcliho(9.1)11 osnisnuIng
demand Aocsobilds a11oiJJMhta and quontes ash Ic
main ((Mini sues tam 1.40n11191, 1/91)..11.1Ink, qualms .111 .15

teosingh sons< to the loreltont

5555150
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LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES(LFPR) OF WOMEN WITH CHILDREN
UNDER 18, BY '4ARITAL STAITS OF WOMEN AND

AC'. OF CHILD Werth 1984)

Age of Children
All

Mothers

LFPR

SingleMarried

Under 18 61 59 66

6- 17 68 65 77

Under 6 52 52 53

3 - 5 59 58 63

Under 3 48 48 45

Under 12 months 46

Source: Bureau of Labor ,,tattsuks, thpubli,hed data.
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THE
CHILD-CARE DEBATE:

WORKING MOTHERS
VS.

AMERICA

S
hould mothers work? Americans still ask. including the
jobholders surveyed by the Public Agenda Foundation
for the survey reported in WORKING WOMAN on August

and September In fact, the majority of mothers do work
andas the survey also showsmost of the work force
thinks that the care of their Olden is being neglected and
that something should be done about a The question is.
what? To answer that question intelligenty, we first need to
know what the child-care sttuation is for millions of American
families in 1983 For enlightenment. WORKING WOMAN
turned to one of the nation's leading authorities on the issue.
Sheila B Kamerman. DSW. professor of social policy and
planning at Columbia University School of Social Work in
New York Karnerman is co-director of a major national study
of child-care services. supported by the Carnegie Corpora-
tion. and author of a number of books on the subject. includ-
ing "Child Care. Family Benefits and Working Parents." with
Alfred J Kahn /Columbia University Press), and 'Parenting in
an UnresponsNe Society Managing Work and Family Life"
/Free Press) Her newest book. -Maternity Policies and Work-
ing Women." is being published this month by Columbia
Univertity Press. With a crucial Presidential-election year
about to begin. Kamerman's reflections form an =portant
part of the growing dialogue about what needs to be done
for the children of work% pare= Although most American
pulittuans have largely ignored che child -care issue for more
than a decadethe last child-care bill was passed by Con
gress in 1971 but was vetoed by President Nixonthey can
afford to do so no kinger

It 1

8Y SHEILA B KAMERM.AN
Tla bug *knot a over Aftet .n sts.
sena of wet a N.& child Off is '

gout no remth no the nneoeul .gnn
de The debate n ILO. to be sees

/afferent ten now and the upsurge of wren'
u4 kv.< dram en mutunsion do

ni the tnItInnning ran to tgescet or deny the
rnporusnee of clad... WWII

Ten years ago, the push foe auk! Cart nest
pall to suabinh a nee federal program of
das.care omen and the people behind the
Yue Were ratinfinsah OM miG.01Ifs an
armed about tinkerer. Today the focus no
long. ss Nu on Wadunrcee and Woad
hued comments() has MM./ Al ne tone
to ',clung putts themselves non an ente
.hthlUrtg Ininplly of puma

Jotting nntli them tee WIlliOnal nVell(n 0/
fantranons well as the Assonatoon of honor
Le gs. teed the Nano.' Organuaitos foe
%pee. (NOM) omen's sugaseestv-tn
ChAing W0InG Wouneeand echrous
Of if...MP.. such as the his nand Conned of
Chuff titS Is addition to proicsoonah and ad
rames for addren foe cum.* the Vends
engem boo, OW& tre t Defense Fund ten
roue lure fend not nouhls the Child
Cain Action COnIgNiljn s nf tonlivOn
banded h pence Guggenhoree to loot,
Convey and aana defamation *rhea en
Chides among Ile mireibffS Innik111.100, 01
the media ofsKseon, prof...Kends and. 'title
nage of worms s org mutton.

The nee godson h.end !okra I programs
to OrnOulligf nuoporl from hod pet ma am!
/whale melon and feat...) lorcl of greaten
mem fadeed rate local What cloth as
needed ...note than Sulk WOO' pietist
The No a on to MM.. the quaint., a
chid..n btfywn oval:S to f IipanP so,,
to been to mutt ..n.) a tern dr,..3
able as all also rued and nun than and 1,
once.* Ore quails y OA tact roasted

THE NEW REALITIES
One mason been kW. I hes, thong lead
based meth foe add.. tern Welt .,'n

that man, Arrerneam lust been untie ,hr
leimarpfuIle..1 that nit /Mile %tuition, need
ted them The srsalabit InniCti used

an (bought Ialjfly b> n/tlisrf fonti. s; -
.ere not ;worms that the nsuont, of /knurl
cues wanted to pennon Of to We foe 040
Ow. ChihtIen

MOO 0114111nOt .t home talk see a

ohne anklet. Amman. behesed f
mot den wonted n ..t cuts foe fen hew,
da) abate ihnu chdd,m sent el %ascot

What t more eart of s child cnotrftle an or
hee won honse--especulls at tome Seed 01
roue 4cehti as thought to 4 hod be ,Iter
rem Therefore weakens parents wed tend
IleffernnI1 rean.e. l core ra IM, tInbi,a
bobale the, ant at .04 roar Lain tat
Children 1111 gonblerfa In foe e11. the on
%Mu. ihnt .0,11.ng parent. had a 0.0
Cr.), Muting ftukt cane

One bt One thee meths I./ been orann.1
Although the process teal n no tangled the

tl t ^tblt eta s, be
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It's unlikely that employers will be able to bear a major
or even significantportion of the child-care burden.

Only very large companies can afford to fund childcare,
and most women work for very small companies

pnbItc is ktonung ttd On Sc. min.n
ef (stml) us and c bid nanng

Rahn number one Thar moist Amerman
eanhen ire not at home with iheir children
The most dramein mono in kook labor
Into panonsamon nits one the last decade
kb been among shamed women with chit
*eft IA knouts, those with ben nouns chit
draw Anmehng to Ehrekth fildnun Sr

wor worm". m Ile disnon emplos num
and %reemployment ..*Psis d Ito VS Linn
ef Lab", &ARM°. the p-remise of ma Mrs
ef daddies wader an Is who ate in the labor
ken An esteemed Ann 40 mum tn 1,7010
elettati 0 perteot tbie rate for
binned Omen rah children undo age et
cord from 30 parse l0 50 percent derma
throe auk peen Todk II worm of chit
dent we twopment farndm tune torlons
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Zig ler.

STATEMENT OF EDIIARD F. ZIGLER, MD., STERLING PROFES-
SOR OF' PSYCHOLOG1 AND HEAD OF THE PSYCHOLOGY SEC-
TION, YALE CHILD STUDY CENTER. DIRECTOR, BUSH CENTER
IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL POLICY, YALE UNIVER-
SITY

Mr. ZIGLER. Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to testify
before this committee. Let us start with a little history, because I
have been a player for a good number of years in this field. Let us
go back to 1970.

The White House Conference on Children at that time noted the
need for good quality child care as the No. 1 problem facing Ameri-
can families. Unfortunately, no national effort to meet this need
was put into place at that time, and over the intervening 14 years
the problem has worsened.

Currently, more than half of the mothers whose children are too
young to care for themselves are working outside the home, and
our best extrapolation is that by the end of this century this figure
will top 75 percent. We must be very clear that for most of these
mothers staying home to care for their children full time is simply
not economically realistic.

In modern America mothers work for the same reason fathers
doeconomic necessity. Many more families would be living at the
poverty level if they did not have two parents in the labor force,
and one-fifth of American children now reside in single parent
households where a mother's income is often theie only source of
support Because of these dramatic changes in the demographics of
American family life, there are now approximately 6 million chil-
dren under 13 being cared for by others so that their parents can
work.

Now, should parents be concerned about the growth and develop-
ment of young children in such care? What type of citizens will our
Nation have in the coming decades? The answer to whether we
should be concerned ur not depends upon a number of factors, espe-
cially the quality and kind of care the child receives and also, per-
haps, the age of the child.

Most child care experts now believe that high quality supplemen-
tal care produces no ill effects on the cognitive or socioemotional
development of the toddlers and children experiencing such care.
However, in regard to the effects of child care on children in the
first year of life, no consensus has developed. Nonetheless, there is
a large and quickly growing demand for such care, as Dr. Kamer-
man has pointed out to us. In fact, it is the fastest growing type of
child care in the United States.

The controversy between those who give infant day care a cleanpsychglggi ; of filth anal, those who do not has become
rather!, beht.:B.:Vith +e6) lirominent workers on both sides of the
issue. I am currently involved in a review and reanalysis of the lit-
erature on the effects of infant day care Our preliminary sense is
that the risks of infant group care seem to increase when the child
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is also experiencing other life stresses such as father absence, pov-
erty or unstable care arrangements.

However, our chief concern is that infants are simply more vul-
nerable than are older children. Therefore, it is necessary to have
at least one staff member for every three infants, to have staff rea-
sonably well trained, to have strict sanitation and infection control
procedures, to have small group size and so on. All of this costs
money, with infant care costing upwards from $5,200 per year in
most metropolitan areas.

Currently the tax laws allow a lower middle class family a child
care credit which amounts to 30 percent of the first $2,400 they
spend on supplemental child care. This credit is welcome relief and
is reasonable for families with preschool and school-aged children,
but it does not go very far in deferring the higher cost of infant
care. Therefore, I am suggesting that the amount of tax credit
available should be higher for parents of infants than for parents
of school age children.

Even if high quality infant care were affordable, many parents
and professionals would still be concerned about the potential ef-
fects of separating parents and infants in the first few weeks and
months of life. Hence, I WOU 1 d also like to suggest that the Federal
Government begin to invest gate the feasibility of a policy of part-
paid infant ,,:are leaves, commonplace in Europe and Canada.

Infant care leaves are typically financed by employer-employee
contributions, with some government incentive. If America had
such a policy, many new parents would not be faced with having to
choose one of two unacceptable alternativesthat is, one of them
quitting a job or, second, placing their very young infant into out-
of-home care arrangements.

Another issue confronting parents is whether to choose family
child care, in which one adult cares for several nonrelated children
in her own home, or center care, where a number of adults care for
larger numbers of children in a central location. Currently more
children are placed in family day care homes than in large centers,
but the issue of which type of setting is best for children remains
an open question, one that should have been settled long ago but
has not been.

There is some evidence, provided by Sandra Scarr's research
group, that for children under three family day care homes may be
superior in many ways. On the other hand, Mary Keyserling, in
her work "Windows on Day Care," points out serious problems
with family day care. The major problem is the difficulty of con-
trolling the quality of family day care.

It is very likely that both the best and worst of day care situa-
tions take place in family day care homes. The vast majority are
unlicensed and unmonitored. The Federal role should involve pro-
viding seed money and incentive to the States to increase the visi-
bility of family day care homes and encourage licensu re or registra-
tion of them.

One noteworthy approach to family day care, such as the Pacific
Oaks model, involves clustering family day care homes into net-
works where they can provide mutual support to one another, help-
ing to assure quality of care.
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Most recent discussions of day care have focused on children of
preschool age. however, we should not lose sight of the fact that
about two-thirds of the need for day care is fur school-age children,
ages 6 to 11 An estimated 2 to 4 million, and, as Dr. Kamerman
points out, we du not knom, the exact number, but an estimated 2
to 1 million, of such children are left alone to fend for themselves
for a significant portion of each day.

These latchkey children are more vulnerable to injury from acci-
dents and from sexual and other kinds of assault. A relatively inex-
pensive solution to this problem, which Dr. Kamerman has already
recommended end which I also put before you, would be parent-
school partnerships in which the school buildings, which are al-
ready housing these children for most of the day, are used to house
them for a few more hours.

These extra hours should be supervised not by teachers, which
would be too expensive, but by a child development associate, a
graduate of a much shorter competency-based program. This is one
area in which the Reagan administration has provided important
leaders lip, especie fly through the efforts of the Office of Human
Development uncle- Dorcas Hardy.

OHD has recently distributed an RFP designed to assist States
and municipalities in the identification and implementation of ef-
fective school-age day care programs. This effort by Health and
Human Sell ices r,hould come to your attention and should certain-
ly be expanded. It is a target of very high opportunity, because it is
very cost effective to provide day care for this age child.

It is clear thiit modern American society is not in the position of
choosing for or against supplemental care for a large percentage of
its children The only operative questions have to do with afford-
ability and quality. The current situation forces too many children
into less than adequate child care arrangements, and the research
concerning the negative effects of inad'quate care is clear.

Inadecuate child care has lasting negative effects on the intellec-
tual and socio-emotional development of the children experiencing
such care It has been associated vvith cognitive and language defi-
cits, as well as difficulties with social relationships It would be ir-
responsible for us to fail to chuuse for the availability of high qual-
ity supplemental child care for all of America's children who need
i t,

('hild development experts have pretty sound ideas about what
constitutes good quality of care. That is not the problem. The prob-
lem is whether we have the will and the imagination to develop
social policy that makes such care available.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Edward Zigler follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PROF' EDWARD ZIGLER

In 1970, the White House Conference un Children noted the need for good quality
child care as the number one problem facing American families Unfortunately, no
national effort to meet this need was put into place at that time Over the interven-
ing 11 years, the problem :MS worsened, as more and more mothers have begun to
work outside the home Currently, more than half of the mothers whos., children
are too young to care for themselces are in the labor force, and our best extrapola-
tion is that by the end of the century, the figure will top 75% We must be very
clear that for most of these mothers staying home to care for their children full
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time is simply not economically realistic. In modern America mothers work for the
same reason fathers do economic necessity. The bulk of current American middle
class families have achieved their standard of living through both parents in the
family working. Many more families would be living at the poverty level if mothers
were not in the labor force. You must remember that onefifth of Amencan children
now reside in single parent households and mother's income is often their only
source of support Because of these dramatic changes in the demographics of Amen
can family life there are nov, approximately 6 million children under 13 being cared
for by others so that their parents can work.

Should parents be concerned about the growth and development of young children
who in large part are being cared for by non parental adults? The answer depends
upon a number of factors, especially the quality and kind of care the child receives
and also, perhaps, the age of the child. Most child care experts now believe that
high quality supplemental care provided to toddlers and children from relatively un
stressed and stable family situations probably produces no ill effects on the cugni
tive or socio-emotional development of the children experiencing such care

However, in regard to supplemental care in early infancy that is, the first year of
life), no consensus has developed What is clear is that there is a large and quickly
growing demand for such care, in fact it is the fastest growing type of child care in
the United States (Jones, E., & Prescott, E , 1982). [1] The controversy between those
who give infant day care a clean psychological bill of health and those who do not
has become rather heated, with very prominent workers on both sides of the issue I

am currently involved in a revies, and reanalysis of the literature on the effects of
infant day care with Thomas Gamble at Yale. As of this writing, we remain rather
less sanguine than most of our colleagues about the benign effects of group care for
infants. Chances of negative effects accruing to infants experiencing such care seem
to increase as a function of the number and magnitude of other life stresses such as
father absence, poverty, unstable substitute care arrangements, etc.).

However, our chief concern is that achieving even minimal conditions of quality
for infant care is very expensive The problem is that infants are simply more vul
nerable than are older children, making it necessary to have at least one staff
member for every three infants, to have staff reasonably well trained, to have strict
sanitation and infection control procedures, to have small group size and so on All
this costs money, with infant care costing upward of $5200 per year in most metro
politan areas. Most parents cannot afford to pay that much, and providers cannot
afford to charge less. This leads to my first suggestion. Currently, the tax laws allow
a lower-middle class family a child care credit which amounts to 30% of the first
$2,400 they spend on supplemental child care This is welcome relief and is reasons
ble in regard to the average cost of care fur pre-school and school aged children But
in regard to the more expensive infant care, it does not go nearly far enough There
fore, I am suggesting that the amount of tax credit available should be higher for
parents of infants.

Even if high quality infant day care were affordable, this does not allay the fear
that many parents and professionals have about the potential effects of separating
parents and infants in the first weeks and months of life. Hence, I would also like to
suggest that the federal government begin to investigate the feasibility of a policy of
part paid infant care leaves Such policies are commonplace in Europe and Canada
They are typically financed by employer-employee contributions, with some govern
ment incentive If America had such a policy, many new parents would not be faced
with having to choose one of two unacceptable alternatives, that is, one of them
quitting a job, producing a significant drop in income, or placing their very young
infant into out-of home care arrangements Our current sense is that must young
families would prefer an infant care leave to placing their newborn in a day care
center

Another issue confronting parents is whether to choose family child care, in
which one ac'ult cares for several non-related children in her own home, or center
care, where a number uf adults care for larger numbers uf children in a central lu,
cation. Currently, more children are placed in family day care homes than in large
centers, but the question of which type uf setting is best for children remains an
open question -one that should have been settled long ago, but has not been There
is some evidence, provided by Sandra Scarr's research group, that for childrpn
under three, family day care homes may be superior in rr..,y ways McCartney, K ,
et al, 19821 [2] On the other hand, Mary Keyserling (1982i in Winduus tin Day Cure
rni r.soints out serious problems with family day care

'The major problem is the difficulty of controlling the quality uf family day care It
is very likely that both the best and worst of day care situations take place in
family day care homes The vast majority are unlicensed They are difficult to Ii
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cense, much less to monitor, because there are see many, and because many of them
go in and out of business rapidly The Federal rule should invoke providing seed
money and incentives to the states to increase the visibility of family day care
hurries and to encourage licensure or registration of them One note. Nurthy approach
to family day care, such as the Pacific Oaks model, involves clustering family day
care into networks where they can provide mutual support to one another, helping
to assure quality of care It is also important to start educating parents about what
to look for in regard to the quality and safety of such arrangements for their chil-
dren

Most recent discussions of day care have focused un children of pre-school age
however, we should nut lose sight of the fact that about two-thirds of the need for
day care is for school aged children it; -11i whose parents both work An estimated
2 d million such children are left alone to tend for themselves for a significant por-
tion of each day (School -Age Child Care Project, 19is.1 i-11 These latchkey- children
are more vulnerable to injury from accident, and from sexual and other kinds of
assault For this age group. 1 believe that there is d relatively inexpensive solution
to the problem The solution IIIN ukez, parent school partnerships in which the school
buildings, which are already housing these childrer, fur most of the day, are used to
house them for a few more hours These extra hours should be supervised not by
teachers (which would be too expensive) but by a Child Development Associate, a
graduate of a much shorter competency-based program This is one area in which
the Reagan Administration has provided important leadership, especially through
the efforts of the Office of Human Development under Dorcas Hardy OIID has re-
cently distributed an REP designed to assist states and municipalities in the identi-
fication and implementation of effective school age daycare programs

It is clear that modern American sucietY is not in the position of choosing for or
against supplemented care for a large) percentage of its children The only operative
questions have to du with affurdability and quality The current situation forces too
many children into 'ess than adequate child care arrangements, and the research
concerning the riegati et- Wee of inadequate care is clear Inadequate day .are has
lasting negative effect, on 1. le intellectual and SQL lu-emottonal development of the
children experiencing such care It has been associated with cognitive and language
deficits, as well as deficits in regard to social relations with parents and unfamiliar
adults It would be irresponsible for us to fail to choose for the availability of high
quality supplemental child care for all of America's children who need it Child de-
%ulopment experts have pretty sound ideas about what constitutes quality of care,
that s not the problem The problem a whether we have the will and the imagina-
tion to develop social policy that makes such care available
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Tompkins.

STATEMENT OF RACHEL TOMPhINS, EMI) DIRECTOR,
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND, 1VASHINGTON,

Ms TommiNs. Mr. Chairman and members of the coinmittee, I
am Rachel Tompkins, executive director of the Childrerlis Defense
Fund I am testifying today un behalf of our presiderit, Marian
Wright Edelman, who sadly is unable to be here.

CDF is delighted that the committee is beginning its thscugsion
of child care and proiding a public forum in which we can debate
policies that affect many American families The supply of child
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care lags so far behind the demand that more than one in six
American children 13 years old and under may be going without
care. The need for infant care and after-school care has been high-
lighted by the other two witnesses. I will not go into any of the
numbers that are in my ritten testimony.

Mothers work out of economic necessity. Close to one-fifth of all
families with children under IS years of age are headed by women

ith no husband present. Married women are also essential provid-
ers of family income. Among married women who work outside the
home, 27 percent have husbands who earn less than $10,000, 73
percent have husbands who earn less than $20,000. The average
single mother with children is far worse off, earning only $9,495 in
1981.

As Harper's magazine describes it, 80 percent of American work-
ing women are employed in traditional women's jobs. They spend
their days waiting on tables, typing letters, emptyitv bedpans and
cleaning offices. On the average they earn just over $10,000 a year
You cannot buy very much child care on that kind of salary.

The lack of affordable child care is a major factor in keeping
women and children in poverty. A Census Bureau survey deter-
mined recently that 45 percent of single women with children and
36 percent of low-income women with family incomes under
$15,000 would work if child care were available at a reasonable
cost.

Lack of affordable child care also restrict:. the training and edu-
cational opportunities that allow women to advance and perhaps
earn the additional income that would allow them to purchase
quality child care. One of every five or six women is unemployed
because she is unable to make satisfactory child care arrange-
ments.

Let me give you an example that is typical of many of the
women who are seeking child care. In Washington State a single
parent mother with three young children ages 8, 4, and 1 has been
struggling to keep her family together and to move off welfare. A
year and a half ago because she had problems with alcohol she
placed her 4-year-old in foster care. She turned to Alcoholics Anon-
ymous for help. She got help through that and some other pro-
grams.

She got her life together. She got her son back home. She got a
scholarship to attend a beauty school. However, the lack of child
care for mothers on AFDC who are enrolled in training programs
in Washington State has not made it possible to take advantage of
the scholarship. She has been a real advocate. She has gone to a lot
of people for help. However, the policy remains and she cannot
move ahead to gain the skills that she needs. She continues today'
on welfare.

Obviously child care is a shared responsibility between families,
the Government, and the private sector. However, there is simply
no doubt that low income women must have help from the Govern
ment if they are to be able to purchase quality child care.

The average costs for child care are high. The range of costs we
have for child care range s from the very lowest of $1,200 a year for
family day care up to ovt.-r $5,000 a year if the child is in center-
based case. If we look again at the income level of the families we
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are talking about, around $10,000, it becomes very clear that it is
extremely difficult to purchase adequate care.

Naturally it hits the poorest families thr hardest. More than one-
fifth of all children live in households with incomes below the pov-
erty level Dr. Kamerman has pointed out the danger of the two-
tier system. This is something we are very concerned about.

The statistics on the numbers of 3- and 1-year-old children from
middle and upper income families who are in preschool programs
compared to the number of low income poor children who are in
those programs is of great concern to us.

The dependent care tax credit, our largest Federal program, costs
about $1.5 billion It is available to all families regardless of income
and it provides important help to lower middle income families.
But it will not affect this discrepancy described by Dr. Kamerman.
Low income families have limited disposable income. They cannot
purchase child care up front and then receive it as a tax credit.
That does not help them sufficiently

A woman earning $10,000 a year would have to pay approximate-
ly 2i percent of her income, or $2,400, to purchase center-based
care That is more than twice as much as the 10 percent of income
that is considered reasonable for child care expenditures.

These problems are also exacerbated by the fact that over the
last 3 years existing child care supports for low-income families
have been drastically cut. Title XX was cut by 21 percent in 1981.
The other direct subsidy for child care programs, the child care
food program, was also cut in 1981. The impact of that has been
demonstrated in a study that the Children's Defense Fund did of
all 50 States on the effects of the title XX cutbacks on child care.

Thirty-two States are providing title XX child care to fewer chil-
dren in 1983 than they did in 1981. Thirty-one States have altered
their eligibility standards and made it harder for families to
become eligible Nineteen States have increased fees. Twenty-four
States have reduced funds for training. Thirty-three States have
lowered their standards and 10 States have been creative and have
shifted from providing child care to low-income families through
title XX to reimbursing those families for their child care expenses
through AFDC title IV-A child care disregard.

Under the disregard, the family makes its own child care ar-
rangements, pays for the child care out of pocket, and then those
expenses are disregarded or subtracted from their earned income
when calculating their AFDC payment. This results then in the
family receiving a larger AFDC grant or, thus, a -reimbursement"
for their child care costs

The problems with this are, again, the disposable income prob
gem The family has limited income to pay for child care up front.
Second, they are limited to a maximum child care disregard of

1(i0, regardless of the cost of care Families have to locate their
ow n sources of care, \s hich often are not required to meet any
standards of quality

Child care providers operate on a very limited margin. They are
low income operations themselves They cannot afford to Larry
families who cannot pay for a couple of month:, And AFDC bene-
fits in States are .intpl,, intolerably low, forcing the families to
choose between child care and bas'c health and food
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Because of the method in which the child care disregard is used
to calculate, there is a Catch-22 which means that families may
even get less income when the AFDC disregard is used than when
title XX is used to provide child care.

What do all these changes mean in terms of children? They
mean that a large number of children have lost child care in the
last couple of years. Between 8,000 and 12,000 New York State chil-
dren have lost day care purchased for them by public funds. Illinois
has gone from serving 28,000 to serving 18,000. Delaware has
halved its subsidized slots from 2,000 to 995. Virginia has gone
from serving 19,000 to 15,000. It goes on and on. They have done
this by a variety of means, but fewer children are being served.

Second, the budget cuts have fueled the development of the two-
tier system. In order to keep their doers open, some child care cen-
ters have begun to serve fewer low income children and families.
New policies have eliminated child care for these families or result-
ed in fees that poor famiiies cannot pay. Programs are simply
taking fewer subsidized children. We have many examples of that
from around the country in our testimony.

Another thing that is happening that is of great concern is that
children are being shifted to less supportive child care arrange-
ments. Given the testimony of the two earlier witnesses about the
importance of quality care, this is something that is of great impor-
tance to us. It is estimated that one-sixth of children affected by
the funding cuts, over the last 2 years in New York State are being
regularly left unsupervised.

In my own home State of West Virginia, 739 West Virginia fami-
lies lost child care. Some 565 of these families responded to a ques-
tionnaire recently regarding their current child ,:are arrangements.
A total of 391 ,hildren had experien-ed some kind of change in
child care arrangements.

What that means to a 2-year-old or a 3-year-old or 4-year-old who
is leaving a known, comfortable child care arrangement with an
adult that hLs been caring for them and going to some new place is
hard to describe, but it is important to try to understand.

Seventy-nine of those children in the West Virginia study were
caring for themselses. There is no more poignant example of the
lack of care than in John Merrow's film, "Your Children, Our Chil-
dren" the child care film in that series of seven that is now on
public television.

It shows a 6-year-old now caring for his 17-month-old sister while
the mother works at a fast food restaurant. The only alternative
she had between 3.00 and 6.00 p.m. in the afternoon was to have a
6-year-old care for the 17-month-old.

We did not have a good system to begin with. Our patchwork
child care system has always been terribly inadequate. Although
many families using Title XX child care are headed by single
wumen, short-sighted policies limit child care for mothers enrolled
in school or training programs, denying them the opportunity to
gain the skilis necessary to move out of poverty, to have a shot at
the jobs that pros, ide higher income that would allow them to buy
child care and move toward self sufficiency. We give women a little
bit in these situations but not enough to Erase them really make it.
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Child care is also subsidized by the low wages of workers. Two
out of three center-based care givers earn wages below the poverty
level, while 87 percent of family day care providers earn below the
minimum wage.

Let me say a word about the private sector and child care. An
expanded private sector role in child care is vital. If we are going
to have a patchwork quilt of child care services in this country
and in some ways it makes a great deal of sense. There are diverse
needs out there and so having a lot of patches that cover those
needs makes a lot of sense, but let us be realistic about the role of
the private sector.

Dr Kamerman has provided a great deal of information on this.
If the private sector's role is not accompanied by an expanded
public r, millions of lower and lower middle income families and
children will be without adequate child care support. The majority
of employer-sponsored child care is indeed in hospitals, places
where there is a need to attract employees by providing incentives.

When child care is provided in an on-site center, its costs can be
beyond the reach of lower income employees. Senator Hatch held a
hearing this November on private sector initiatives. The two com-
panies testifying highlight the problem. Both First Atlanta Bank
and Zale Corporation do not offer employees a reduced rate
through a sliding scale. This means that the lowest income employ-
ees of those two firms are frozen out of the on-site center.

For many firms employing low skilled workers and suffering
from the effects of the recession, new benefits are the last issue to
be brought to the bargaining table. In fact, employers are increas-
ingly offering child care assistance through salary reduction plans
which again are most beneficial to higher income families.

If you make $100,000 a year and you employ a $10,000 a year
housekeeper, you can take a $5,000 a year writeoff on your taxes.
But it does not help much for those women, the majority of whom
are earning less than $15,000 a year. In addition, 50 percent of
American workers are employed by firms with fewer than 100
workers &Tian firms usually cannot afford this kind of experimen-
tation unless positive outcomes can be reasonably expected.

Information and referral, which is definitely needed in most com-
munities across America, is very helpful if there is care out there
that is available and affordable. But an information and referral
system that helps someone find absolutely the most wonderful
child care in the world and that they cannot afford does not help
very much.

A recent study by Kristin Anderson of 10 industries in New York
City looking at the attitudes and practices of 80 city employers and
3 unions discovered that on the whole companies are cautious
about proceeding and waiting to see what other companies in their
field do.

Her final recommendation was interesting. It is critical that th
business community play a rule in impressing on Federal, State
and city government that it is in business' best interest for govern-
ment to continue and expand subsidized child care services. The
rule of business in providing child care assistance will continue to
expand, but public and private complementarity is essential if New
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York City is to hit% child care system that equitably addresses the
child care neede of all working parents.

There is no easy way out of the enormous dilemma we face, both
in terms of the accessibility and affordability of child care. Public
investment is essential if lower middle income and lower income
families are to meet their child care needs. It is another one of
those investments in children that is worth making not only for
our future but also for the current needs of workers today.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Rachel Tompkins fc:lows:l

Pitt PARK') STATI,Mt NT ol RAe Ili I. TOMPKINS, El) I), EXL l TI% DIM )11. N ti
DI:Ft:NSF Ft ND

Mr Chairman, no. iiiberS of the Coninuttee, I am evek once director ut the Chil-
drel's Defense Fund CDF is 4i national public charity treated to provide a lung-
range and systematic %ince un behalf of the nation s c hildren We {ire ollttlIllied Into
four program areas etlut.iti,01 child health. child welfare. 4ind child tare and family
support serve es we address these IssUPS through research. publit education, moni-
toring of federal and state adnunistratiw and IegiNlati%e polities and prattiLes, net-
wurk building. tchimal 4ISSISttinLe to national state. and let al group, litigation.
community organizing, and formation of specific issue coalitions

We are heartened that the Select Committee un Children. Youth, and Families
has decided to focus un thilecare and to provide a forum to distuss possible solo,
tem., to a serious problem shared by many American families

The supply of c hill care lags so far behind the demand that more than one in six
Anwritan children 1,1 years old and under, .ntluding many presthoolers, may be
going without care The need for infant care is steadily Climbing as is the demand
for after school programs so that young children are not left waiting up to four
hours a day in empty homes, in school yards, ur on neighborhood streets while par-
ents work The labor forte participation of niuthers with children has increased dra-
matikally w the last forty ,ears Orilv 1;1 per-Lent of women with children under age
Is were in the labor fort e in 157, in contrast. 1,0 percent of these women were em-
ployed in 19/.12 d threefold increase in {a/UM 410 'ears As more and more parents of
young Children work child ...are needs will become an even greater problem

Forty otw percent ut mothers with Children under one are in the labor force
Almost Ill percent of mothers with children under age three are in the labor

force
Almost percent ul mothers with children ales three to live are in the labor

force
1100 at least hall ut .111 preschool children -11 5 million will have mothers in

the labor puree. as will about alt) percent 17.: nIIIIIUI, ut .111 st. h001.41ge children
Child care is imix)rtant to mary tannin.,
Each year h00,000 babies are burn to teenage girls Without t. htld care these

young mothers will laid it nearly impossible to return to sties.' and complete their
education

There are approximately 500,000 handicapped children untie, age six and 3 7 mil
gun handikapped school age children in this country whose parents need adequatt,
child tare so they tun work to help meet their children's special needs

There an over 600,000 abused and neglected Children n An-lento, who need that!
"lie to prutkt them from harm and to prevent either a returrente of abuse ur the
need to separate them from their families

Mothers work out of economic necessity
Close to one-fifth of till Lin-taws with children under Is years of age are headed by

women. with no husband present Among blinks. 1 percent of Children live with
their moth( r only These female heads of households an: the principal sources tit
support for their &undies Married women are also essktitial providers ul tamely
income Among married woolen who work outside the home. pertnt have hus-
bands who earn less than $10,000, 51 percent hake husbands who earn less than
::41,:;.0)0 and ill percent have husbands who earn less than $20,000

The average single mother with children is far worse off earning only $0.1115 in
1991

Ilarptr s magazine describes a Eighty pertnt of American working women
are emploed in traditional women s jobs Thev spend their days waiting un tables,
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hping letter, nipt% mg bedpans, and .leaning Mikes On ,nerage the% an just
ine.r -Z10,000 a %ear

Lank of affia (fable tluld can is a major Latta in keeping %%omen and lhaldnn tit
poceit%

A rut ent tislis Bureau surce% asked %%omen i% ho %%ere not in tl labor torte
%%healer they %%mild uork ii Child rare %%ere .15,111able at a reasonable most Forty -
fn.. pert .mt of single %wan n replied yes a, did db portent of 10u-income %coin, i1
N h Mindy incialles under $1:),0011 The I'S Commission on Cis el flights DOW, that
the inability to locate affordable thild tare restricts not only %%omens employment
and training opportunities but also their ability to partnipate in federally supported
education programs A number of studies ha% e shwa n tb,it approximately one of
eiery rile or six %%omen is unemployed because she is unable to make satiofattorN
,hill taxi arrangements The unemployment rate fox single mot hers with thildren
under slN. Is nearly 20 percent

mother in Massachusetts talks about the importione of thild Care to her ability,
to uork

Things are %en% (Milt ult fur on Imam ially right man, but I in glad I ham not
lost in% day tare totally, as I thought I might at one point last year I n e t d day care
so I tan utak and attend school E% en though the int entice is not there to %cork, I
felt trapped in the uelfare system Day care has gut en n1 t <PdOni to get all
Cdtli.,ItiOri so that I tan get employment and sono day get totally out of the %%Adhere

st em
Secretary M,agaret Heckler 'there, this mot her' sentiments Acailability of ade-

(mate day cam is an essential element it uellare mother, or others uith %ming Old,
dery are to uork

Child tare help for mothers seeking to gain the training ilece,ssary to obtain jobs
and income to mine the it tatillIIVS out of po%erty is hard to find

The tollou mg mothers are not atypical
A Washington State single parent mother i%ith three young tiiildr( i ages eight,

tour, and one struggled to keep r family together and nioce oft dip endente on
11111,0e A year and a half ago, slir placed her tour year old in foster are because

mould not handle his disciplint problem, She turned to Ake/holies Anonymous
to 1p her tope uith her &Jun all ohol problem A parent-code %olunteer group also
helped hex She greu stronger and took her 51)11 bank home She also recen,ed
sthalarsh 1p to attend hoot I I out.% or, the link of child care for mothers
on APIX' uho are enrolled in training programs at Washington has not made it pins
'dile tor her to take athantage of the scholarship She sought to get child care help
turning to legislatuis and other, lloaecer, the polo y remains and she tannot MON 0
,ahead to gain the skills she needs to 11101.t off depndenke uelfare

Jane Anderson had a baby in the tall of her senior year in high school She
Arnett her high ,thew( diploma b% atteliding special classes for adolescent parents

that int luded a nursery for the babies Jam s married the baby 's lather but it did
not uork and Jane left home unie her child

After a %ear of di pendent e on AFDC Jam de( tiled to go to a at 11001 SO she toll
iii nt welly support her Child and herself In May she applied for an edut animal
gr int and gut on the %%ano; list for t hdd care assisiante so she could to to school in
September When she thee ked on thild tare as,tsibtillii.t ui August she Was told that
fund, iuere still not a% adable In Noce/ether a staff member called Jane and told her
Band, N 1141' .Jane reported that she had forfem el her educat natal grants
becalise she could not pay for child care herself

Mr, liroun's husbaild left her uith 1110 prest hool Children She tried to find a job
to support the children and herself lietause she lacked formal training Or special
skill, tl,i jobs open to her acre at the tutninuini Gage le%el Iler gross intome %%yield
la .0,1 and her child tare %hook! cost $.16:., Taxes and uork expenses %could take up
part of the r(utawuig ....!.1") She u ants to %cork to presene her self-esteem and digni-
,% she applied for ihdd tare assistance Her name acts added to the uniting list
and ,hi u m1%1..411 that it night be a year before funds acre ioadable for her
that! hare' MrS Ill xi then decided to go to school so she touId increase her job
poteotial She needed child care assistance ua order to go to school and, again, her
nano i%as put on the ti outing list and she ua, told she may hine to unlit for it War
I,i sur%a%e tin,tnt Mrs Brim 11 applied for and re, ,ied AFD' payments of $500
a month

()taloa-4%, ct old are i, i shared responsibility bout-en families, the gowrionent,
.tad the Innate set tot lloue%er, there is no doubt loll itli.0111 %%omen must haw
In II. troni the gocernmnt if the% are to be able to port haw qualit% child tare

\terage costs tot }old tart' are high
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AVERAGE CHILD CARE COSTS

Infant (under 2 years( group or center. 33,000-33,000 per year, family day care
$1,800-$3,500 per year.

Child (3-5 years) group or center. $2,200-33,200 per year, family day care.
$1,200-$2,200 per year.

Child (school age)$10-$50 per week.
These costs naturally hit the poor the hardt.st Mure than one fifth of all children

live in households with incomes below the poverty ;eve(. Among blacks, 907 percent
of all families with children live below the poverty level. The poverty level of single-
parent families headed by women is particularly high. more than 27 percent of
white female-headed single-parent families are below the poverty line, as are a stag
gering 56.2 percent of black families headed by women alone.

These high costs of are are contributing to a two tier system of care for our
youngest children:

According to Dr Sheila Kamerman. "Enrollment rates of children in preschool
programs are significantly higher when mothers have larger income and mure edu-
cation Fifty three percent of three to four years olds with median ur higher incomes
attended a preschool program in 1982 as contrasted with only 29 percent of those in
lower income families Enrollment rates increase as mother's education levels rise
and still more when mothers are employed. Not only is there growing use of pre-
school as a child care service for the three, four, and five year olds with working
mothers, but there is an especially high use by affluent, educated, working families
Because most of these programs are private and relatively expensive, such high use
by the more affluent raises serious questions about the consequences for those chil-
dren in lower income without access to such programs whether or not their
mothers work."

Et Dependent Care Tax Credit, which is our largest child care program, costing
alit-lest $1 5 billion, and available to all families regardless of income can provide
important help to lower middle income families but it will not affect the discrepancy
Which is described by Dr Kamerman Families with limited disposable income are
simply not the primary beneficiaries of this approach to subsidy. A woman earning
$10,000 a year would have to pay approximately 30 percent of her income or $3,000
to purchase center based care. This is three times as much us the ten percent of
income that is considered reasonable for child care expenses. Young mothers en-
rolled in school or training programs with limited ur no incomes cannot use a tax
credit to help them meet their child care needs.

The need for direct support is highlighted in the experience of the Dade County
Florida school system when it opened a county wide after school program. It leads to
a concern that after school child care may also be a service primarily geared to
middle income families Unless a subsidy is available, lower-income families du not
have the surplus income to pay the extra $15 to $25 a week for these programs. One
hundred ten of Dade County's public elementary schools are running self-supporting
after school programs But only 6,000 children out of i projected 9,000 are attending
Enrollment is lowest in the district's poorest schools where parents cannot pick up
the 315 a week per child enrollment fee. There is no sliding scale which takes
income ur number of children in the family enrolled into consideration. We hear
similar reports from child cart. providers who have unsuccessfully attempted to set
up school age programs th low income neighbui hoods without subsidies to families

Existing child care supports for low income families have been drastically cut
At CDF, vve were concerned about what was happening to child care support for

families at the lower end of the economic spectrum There are only two federal pro-
grams providing significant direct support for child care The Child Care Food Pro-
gram which funds meals to children in child care centers and family day care
homes was cut by 30 percent in 1981 The Title XX Social Services Block Grant was
reduced by 21 percent We decided to focus on Title XX as the must important feder-
al source of this support We surveyed 16 states and the District of Columbia to de-
termine the impact of the cuts in Title XX on child care The results were alarming
and contribute to the concern about a dual system of child care The 21 percent in
Title XX has triggered equivalent or greater cuts in state child care systems
throughout the country 32 states are providing Title XX child care to fewer chil-
dren in 1983 than in 1981 and have cut their Title XX expenditures for child care
16 states have cut Title XX expenditures for child care more than 21 percent, 'il
states have accomplished reductions in the number of children served by making it
harder fur families to become eligible, 19 states have increased fees for services, un-
posed minimum fees ur allowed comments for Title XX child care, 24 states have
reduced funds fur training child care workers, 33 states have lowered their child
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care standards for Title XX programs, 10 states have shifted from providing child
care to low income working families on AFDC through Title XX to reimbursing
these families for their child care expenses through AFDC's Title 1V-A Child Care
Disregard However, this program is not equally beneficial to families because of
many problems, including the fact that it forces very poor families to choose be-
tween paying a child care provider and basic necessities such as food, clothing and
medical care

A move by a number of states to support our lowest income childrenthose
whose families need AFDCthrough the Title IV-A Child Care Disregard is trou-
bling

Since 1981 Colorado, Hawaii, Kansas, Michigan, Montana, North Dakota, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, Vermont, and Washington State have completely shifted
funding for child care for employed families receiving AFDC from Title XX to
AFDC's Title IV-A Child Care Disregard.

The way in which these two programs work, however, is very different. Under
Title XX, the family's child care costs are paid for either through a contract or
grant with a particular child care center or family day care home or through a
voucher to the family Under the Title IV-A disregard, the family must make its
own child care arrangements and pay out-of-pocket for these services The state
then "disregards'. these child care expenses isubstracts them from the family's
earned income) when calculating the amount of the family's AFDC grant. This re-
sults in the family's receiving a larger AFDC grant, or "reimbursement" for its
child care costs.

Unlike Title XX, the Title IV-A Child Care Disregard is open ended. The federal
government will reimburse states for at least 7,0 percent of their costs for AFDC
benefits regardless of how high the total cost climbs

Thus. states rresumably can use AFDC to pay for at least part of the child care
costs of low income working families on AFDC and free up their limited Title XX
dollars for other services This would appear to be a creative approach to child care
financing

However, there are serious drawbacks to the Child Care Disregard that result in
the program's funding an unstructured and inadequate child care system for poor
families

The reasons that the Title IV-A Disregard does not work well for families are
numerous First, families are limited to a maximum child care disregaid of only
$1tI0 a month per child, iegardless of the cost of care States can set even lower
maximums for part-time care This limits families' access to quality care that may
actually cost far more

Second. child care centers that receive Title XX funding must meet minimum
state or other applicable standards regarding the quality of care they provide
Under Title IV A, families must locate their on sources of child care, which often
are not required to meet similar standards for quality

Third, through the Title IV -A Disregard, families with exceedingly low incomes
ire reimbursed after the fact for child care expenses. Because a family's current
MX' benefits are calculated on the family's expenses for the previous month, these
benefits may not reflect increases in current child care costs

Often, a family's day care costs are not reflected in the AFDC grant until two
rt ninths later However, welfare families cannot afford to carry this expense in the
mti rim And many child care programs, which are also operating on limited budget,
,annot wait one or two months for the family to receive as AFDC check and pay for
services provided

Fourth. AFDC benefits in most states are intolerably low, failing to provide even
maximum level of decency A family's out-of-pocket costs for child care must com-

pete with other, even more basic needs, such as heat, food, and clothing. Because
the 311;0 a month cap on child care deductions does not reflect the real cost of
ire which often ranges between $2,200 and $3,200 a year for center-based pro-
gr ims in urban areasa family must be willing to make up the difference if it
_boost-, care in a child care center Poor working families on AFDC simply cannot
if!ord to make up this difference Only four states, New York, Colorado, Wisconsin,
Ind Iowa, make Title XX funds available to supplement the AFDC money a family
has available for child care expenditures

Finally. because of the method in which the Child Care Disregard is used to calcu-
late a farnily's AFDC grant, these families can end up with less available income
tl,,in v.urking AFDC' families who receive child care support through Tithe XX The
child Care Disregard is subtracted from a family's earned incorae before the $30
ir! ' disregard iihhah increases the site of a family's AFDC grant by disregarding
*.11) and ' of the family's earnings before the SILV of the grant is calculated) Be-
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cause a family's child care expenses are subtracted frum its earnings first, the size
of the $30 and ' 3 disregard is lowered. If, on the other hand, the lamily's child care
costs were paid through Title XX, the family could receive a larger $30 and la disre-
gard for working families after they have been on AFDC for four months

Many state officials express concern that funding ,child care through Title IV-A
results in an inadequate catch as- catch -can system for low-incume children. "Cost of
Day Care in FY '82 Savings of the Transfer to IV-A," a study by the Michigan De-
partment of Social Services, is the sole formal analysis on the effects of the switch
to funding child care with Title IV-A rather than Title XX. It reveals a decline in
the use of child care centers and a corresponding increase in the use of family day
care homes The number of AFDC families using center care dropped from 21.2 per-
cent of the total in April 1981 to 5 percent, in April 1982.

The number of children who have lost child care are disquieting.
Between 8,400 and 12,000 New York state children have lost day care purchased

for them by public funds between 1981 and 1983 The day care losses have directly
hit the working poor Since 1981, nine counties have totally eliminated Title XX
subsidies to these families. There are now 34 counties in New York with no subsidy
for non-AFDC working families.

Illinois has gone from serving 23,100 children to 18,000
Delaware has gone from serving 2,039 children to 995
Virginia has gone from serving 19,505 children to 15,681
Pennsylvania has gone from serving 23,700 children to 21,786
Nevada has gone from serving 879 children to 457.
Iowa has gone from serving 1,729 children to 1,200
New Hampshire has gone from serving 4,000 children to 3,000
West Virginia has gone from serving 5,200 children to 3,900
Budget cuts fuel the development of a two tier system
Federal, state, and local budget cuts have placed great strains un child care cen

ters and family day care homes already receiving fragmented and inadequate sup-
port In order to keep their doors open, some child care centers have begun to serve
fewer low income children and families. New policies have eliminated child care for
these families or resulted in foes that poor families cannot pay. Centers have
switched to a greater number of high income families who can pay. A state day care
administrator comments "Programs are taking fewer subsidized children and more
whose parents can afford to pay privately for their care. Instead of taking ten state-
funded children, they are taking two This pattern can be seen across the country.

In January 1980, two child care centers in Black Hawk County, Iowa, served a
total of 12 fee-paying children and 58 poor children subsidized under Title XX, In
November 1982, the centers served 60 children whose parents paid full costs and
only 43 children who received Title XX assistance

In Wilmington, C 4aware, the Salvation Army opened a center to serve the chil-
dren of v 'orking poor families. Recently, it faced the prospect of closing because of
dwindling enrollment About two-thiidt- of it children used to be susbsichz,ed by
Title XX; now only about one-third receive subsidies

A Grand Rapids, Michigan, day care center used to serve 55 children, all of whom
received public subsidies Nuw the center serves 31 children, none of whom receives
a subsidy

Children are being shifted to less supportive child care arrangments
The results of federal, state, and local cutbacks in child care from women who are

struggling to improve their faniily's situation through employment ur training are
extremely painful

Children are being left alone ur have been swathed to less familiar, and often less
supportive, child care arrangements

A survey of selected families indicates that the loss of subsidy in New Yurk state
has resulted in increased numbers of children left alone A state study uf Westchest
er County conclud,d thai ehe loss of day uire increased risk of maltreatment or ne
glect Sumo parents chose to leave work altogether and to go un welfare rather than
to neglect their children Many struggled to pay the fees of centers, often unsuccess
fully Others placed children into the care of ulder siblings Still others were fumed
into inadequate babysitting arrangements where nutrition, stimulation, and child
development were liking For sumo children, arrangements were sporadic, result
ing in harmful shifting from earetaker to caretaker It is estimated that at least
one sixth of children affected by funding cuts are regularly left unsupervised

Low ineume working families lust day nine in Munroe County in 1981, 293 families
earning an average of $10,000 were affected A survey toridutted to determine the
effects un families and children two years after the tuts revealed that .9 families
began receiving AFDC after the subsidy tuts, 33 pertent uf all children were tur-
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rently in at least one child ca -e arrangement which causes parents to worry, and
almost one-third of the respondents reported using methods to juggle finances In-
cluding not buying adequate food, clothing or medicine for the family

In 1981, 739 West Virginia families lust child care Sonic 565 of these families re-
sponded to a questionnaire regarding their current child care arrangements A total
of 391 children had experienced some type of change in child care arrangements.
We need to look at this change from the viewpoint of two, three, and four year olds
who are forced to lease familiar caregiters and friends Seventy-nine children were
caring for themselves

In Pittsburgh, a combination of Pennsylvania policiesincluding tighter eligibil-
ity criteria and fees for services resulting in over 200 children losing child care
services, 10 percent of the total number being served Sonic parent.' quit work One
parent commented, I'm forced to leave my child in the care of an unlicensed baby-
sitter whom I don't trust as much as the licensed day care provider" Another
mother says. ''My children ore no longer with me because I couldn't find day care
The children are with their grandparents." Many older children have been forced to
stay home from school to care for preschool brothers and sisters

Federal and state cutbacks in Title XX are damaging a patchwork child care
system that was never adequate

Dien before F.I81, families earning little more than poverty -level wages were not
eligible for child care assistance in many states For example, Texas limits child
care subsidies to families earning 47 percent ur less of am state's median laconic, ur
$11,006 for a family of four While Iowa limits help to families earning 38 percent of
their median income which N below the poverty level

In many states, inflexible income guidelines regarding who can receive Title XX
child care penalize parents who experience small wage increases Mothers refuse
promotions because men a minimal pay increase can lead to the loss of a $2,500 a
year child care subsidy

Although most families using Title XX child care are headed by single women.
short sighted state and county rules limit child care for mothers enrolled in school
or training programs, denying them the opportunity to gain the skills necessary to
mow out of poverty There are eery few child care programs targeted to adolescent
mothers Both mothers in high school and those in training program., face losing
their child care support °nee they finish schooling or training ur worse yet, policies
which do not eyes allow support to enable them to complete school or finish a train-
ing program

Child care is subsidized by the low wagers of workers Two out of three center-
based caregivers earn wages below the poverty let el while 87 percent of family day
care providers earn below the annuli= wage Approximately 75 percent of the
costs of child care are salaries

Eligible Tale XX fanidies compete for limited sluts The few states that maintain
a formal waiting list fur Title XX landed child care highlight the unmet need Mos-

hustts has a waiting- list of i,,000 children, Florida. 4,000, Georgia, over 5,n00
And these states do nut keep count at the mothers who fail to sign up on the wait-
ing list but walk away in frustration and anger The situation of families who wait
is often desperate

A child care prograni located in a suburb outside Philadlphio serves about 382
children funded by Title XX It's average waiting list is in excess of 100 chidren
Parents must wait well over a year to reeeice help One mother on the waiting list
uncomfortable with the haphazard child can arrangements she had to make, quit
her job and turned to welfare Another leases her six and tit.% en year old home
alone alter school

An expanded pr is ate sector role in child cal% Iloweeer, if it is not accom-
panied by .paraded public role, million, of lower and lower-middle income fami-
lies and children will be without adequate child care support

To date , the maim its of employer sponsored child care projects have been onicen-
tiated ui mei want h hospitals, banks, and other industries which view child
tat t a, an 1111.121111%1' III the recruitment id workers in demand occupations Hospitals
11011..V 1.11/ .1111104 11,11f of the user emplo,iors who provide some child tare assist-
amt to families The remaining 300 employers offer benefits ranging from noon
time seminal-, on parenting to a child tare (enter at the work place While services
4.1. il as 111i0II11.111011 RUIVI.1,11 are 1..e.1 to a t IA11' i laid care system, they do not
iiher 'owe! /meant families the dollars the% Lived to purchase adequate child care

When child tale is iiius idol at an unite Lentel, its coats can be beyond the reach
of lower income empluceies >uiotor hatch held a hearing this Nosernbet on pro ate
echo, uuU,iUves the Iwo unup,uues testify mg highlighted the problem Both First
%flaw a f)aiik and WI' Zak, Corpoi anon do nut ilfer employees a reduced rate
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through a sliding scale This serves to deny lowest income employees the benefits of
the on-site center.

For many firms employing lov, skilled ..orkers and suffering from the effects of
the recession, new benefits are the last issue to be brought to the bargaining table.
In fact, employers are increasingly offering child care assistance through a salary
reduction plan which is again most beneficial to higher income employees Families
must earn at least $15,000 to $18,000 to gain any benefit from such an approach
while those to the highest tax brackets stand to gain the largest benefit.

Given the nature of employer involvement, it Is clear that those working parents
currently benefiting from these initiatives are usually not those with the greatest
need According to Dana Friedman, a well-known child care expert. "Because there
IS little demand for unskilled labor, employers of this population have not felt the
need to spend resources to provide child care for their employees Furthermore, 50
percent of American Workers are employed by firms with fewer than 100 workers
Small firms usually avoid experimentation unless positive outcomes can be reason
ably expected."

When Kristin Anderson surveyed ten industries in New York City examining the
attitude and practices of 80 city employers and five unions for the Center for Public
Advocacy Research, she discovered that on the whole, companies are cautious
about proceeding and waiting to see what other companies in their field du"

She concludes that child care is not a simple problem for business to address
"Even when a company is aware of employee difficulties, it is not always clear

what it should du that is appropriate in terms of employees' needs and equity for all
employees;

As an issue, child care has to overcome many overt and covert burners on the
part of both employers and employees before it becomes an area of corporate action,

It is not easy to separate child care problems from other employee difficulties
and research has not convincingly documented a clear-cut impact un productivity or
job turnover from provision of a child care benefit or service,

"Parents make the decisions about how their children are cared for, and since
pait.nts have a range of preferences and considerations, a company must provide a
range of services within its program;

'A child care program must fit the corporation's own needs, financial situation
and corporate personality;

"Employees' child care arrangements are tied to the existing systems that pro-
vide, regulate and subsidize child care public and private, neighborhood and
center basedso employer actions must also be taken in consideration of these
larger, societal systems

Ms Anderson finally states that there is little reason to believe that employer
initiatives will replace, ur even significantly supplement the continuing need for
publicly subsidized child care for low-income parents in the next five years"

We agree strongly with the report's final recommendation that. It is critical that
the business community plan a rule in impressing un federal, state, and city govern
ment that it is in businesses' best interest for government to continue and expand
subsidized child care services. The rule of business in providing child care assistance
will continue to expand, but public and private complementarity is essential if New
York City is to have a child are system that equitably addresses the child care
needs of all working par"ts"

There is no easy way ova of the enormous dilemma that we face both in terms of
accessibility and affordability of adequate child care. However there is no doubt that
lowir income families must have help in meeting their child care needs This assist
dace must on from public dollars so that working families are not forced to leave
their children in child care situations which not only offer them an inadequate pre
school experience but worse yet are potentially harmful

Chairman MILLER.. Thank you very much for all of your testimo-
nytestimony that I think is rather overwhelming. As we attempt
to try to resolve some of the problems that you have raised with
respect to the delivery of quality child care it is clear we will have
to acknowledge and respect the complexity of the cases.

One of the things this committee had happily experienced is
great attendance by its members, so it will be the intent of the
Chair to try and enforce the 5-minute rule to the extent possible, so
that everybody will get an opportunity for questions.
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Dr Zig ler and Dr. Kamerman, you have brought to us the most
startling and disquieting statistic, which is that roughly 45 percent
of women with children under the age of 1 year are now in the
work force. And also, Dr. Zig ler, if I am correct you are stating
that the research on the impact of care on infants is, at this point
at least, inconclusive as to whether it is a good or bad experience.

Dr Kamerman, you mentioned the increased attachment of
women to the workplace, that they are staying there up to delivery
of their children and returning sooner. I assume that is out of eco-
nomic necessity that we are seeing that.

Ms. KAMERMAN. Yes, very much so. We are seeing it basically be-
cause at the present time we do not have any kind of requirement
that employers, for example, permit women to take off a certain
amount of time at the time of childbirth and have their jobs safe
for them. Of course, we certainly do not have any kind of a policy
that gives women any kind of income protection at that time.

Chairman MILLER. You have anticipated my question, which I
would like you and Dr. Zig ler and Dr. Tompkins to address. As we
start to consider the impact of the increased number of women in
the work force with infants, maternity leave becomes one means of
providing what would otherwise be very expensive care for those
childrencare that apparently is also being turned down by pro-
viders because, I assume, of its expense and the limited number of
infants that you can or should be allowed to take care of. Would
you mind expanding on what you see as the concept of in-home
care provided by the mother or spouse of that child?

Ms KAMERMAN. I, and Alfred Kahn, the colleague with whom I
work, have recently completed a national study in the United
States of what employers provide in the way of maternity policies
and leaves. We found that less than 40 percent of working women
in the United States at the present time are covered with the kind
of basic disability insurance protection that would give them
income protection for the approximately 6 to 8 weeks that most
physicians think is the minimum time that a woman needs to re-
cover after childbirth.

In addition to that, howeverand remember that means 60 per-
cent of working women do not have such basic protectionwhen
we look at the numbers of women, working women, who have
unpaid leaves and who are given the right to take such leaves and
have their jobs saved for them, we discovered that at most three -
quarters of the working women are in such a situation.

There is really a very substantial group of women who cannot
even take an unpaid leave and be sure that they will have their job
w hen they get back after childbirth. Maternitychildbirthis a
very vulnerable time for women who are in the labor force and
concerned with keeping their job, let alone having any kind of
income protection.

Only five States in the United States have legislation that re-
quires short-term disability insurance and that requires all employ-
ers to provide such benefits. Otherwise, in the other 45 States, it is
strictly up to the largess of the employer. Certainly, where smaller
employers arc- concerned this is something that they do not rou-
tinely provide.

There are working women who have paid sick leave or can use
their vacation time to cover maternity, but in such cases a woman
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may be left in a situation in which she has 2 weeks or 3 weeks at
the time of maternity, obviously totally inadequate even for physi-
cal convalescence.

Mr. ZIGLER. Let me make two very quick points, Congressman
Miller One is that, while there is disagreement among scholars
about the outcome of infant day care, there is a consensus develop-
ingand let me be as clear as possiblethat what is really best for
the child and for the mother is for them to be together for the first
6 months of the baby's life.

This does not mean that women who do not choose to spend six
months with their babies should not have good infant day care. Ac-
tually, Sheila Kamerman and her collaborator Al Kahn have put
out a book recently on the maternity leave that she is talking
about. I do not think that is the total answer to the Nation's prob-
lem.

We need an even-handed maternity-paternity child care leave in
this country, which is really the only country in the industrialized
world that does not have such a leave policy. There is a distin-
guished panel of scholars, including Sheila Kamerman, currently
working on a national plan costing out what this would cost our
Nation and how it would be implemented, and that plan will be
available to this committee, I would think, in completed form
within about 3 months.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Tompkins, would you want to comment?
Ms. TOMPKINS. Just to emphasize that most working women do

not have a choice about what they do, and that is really the key
point. Whether you choose to do it through assistance to employers
so that they can be more generous in terms of leave policy or
whether you do it in terms of some form of subsidy, most of the
people you are talking about do not have a choice.

Chairman MILLER Your answer suggests that if we were to reach
agreement that the best experience for that child would be 6
months with the mother we ab 3lutely have no policy that rein-
forces that determination. We do not have at a t, inimum job pro-
tection for a mother that chooses to invoke that C-month period,
with minimum job protection, and family economic pressures are
working in the other direction as well.

This lack of policy seems to me to be one of the key problems you
have raised for this committee this morning.

Dr Tompkins, you said that the tax credit cost the Treasury
roughly how much?

Ms. TONIPKINS. $1.5 billion.
Chairman MILLER. $1.5 billion. And what portion of title XX was

being spent on child care?
Ms. TOMPKINS. Federal title XX, $2.; billion, roughly 15 percent

of that is being spent on child care. The numbers are not all that
great About $600 million in Federal and State dollars are being
targeted for child care.

Chairman MILLER. All three panelists spoke about the two-tier
system Would yuu suggest title XX expenditures are somewhat re-
flective of that situation?

Ms TOMPKINS. Yes. Much less than $1 billion in Federal funds is
being spent in direct subsidy either through the child care food pro-
gram or through title XX, and then there are a couple of little
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pots, but basically much less than $1 billion and about $1.5 billion
is being spent through the tax system, mostly going t..) aid to
middle and upper middle income families and that is reflective of
the tiers, yes.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Marriott.
MT. MARRIOTT. Just to follow up on that quickly, and that is

Head Start, we spend $996 million or so on it. You did not include
that in your testimony. Can you tell me why?

Ms. TOMPKINS. Head Start is a very important program. It serves
3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds, only about 16 to 18 percent of those who are
eligible It is clearly an important preschool program. It does not
address a lot of the other kinds of gaps that we have talked about,
but surely it ought to be included. It is a very important Federal
program.

It generally does not get talked about. It is one of those that fits
in-between. It does not get talked about as a child care program
per se. Most of Head Start is not offered on a full day basis.

Mr. ZIGLER. It should. Can I add something to that?
Mr. MARRIOTT. Yes.
MI ZIGLER Head Start, what has happened with Head Start is

as follows It is an important program. Let us not mistake Head
Start and day care. The Head Start quality is very high and prob-
ably not necessary for much of the child care need.

What has happened is that because of this tremendous pressure,
especially among the poor, for day care services, what we have had
to do has watered down the real goals of Head Start, which was to
improve children's development, and instead has turned much of
Head Start into child carewe are kind of bootlegging day care
through the Head Start program. This is costing the Head Start
thrust something, in my opinion, because, as I say, Head Start is a
more expensive program than day care would have to be, I think.

Chairman MILLER. But its original goals were in terms of child
development.

Mr ZIGLER Exactly, and now they have to take up the slack on
day care also.

Mr MARRIOTT Thank you very much. Five minutes of questions
of this panel is almost impossible. I will try to give you a couple of
2-minute questions, or how about a 10-second question and a 1',z-
minute answer?

Chairman MILLER. You are using up your time explaining it.
[Laughter.]
Mr. MARRIOTT. Well, I charged that last one to you.
Two quickies Dr. Zigler, you talked about the supply problems of

infant and toddler care and the tremendous costs in operating fa-
cilities fo- ytiaa0,-.:ra. at those ages. Is it realistic that we can de-
velop in this country with the cost co.istrain-s, accuptalilc day care
facilities for children zero to threeto meet the sanitation require-
ments, medical requirements and tremendous job of caring for
young babies?

How do we put together day care facilities for children of this
age given the cost restraints?

Mr ZIGLER Well, I think the most cost-effective way of taking
care of babies this age is to make it possible for the mother to take
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care of the baby herself, and that is why I coatinue to argue in
favor of a paid maternity leave, because you are exactly right. The
realistic cost of infant care is somewhere. oetween $5,000 and $7,000
a year, and it is unrealistic to assume that many families can
afford that cost of service.

Mr. MARRiorr. Especially, it seems to me, the people who need
that service most, the poor, who need to work rather than staying
on welfare. If the cost is prohibitive, I do not understand how we
can make it work at those ages. Does anyone else on the panel
have any suggestions as to how we overcome the cost barrier?

Ms. KAMERMAN. Yes. I think we have to place the cost issue in a
larger context. That is, I quite agree with Dr. Zig ler that when we
are talking about infants under the age of 6 months we are talking
about one kind of situation, but as we move toward talking about
children, say, that are 2 years old, for example, we are talking
about a very different kind of situation.

And in effect the same issue begins to hold true for children
roughly of this age, that is, roughly 2 through 4 or 5. There are two
aspects to it. One is the economic cost, but the second is that when
their mothers are in the labor force they are increasing the produc-
tivity of the society generally, they are making an economic con-
tribution.

A second issue that I think has to be addressed is that when we
first started to develop public primary schools and when local
school boards and communities began to think about schools,
nobody applied a sharp, precise, cost-benefit test to establishing pri-
mary schools.

Increasingly, what we know about child development research is
suggesting that these experiences are very important for young
children and that larger and larger groups of parents who can
make a choice, use them. And so one needs to begin o think about
what we are doing for those children whose parents cannot afford
the choice; these children, too, are our future citizens.

Mr. MARitiorr. How much time do I have left, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman MILLER. You are now using Congressman McKernan's

time.
Congressman McKernan.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am fascinated by the different approaches to the best way to

provide for some type of Federal funding for child care, be it tax
credits or direct payments. I would like to get your opinion on
some type of a sliding scale to the tax credit. You talked about per-
haps doing something based on infant care giving a larger tax
credit for that.

I would like to have each of you give me your thoughts on
having a greater tax credit based un income as well as parental
care and also how you feel about perhaps having an upper limit on
those who qualify for a tax credit for child care.

Ms TommuNs. We have supported vigorously and actively Expan-
sion of the sliding scale for the tax credit that is currently being
considered in the House. The administration has proposed an
upper limit and, given that we liked having their support for the
general idea of the tax credit and the other portions of that, we
went along with the cap.
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Mr. ZIGLER. I agree. I would say a couple of things. One is that
the problem that you are dealing with, the problem of child care, is
not a social class problem. It hits families in every socioeconomic
level. The thing is, we have scarce resources in our society, in any
society, how do you make the thing work?

The upper limit probably is not a bad idea, but you are going to
have to be kind of lenient with your upper limit because of the
costs that we have discussed. That tax law could be made into a
wonderful vehicle for child care in this country by doing the two
things you suggestone, tie the cost to the family income with a
sliding scale and, second, also adjust it for the age of the child,
which realistically reflects different costs of child care for different
ages of children.

Ms. KAMERMAN. I would concur with the sense of the panel gen-
erally. That is, I would support the concept of income-related tax
credit, with a larger one for low-income families.

I would also urge consideration be given to refundability for low
income families because otherwise if income is below the tax
threshold it is meaningless to them.

Mr MCKERNAN. I understand that and sympathize with that
view.

Let me ask you one other thing. Since I come from the State of
Maine I have heard a lot about employer plans, be they in-house or
contracted out. And frankly you can count on two hands the
number of businesses in Maine which that is going to help. With
well ove,' 80 percent of the businesses in my State having fewer
than 20 employees, I am interested in some type of joint operations
that we could set up.

Have any of you looked into that type of an idea where smaller
businesses could band together and come up with some kind of a
program that would help employees with child care?

Mr. ZIGLER. Yes. We put models like this into place some 10 or
12 years ago when I was director of the Office of Child Develop-
ment What you do is you form a little consortium, in which a
broup bands together and buys a certain number of slots in an on-
going child care center so that they do not have to build their own.

They simply buy a certain number of slots and among a group of
these small businesses you can buy enough slots to give stability to
the funding of the day care center in question.

So there are models to do exactly what you are saying, and they
work fairly well.

Mr MCKERNAN. I was just going to ask whether the tax changes
in 1981 have given any greater impetus to businesses to get in-
volved in those types of programs.

Ms. KAMERMAN. The major impetus, quite frankly, is through
the salary reduction plan.

Mr. MCKERNAN. The IRS just said you cannot use it.
Ms KAMERMAN. The IRS at least raised questions about it. It is

unclear what the final decision is on the part of the IRS.
By the way, I have recently been talking to some employers in

the Silicon Valley area. There is one consortium there, and I know
of one consortium in Texas. The problem, of course, has to do with
the fact that it is still expensive, that small employers have a lot of
questions as to whether they are going to get into this.
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And most important, what Rachel Tompkins said earlier is that
unless employers are going to give a substantial discount to their
employees, by and large low, wage earning employees are closed out
of the system And since most of the low wage earning employees
are women, most would get into a situation where they do not qual-
ify for those programs either.

Mr MCKERNAN. That was the point I was getting at. If there is
some way to encourage small businesses to make at least some type
of an effort toward the offsetting cost and then have a sliding scale
or tax credit to take care of the cost of the lower income employee,
if that might not be just a step in the right direction.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr Zig ler, I would like to pursue a couple of lines of thought

here It has been discussed a little bit, but I would like to go into it
in more detail

You indicated in your testimony that there basically is agree-
ment among most child care experts that child care outside the
home away from the mother after the first year does not produce
any lasting adverse effects on children, but you did indicate that
there is a real debate going on as to whether that occurs at less
than 1 year.

Then later on we start talking about 6 months, and you men-
tioned 6 months, and I believe Dr. Tompkins also mentioned 6
months. Are we looking at 6 months or a year?

Mr ZIGLER. The question is about the first year of life, but those
of us who are trying to do something about the problems know the
realities to start something.

Mr. COATS. OK. I understand the realities. Mothers need to work
and have to work.

Mr ZIGLER. I am talking about the 6 months. If you are going to
start somewhere, the first 6 months is where you ought to start
with the child care leave, because I think a yea, is simply too long.
No woman could be out of work for a year.

Mr COATS. But let us look at the effects on the child. I realize
that economic reality may lead us to conclude that 6 months is
where we have to start, but what about the effects on the child?
What do the expertsand you are some of the expertswhat do
you say about the effects on the child, about a mother away from a
child over the first year of life versus, say, the first 6 months?

Is it important? Do you find in your research adverse effects of
the mother's absence from the child between 6 and 12 months?

Mr ZIGLER That is what the argument is about. There are some
reports that say there are not. The problem is we have not re-
searched this pro' loin nearly enough. We do not have longitudinal
studies. We have got short-term studies.

My own analysis indicates that there could well be some negative
effects for children who experience infant day care any time during
the first year of life.

Mr COATS So you would recommend, if I could restate itand
correct me if I am wrongyou would rek.ommend if it were eco-
nomically feasible or desirable that we look at options which would
allow a mother to be with that child fur the first 12 months of life?

Mr Ziot.m. Definitely, yes.
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Mr. COATS A second question. You indicate that it is pretty set-
tled that after that first year care away from home, the lack of the
mother's presence, does not have definite ill effects. Are there any
people with substantial credentials who dissent from that view? Is
there a debate going on?

Mr. ZIGLER. There is a debate going on about thall period. The
place where there is no debate is from about 3 yearg old on. The
first year is the most troublesome, that year between two and three
is still up for grabs.

Mr. COATS. So would you advise us 6363tercise-some caution,
then, before we simply rush in and say we are going to institute
this program? You are saying we need more studies, more informa-
tion to make sure what the effects are so that we can then devise
programs to best deal with this; is that a fair statement?

Mr. ZIGLER. We would need more research. We do not have all
the research in, that is certainly true. And what I would recom-
mend is to give mothers realistic alternatives that they could really
live with, and my idea of social policy is simply giving people alter-
natives and allowing them to make decisions about their own lives.

Mr COATS Dr. T3mpkins, I think you indicated that one-fifth of
the women that work are below the poverty level, but we have
been operating here this morning on the assumption and the state-
ment has been made that most or almost all women have to work.

If one-fifth are below the poverty level and four-fifths are above,
how do ve make that determination about "have to work", "have
to provide" What about those four-fifths? Do you have a break-
down statistically as to income brackets that they fall in and how
do you define "have to work"? They have to work so they can buy
a new VCR at Christmas or have to work to put food on the table.
I think that is an important distinction.

Ms Tomei(' Ns. Surely. Twenty percent is also a fairly substantial
number of people.

Mr. COATS. Well, all along we have been saying most women
have to work. Twenty percent is not most and I am trying to get
that number. Is it 50-50, is it 60-40; where are we?

Ms TOMPKINS. Cannot give you a number like that. OK? I mean,
I can get a breakdown of where families fall out, but I think the
thing you have to do is look at a family budget of $15,000 or under
and look at the kinds of things you can buy.

Most of those families are not making choices about VCR's. They
might not be mal.ing choices aboutyou know, rteople who are
making between $10,000 to $15,000 are not making choices about
food on the table probably.

Mr. COATS. I agree with yca, but does the one-fifth fall in $15,000
and under?

Ms. TOMPKINS. No. One-fifth is $9,000 and under. I do not know
what percentage is $15,000 and under. Sheila may know. I do not.

Ms KAMERMAN. I think there is one other element you should
know, and that is that 60 percent of all children born in 1983 are
likely to grow up in a single parent family for some period of time
before they are 18, which means that where most women are con-
cerned, to begin with, the economic pressures are either very, very
high because they are single mothers or the risk of being in that
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situation is very high. In effect, work becomes a kind of insurance
against the loss of child support.

Mr. COATS. I could not agree with you more on that.
Chairman MILLER. Just wanted to get that statement and cut it

off.
Mr. COATS. It was a dynamite followup.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. I have no questions at this time.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Fish?
Mr, FISH. Dr Tompkins, you did a good job of summarizing the

statement of 19 pages and I was not able to read the whole thing. I
just wondered in your analysis of what has gone wrong with title
XX and title IX and the disregard, could you tell us just in a couple
of minutes what you would like to see this Congress do if you had
your druthers?

Ms. TOMPKINS. Well, if I had my druthers this year, Congressman
Fish, I believe that Congress should expand title XX so that there
is more direct funding out there in the system for child care. There
simply are not enough dollars for low-income families.

And using the disregard is a creative way to deal with the prob-
lem that States have of trying to spread not enough money over a
lot of needschildren's needs, adults' needs, senior citizen needs
and they are struggling to try to spread title XX across too many
needs. So more money in title XX is at the top of our list.

I think the second thing that would be extremely useful is to
move on the dependent care tax credit and expanding the sliding
scale and moving on refundability.

Third, if you are going to do one other thing this year that does
not cost a whole lot of money but is real important in terms of the
needs out there would be to take a look at the after-school measure
that Representative Schroeder and others have put forwardsome
kind of assistance.

There is a wonderful sort of stewmaking going on out there at
the local community level of school systems and community groups
and others of getting together to try to piece together the kind of
care system that is needed, but it needs a little help.

Mr. FISH. Thank you.
Now, Dr Kamerman, you expressed agreement as to refundabil-

ity of the tax credit. If we are talking about programs that do not
reach the working poor, which I think is the bottom line here, you
would have to have this refundability every month, would you not,
to make any difference?

MS. KAMERMAN. Yes.
Mr. FISH. So why have it in the first place?
Ms KAMERMAN. Why have it in the first place? Because it is a

way of adding to cash flow as well as income as far as parents are
concerned On the other hand, if one is talking about responding to
the needs of low income parents, I would support more strongly an
expansion of title XX.

Mr Ftsa But you think there is a place for both because there
are people that are not working poor that are just a little above
that who could benefit from the refundable tax credit?

Ms KAMERMAN. The critical issue for low-income working poor is
that in a number of States the income eligibility level for title XX
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subsidized services is so low that even if they earn at the level of
the minimum wage they may not qualify for such services since
several States have no provision for income-related fees, that be-
comes a critical issue.

Mr FISH. Dr. Zig ler, I guess it was Dr. Tompkins who just men-
tioned the after-school measure, but you hit this specifically in
your testimony on page fivethe relatively inexpensive solution of
a parent-school partnership.

I am delighted to see this in your statement because I thought I
had invented it until I found in my district that it was quite a well-
developed matter, particularly in the elementary schools. One
school district, I recall, had four elementary schools and three of
them at noon bused the youngsters who needed this help to the
fourth one, which stayed open until 6 without any undue burden.

They were in the classroom all day and they waited until their
parents came to pick them up any time up to 6. The committee
members have heard me probably boring them with bringing this
up in various hearings, but I found, Mr. Chairman, that the schools
were open, that there were young boys on the basketball courts,
that there was a teacher next door cleaning up her classroom.

She had four classes and it looked like Silly Putty all over the
placeall over the floor, all over the walland here it was 4 in the
afternoon and she still had to clean it up for tomorrow.

So I mean it is not as if the building had to be kept open for this
purpose Care was in familiar surroundings and, as I recall, it was
a cooperative agreement with a local day care council, which is a
variation on what you said, though I think you said a child devel-
opment associate.

I take it this is the kind of thing that the panel would like to
foster for this group. How do we go about it?

Mr ZIGLER. We are all in agreement that the target of highest
opportunity is the school-age child between about 6 and 11. The
models that you are reporting to us, Congressman Fish, are excel-
lent models. They are all over the country now.

What we have to do is acquaint local people with these models,
and I recommend for your perusal the program that was recently
launched by Health and Human Services. It is simply much too
small The Government role probably ought to be limited to bring-
ing local people together at conferences around the country, trans-
mitting to them the models of good programs, and also letting
them know which programs fall on their facethere are few of
those.

And if the Government would just give that much and a little bit
of seed money, which is what the Reagan people are now doing, if
that program were expanded and we really had somebody in
charge.

One of the problems is that for this trernenduus problem that we
are all here talking about, that you are going to be working on for
a year or so, it is very hard to find anybody in the executive
branch who says, "Ile, this is my problem. Here is this No. 1 prob-
lem of American life So somebody has to put some heat on the
people and build up the capabilities of the executive branch to deal
with the problem we are here discussing.
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And what is needed is a little leadership, a littie bit of money, a
little bit of imagination, and much more could be done, especially
for children in this age range.

Mr. FISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try not to cover

areas already discussed.
Dr Zig ler, you seem to be making the point with Mr. Coats about

the 6 months P.nd 1 year period. Given the fact that you seem to
personally 1--elieve that the mother should be with the child the
first 6 irt;mths, and I could even say further that you strongly be-
lieve up to 1 year, I would like to know what you think about the
idea of increasing the standard deduction all the time or certainly
during that period of time the mother isn't working in order to en-
courage the parent to stay home, if it is at all possible?

Mr ZIGLER. Speaking to you as a psychologist and developmental-
isc, anything that makes it possible for a mother to take care of
her own child during that first year of life I would be in favor of.

Mr. WoLF. So you would favor that?
ZIGLER. Yes.

Mr WoLF. The second question you talked about concerns time
in maternity leave. What do you think is a fair length of time to
ask a company to give for maternity leave? You know, we give
teachers and professors a sabbatical every 7 years. Is it not fair to
say 9 months or 1 year? What do you think would be a fair time
period?

Mr ZIGLER. Well, we are working on this now and will have a
report, as I say, shortly. I think that we could probablywe have
looked at other countries and Dr. Kanierman is an expert in what
is going on in other countries. Six months might probably be the
place to start, and our first cost analysis shows that this does not
turn out to be terribly expensive.

Remember now, women now work, given what Dr. Kamermar
said, something on the average of 40 years, and we now know that
the average woman is going to hate two children, so we are talking
about 1 year out of a 40-year work career, which is not all that
much time or that much money. So it is doable.

Mr WoLF. So it might not only be 6 months, but it might be a
year for each child, because like in a sabbaticalhow is it now in
the university where you work? Do you get a sabbatical every 7
years?

Mr. ZIGLER. Every 7 years, regular as clockwork.
Mr WoLF. So if we are going to be fair, we ought to argue leave

should be given for the birth of every child. Say if an average
woman has two children, she would take maternity leave a year for
each child.

During that period of time, how much of a salary do you think
she should receive? Should she be paid full, three-quarters, or half
salary?

Mr. ZIGLER. Seventy-five to 80 percent would be the number.
Mr. WOLF. What do you think, Doctor?
Ms KAMERMAN. Well, I can tell you what the prevailing pattern

is in most European countries. It is to have a paid maternity leave
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that covers most of the salary of women up to whatever the wage is
that is covered under social insurance. However, the other possibil-
ity is to use a pattern that is similar to that used under short-term
disability insurance programs, which, depending upon the benefit,
replaces somewhere between 50 or 60 percent to 70 or 75 percent of
wages, up to a maximum.

Mr. WOLF. My last question is, What do you think about pro-
grams such as flexi-time whereby the parents can leave and come
back at a different time or the husband can leave home earlier, the
wife can stay later? Also, what do you think about shared jobs
wht re two women share one job? Lastly, with the use of the home
computer, what do you think about the opportunity to work at
home?

Do you have any comments about these alternatives?
MS, KAMERMAN. If I may, I think anything that makes it easier

for adults to cope with both work and family life and child-rearing
is great, and the extent to which it is going to be helpful is going to
vary depending on the individual situation and on the situation of
the employee, obviously.

However, there are limitations as to how effective that can be
since flexi-time still has constraints. There are a lot of women who
would like to be able to work part time and think that this would
be preferable as long as they have full fringe benefits. However,
there are also a lot of women who now work part time and who are
trying desperately to get full-time jobs and cannot get them.

So I would urge that we continue support for the concept of op-
tions without specifying any particular one.

If I could, could I add one other thing with regard to increasing
the standard deduction? I would point out that that approach
would benefit more affluent families. It would not benefit fami-lies--

Mr WOLF. I understand, but we can consider it if it will benefit
anybody we are talking about options and approaches today. We
are not talking about one solid thing that is going to solve the
problems of our parents. So if it is going to help that 30 percent or
that 10 percent, it is one of the options we should consider? Then
for those who are under that provision we could consider a tax
credit or payment or something like that, so I do not think we
could criticize. It is just an option for day care service.

Ms KAMERMAN I only meant that one could consider substitut-
ing a tax credit for the standard deduction.

Mr Woi.F. I would hope that we would spend more time lookingin --
Chairman MILLER. You can finish the sentence.
Mr. WOLF. That we can spend more time looking at the private

sector because I think the answers and the money are in the pri-
vate sector and not necessarily in the public sector.

Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I have no questions.
Chairman MILLER. We have 5 minutes left.
I want to thank you very much on behalf of the committee. I

think you have in a very shot t period of time raised many issues
that we must address. I think we have got to recognize the differ-
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ent situations that families find themselves in at different times
and provide those kinds of flexible care alternatives that would
readily address those families.

I am very happy with, the questioning by the members which
suggests agreement that there must be a number of options avail-
able to families. Most importantly, I think you have given us very
difficult and challenging testimony, testimony that raises the
issues of the increased number of children in need, the reduced
slots, and the difficulty in fashioning adequate responses.

Since you have given us such an enormous workload, you must
now continue to work with us as we try t,, hammer out recommen-
dations to take to Congress for the next legislative year. I would
hope that you would consider doing that with us.

Thank you very much again for your time and your testimony
and the thought that you have put into it.

The next panel the committee will hear from will be comprised
of Joan Rhones and her daughter Carletha Rhones, and I believe
Carletha's brother Aaron is also here, to accompany his sister to
the table; Margaret Bai Clay, who is a parent and president of the
Virginia Family Day Care Association; Rebecca Henson, who is a
parent from Fairfax County, VA; and James Carver Githens, who
is age 11, from Baltimore, MD.

If you will come up and take a chair at the committee table. You
have been waiting a long time to testify, but I do not want any of
you to be nervous.

Welcome to the committee. We look forward to your testimony
and your written statements will be placed in the record in their
entirety, so please proceed in the manner in which you are most
comfortable. Again, I want to tell you to be relaxed. We are inter-
ested in what you have to say and will follow it up at the comple-
tion of the panel with some questions from the Members of Con-
gress.

So first, Joan, would you like to start out? If you could, pull the
microphone over to you so we can all hear what you have to say. I
failed to mention that Joan Rhones is a parent from Washington,
DC.

STATEMENT OF JOAN WIDNES, PARENT, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms RHONES Today I come before you as a mother who continual-
ly thanks God for day care and those persons who are day care ad-
vocates. As a working mother of four children I know the values of
day care.

My children since infancy have experienced child abuse and
child neglet.t. They have had multiple babysitters. In fact, the baby
who just recently turned 7 years old has had a total of nine baby-
sitters before being day care age. When I was no longer income-eli-
gible I tried the parent watch approach, but that did not work be-
cause th N.e were repeated break-in attempts and finally a break-in
which made me realize that this was no longer an alternative that
was safe for me or the children.

As a result of this, I refused my next raise and promotionit
was not the first timebut after the children got to the age I
thought they would be safe enough that they could come home
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from school and stay there until I could come home and continue
to progress on my job.

It was hard to find and is still hard to find an affordable babysit-
ter that I can afford on my salary. I found the National Child Day
Care Association has provided my children with the quality care
that they need. It has given my children a positive male image
and, most of all, a positive attitude about themselves.

It has helped me by serving as an ongoing link for drug and alco-
hol abuse prevention and crime prevention. It has been that filler
that has made my children talk about their frightening experi-
ences, thereby relieving them of the mental stress that they have
suffered throughout their young lifetimes.

I truly believe that they are better children as a result of day
care. I sincerely urge you to strongly support and actively develop
a better day care system in this Nation. Day care is that support
network that removes the children from working parents' incarcer-
ation. It is that support system that channels idle time into a posi-
tive direction. It removes children from limitless hours of television
and provides them with a sense of high esteem.

I suggest that in developing a better day care system nationally
that you would consider the following. One, day care should be
available for all working parents. This should not be dependent on
anything. The ulterior concern should be for the children and their
welfare.

More males should be encouraged to seek employment as day
care staff personnel. With the high increase in single parent
homes, with the head of the household normally being a female,
children need to be exposed to a positive male image role model on
a daily basis.

Infancy day care slots should be increased. Sliding fee scale
income should be generated not only on the number of persons in a
household but also on the bills that are necessary to maintain a
household, and this includes consideration for food, clothing,
health, and life insurance and the like.

Once a child has been declared eligible for day care services, that
child should remain eligible until the end of elementary school.

More money should be allocated to day care providers. The
money should be used for salary increases for day care staff. This
in turn would raise the low morale that currently exists. This
would attract persons who would normally seek other jobs because
of day care's miniscule starting salaries. It would also raise the low
morale of the existing staff. Some of the moneys should also be
used to develop and maintain better facilities for day care.

More public facilitiesschools, recreation and the likeshould
be used to provide space for day care providers whether they are
private providers or community agencies.

Businesses should be strongly urged to provide space for day care
facilities and actively work with the parents in developing such.
Parent involvement should be mandatory. I found this to be true
because where there was a slip in the quality of care as a parent
that was concernedthe staff never knew when you were coming
in or when you would ask questions, and they were always provid-
ing quality care just to be on guard. So parent involvement is an
important part.
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I urge you to realize that an investment in day care returns
more than 300 percent in dividends. More taxes are and will be
generated because more parents will be working. Better children,
citizens, are being produced because of the support system that
exists. Drug and alcohol prevention is being emphasized.

A mechanism can also be developed to deduct from income tax
returns of any parent using day care services to offset the cost of
Government spending.

I thank you for listening to me today and for giving me this
time. I do hope I have adequately conveyed some of the misfor-
tunes that not only my children have experienced but others as
well. Help us to protect our children and to remove the gambling
of child care from our lives and their lives.

[Prepared statement of Joan Rhones follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOAN RHONES

Today, I come before you as a mother, who continuously thanks God for day care
and those persons who are day care advocates. As a working mother of four chil-
dren, I know the values of day care.

My children, since infancy, have been the victims of child abuse nod neglect. They
have experienced multiple babysitters in their short life spans. When I was no
longer income eligible, I tried the parent watch approach, but after repeated at-
tempted break-ins and finally a break-in while the children were home alone, I de-
cided again to refuse a raise and promotions. This was done so that I would becom
income eligible for day care services.

It's hard to find an affordable, qualified babysitter on my salary. National Chil
Day Care Association has provided my children with the quality care that's needed
for them It has given my children a positive male image and most of all a positive
attitude about themselves. It has helped me by serving as an ongoing link for drug
and alcohol abuse prevention and crime prevention. It has been that Eller that has
made my children talk about their frightening experiences, thereby relieving them
of their stress, I truly believe that they are better children as a result of day care.

I sincerely urge you to strongly support and actively develop a better day care
system in this nation Day care is that support network that removes the children
from working parentis) incarceration. It's that support system that channels idle
time into a positive direction It removes children from limitless hours of television
and provides them with a sense of high esteem.

I suggest that in developing a better day care system nationally that you would
consider the following:

1 Day care should be available for all working parents. This should not be de-
pendent on anything The ulterior concern should be for children and their welfare.

2 More males should be encouraged to seek employment as day care staff person-
nel With the high increase in single parent homes, with the head of the household
normally being a female, children need to be exposed to a positive male image role
model on a daily basis.

3. Infancy day care slots should be increased.
I Sliding fee scale income should be generated not only on the number of persons

in the household, but also in the bills that are necessary to maintain a household.
This includes consideration for food, clothing, health and life insurance.

5 Once a child has been declared eligible for day care services that child should
remain eligible until the end of elementary school.

6 More money should be allotted to day care providers. The money should be
used for salary increases for day care staff. This would attract persons who are nor-
mally seeking other jobs because of day care's miniscule starting. salary. It would
also raise the low morale of the existing staff Some of the monies should also be
used to develop and maintain better facilities for day care.

7 More public facilities (schools, recreation and the like) shuuld be used to pro-
vide space for day care providers whether they are private providers or community
agencies.

Businesses should be strongly urged to provide space for day are fatalities and
actively work with the parents in developing such

9. Parent involvement should be mandatory
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I urge you to realize that an investment in day care returns more than three hun-
dred percent in dividends

I More taxes are; will be generated because more parents will be working.
2 Better children (citizens) are being produced because of the support system that

exists.
3. Drug and alcohol prevention is being emphasized
4 A mechanism can be developed to deduct from income tax returns of any

parent using day care services to offset the cost of government spending.
I thank you for listeningto me today and for giving me this time. I do hope I have

adequately conveyed some of the misfortunes that not only my children hate experi-
enced, but others as well Help us to protect our children and to remove the gam-
bling of child care from our lives with their (children's) lives.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Carletha, are you ready to read your statement? You need the

microphone over in front of you.

STATEMENT OF CARLETHA RHONES

Ms. RHONES. My brother and sister and I were at home most of
the time by ourselves after school had let out. My father was sup-
posed to be watching us when we went home. If my father was not
there he would leave us a note and we did what it told us to do.

Some of the things the note would tell us to do would be to make
up our beds, lock the door, stay in one room, don't answer the door
if it wasn't my parents and et cetera.

There were times that we did things wrong. For example: one,
playing with fire; two, sneaking out to playthat is because we
never had time to play except when we were at school; three, play-
ing with knives; four, fighting; five, playing with the chemistry set
without my mother's help; six, and a whole lot of other things.

There were times we would eat late because we would have to
wait for my mother to come home. It was scary because there we
were all alone, just waiting. We tried to be good children because
we knew that's what my mother wanted us to be, but that was
kind of hard to do. It looked like we were always thinking of some-
thing wrong to do.

One summer my mother's friend told her about day care and she
went to go check it out. We were so happy that we didn't have to
stay at home by ourselves any more. Then we went to day care.

We do a lot of things in day care to keep us from getting in trou-
ble. My mother calls it supervised, structured time. We have activi-
ties in day care such as an educational period, arts and crafts,
trips, sports, dancing lessons, and et cetera. Day care is fun to go to
instead of going home. Now that we are not at home, we have a lot
of fun at day care.

At 5:00 we eat dinner. After dinner we wait for our mother to
come and pick us up. While we are waiting we play a while, then
we do arts and crafts, and usually we draw pictures or make some-
thing for our mother.

The staff is great and very friendly. Sometimes we have birthday
parties, going-away parties and regular parties. Because we are in
day care, we have been able to participate in other programs. We
run track for the Anacostia Youth Athletic Club, and Aaron and I
are in HAP HAP is a Higher Achievement Program for students
above grade level. They help you keep ahead of your grades by
making you stronger in the basic subjects.
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My grades and behavior have changed a lot since I have started
day care. I don't have to worry any more about somebody else
breaking in our house while we are waiting for our mother. There
are a lot of other things I could tell you that have frightened me
when we were home by ourselves, but I think they are very person-
al and should be kept in the family.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, Carletha. Aaron?

STATEMENT OF AARON RHONES

Master RHONES. When children like us at home they would
sometimes play with fire or even try to cook, and with nobody
there to take care of them they would do things like throw knives
at each other like you see in the circus and mess up the house. We
would sometimes take the knives we played with and cut up the
plants.

My mother would not let us have firecrackers. But if our friends
in school shared them with us we would take a soda bottle and
light the firecracker and put it in the soda bottle and throw it. On
a rainy day we would have a flood in our house and nobody was
there to help us try not to let it run. It would just run.

We would sometimes sneak out and forget to take the key with
us. And we would be locked out of our house for a long time until
my mother came home. I rt. 'ember when people would try to
break in into our house and many more bad things.

Now while we are in day care we do not have problems like
those any more. In day care we like to do arts and crafts, go out-
side to play with the other children, learn about fire prevention
and drug prevention and other things. When we are through play-
ing, we wash our hands and line up to go up the hall and eat. We
do not have to worry about leaving the keys any more, and I am
saying that day care helps a lot.

Because we do not have to go home, Carletha and I go to HAP.
HAP is a Higher Achievement Program. It is for smart kids in
many schools. It is like school, but you only have three subjects,
such as vocabulary, math, and reading. It helps us too by explain-
ing the things we do not understand and many more things. Also,
because of day care we can do a lot of other things besides sitting
in our room until our mother comes home.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Aaron.
Margaret?

STATEMENT OF MARGARET BAI CLAY, PARENT AND PRESIDENT
OF THE VIRGINIA FAMILY DAY CARE ASSOCIATION

Ms. BAI CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to
speak here. In 1979 I began to do day care when we moved, when
my family and I moved from New York. We had three children,
two of which were from a previous marriage and I was not receiv-
ing child support.

When we moved here from New York my husband was at that
time preparing for law school. We were both unemployed at the
time. Sitting down together and discussing the possibility of my
going out to work, it was a disaster. The cost of my finding child
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care for each of our three childrenthe youngest being 3 weeks old
at that timewas financially out of the question. It meant that I
would have to find care for them at different night hours, maybe
not with the same provider, day care cente:s. I might have had to
utilize many forms of day care.

The only answer was to stay at home and take care of my family
and be a day care provider. In the fall of 1980, shortly after we
moved to Springfield, VA, I became ill and needed bed rest. Let me
go on record saying that this was not due to the nature of my
family day care work. It was not a breakdown of any kind; it was
mononucleosis.

But because I had four day care children to take care of I really
felt a deep responsibility to them and their parents and to my own
family financially. I did not follow doctor's orders and go to bed to
recuperate. I became worse and finally I had to advertise in the
community newspaper to find someone who like myself was provid-
ing day care services in our community. She agreed to help me out
until I became able to work again.

(Ince back on my feet I made it my crusade to seek out other
w....nen like myself who provided home day care and who like
myself felt alienated from the rest of the world. I wrote articles for
a community newspaper asking if there were others who felt this
way. I went to local supermarkets and put up signs on bulletin
boards and tore off phone numbers of other babysitters advertising.

I spent many hours on the telephone calling these women, telling
them of what I thought we could do for one another in forming a
network or support group. Finally we started, five women and one
man, in a living room. We talked o; our feelings about the work we
did, the problems. We wrote and re,7rote contracts. We grew in
numbers and are continuing to grow.

The Family Day Care Associations have been forming all around
the United States. They start small, maybe 15 or 20, and grow per-
haps to statewide organizations with membership of 2,000. It is evi-
dent by their numbers that these providers are reaching out to one
another in hope of support. They are seeking it and they are seek-
ing to provide it.

In the past, unlike the teacher or bank teller or secretary with
office mates to talk over the problems of the day, the family day
care provider has no such person. She was alone and isolated and
did not get the needed emotional support she desired.

Often the spouse of the provider did not understand or appreci-
ate the awesome responsibility of caring for someone else's children
40 to 60 hours a week, a very long working day starting sometimes
at 5:45 a.m., and not ending until 6:30 or 7:00 p.m. at night, of
cleaning the carpet after a sick child, of not having much adult
conversation or adult companionship during the day, of 4 or 5
rainy days in a row, and the plants have just been eaten up by the
dog or the kids have just learned how to push just the right button
to start World War III in my very own living room.

Only another provider who has experienced this knows what this
is like. In 1981, I had heard about the Office for Children. I was
definitely at the right place at the right time. I enrolled in their
Fairfax County training class. This is not a licensing procedure. It
is not mandatory. It is voluntary on the part of the providers.
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The Fairfax County Office of Children training class provides 40
hours of family day care training, 12 of which are first aid, two
mornings a week. They provide free day care for the children of
the person in attendance and the class itself is free.

What I heard from the person who did the training class I
thought I might have heard before and I did. But I had heard it
from a different perspective and I really learned what it was like
to see the world from 21/2 feet off the ground. I began to think first
of how my day care children might react or feel in a given situa-
tion. I learned how to approach family day care in a more profes-
sional manner, from how and what kind of records to keep for
income tax purposes to the social, emotional and physical growth of
the child to how to deal with day care parents and again, of course,
the first aid.

In addition, I received four credits of continuing education. I met
many dedicated women in the training class, women of all ages, of
all economic backgrounds and classes, women of all ethnic origins
and, most importantly, how we had a common bond. We were
women who wanted to care for children and we were there in in,.
training class because we wanted to improve ourselves and the
quality of care we provided.

This training class was one means of attaining our goal. Another
means was by participating in the child care food program which,
as you may know already, is the reimbursement program designed
by the Department of Agriculture and administered by the Fairfax
Office for Children. There is more to this food program than meets
the eye. It is an educational tool which providers have to learn
more about good nutrition, how to provide it for day care children.

This information is not for providers alone. It filters down to day
care children and to the parents. It was through this program that
many of the day care children learn that one of the administra-
tions considered ketchup as a vegetable to be reimbursed for. This
diet is supported by the Federal Government, and we thank you,
Mr. Miller, for your continued support in this.

Locating family day care can often be a problem for parents.
They may not be as fortunate as I to live in a county such as Fair-
fax that has a well-organized information and referral computer
system. It is often by word of mouth or the grapevine.

Ideally, parents would like to have immediate relatives care for
their childaunt or sister or grandmabut in these days grandma
herself is holding down a full-time job or may be 500 miles away.
So family day care is usually and naturally the next choice.

The reasons parents opt for family day care are many. They can
be summed up in the following:

Evironment. Many parents feel a tremendous amount of guilt
having to entrust their child to a nonrela',.ie. In order to assure
themselves that the child is going to be reared in a loving family
atmosphere as opposed to a larger day care setting many parents
seek to place their children in homes which aie similar to their
own so that the importance of value-instilling and attitude forma-
tion can be continued even in the absence of the 'went.

Affordability. Unlike day care centers whose rates are fairly
standard, family day care costs vary greatly according to the econo-
my of the area in which the parent lives and is seeking day care.
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Rates per child per week range from low as $25 to $100 in more
affluent neighborhoods.

Flexibility: Day care centers often do not open until 7 and the
parent needs to leave for work at 6.30. They often do not get home
until 6:30 or 7 at night. Many parents whose lives do not fit easily
into schoolhouse schedules appreciate the flexibility that family
day care offers. Although the possibility for exploitation of the pro-
vider does exist, family day care, properly managed, can offer par-
ents freedom to exist as people rather than deadline-directed au-
tomatons. In today's pressurized society this may be one of the
most important consiaerations of all.

And last, but not least, the range of services the family day care
providers can give which might otherwise be unaffordable and pro-
hibitive. Infant care is one of the areas where child care is serious-
ly lacking. Statistics already show that there is a baby boom now
going on Because State and local authorities wisely impose limits
on the number of infants one can safely and sanely handle, a pro-
vider is restricted to the number of infants she can care for.

There are just rot enough infant care centers, and if a mother
needs to return to work 6 weeks after the birth of her infant,
family day care may be her only choice. This brings to mind a
woman in our community who was married. She is in the Navy.
She has a 5-month-old child. One month before her child was born
she began seeking day care for this child. Both she and her hus-
band have rotating shifts. This child has been to four or five differ-
ent providers and she never knows which one at the time is going
to be taking care of her.

So the area of peoplenurses, firemen, policemenon rotating
shifts that need day care needs also to be addressed.

Chairman MILLER. Excuse me. The husband and wife were both
in the Navy?

Ms. BAI CLAY. I believe so, yes. I know the woman is. She is on a
rotating schedule. I talked to her late last night and she has still
not found a regular provider. She needs care from 11 at night until
7 in the morning, sometimes 3 in the afternoon until 11 at night. It
is very difficult for her.

Chairman MILLER. The U.S. Navy does not provide it.
MS. BAI CLAY. Exactly.
Family day care providers can reasonably provide low-priced day

care for infants and handicapped children, thereby freeing still an-
other segment of the parent population for outside home employ-
ment They can cater to special diets, provide special attention to
children during an emotional crisis, and identify incipient physical
and psychological problems which might go unnoticed in a larger
institutional setting.

In my county, Fairfax County, the social services department has
started a program called Project Bonnet. The social service depart-
ment has recognized the value of family day care providers by
using them and calling them into service to care for children of
stressed families, children that have suffered child abuse and ne-
glect. They are removing the children from the home portions of
the day and putting them in family day care homes. They are
working with the parent, the provider and the child.
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Family day care homes can be enormously valuable means of
safeguarding our school aged children. They can successfully limit
the number of latchkey children who may fall prey to drugs, van-
dalism or unsavory characters of our society who try to corrupt
these young minds. School age care programs operated by many
neighborhood schools are already filled to the max and have wait-
ing lists that go on and on. Family day care can and must be called
into servicaand utilized more extensively.

The chief problems, of the family day care provider, at least those
which can be alleviated in some part by the Federal Government,
can be summarized under these headings.

Financial: The major financial support which the Federal Gov-
ernment offers to the family day care provider is in the form of fa-
vorable tax benefits under section 280(A) of the Internal Revenue
Code and by implication through the child care tax credit which is
available to working parents with children in day care.

We heartily endorse the proposals now in Congress which would
increase further the amount of tax credit available to parents who
because of employment reasons must leave their children in day
care.

The child care food program sponsored by the Department of Ag-
riculture has also been of great assistance to family day care pro-
viders through day care parents and their children.

Requirements of local governments. There are parts of the coun-
try where the family day care provider is virtually being pushed
out of business because of the stringent licensing requirements,
coupled with special use permit fees and applications which have
been imposed by Federal and local governments.

Down in Prince William County in Virginia for family day care
providers there is a law on the books that states they must apply
and pay for a $1,500 or $1,600 special use permit. If the family day
care provider had $1,500 for this purpose, she would not be doing
what she is doing, and this is a per year; it is not a one-time appli-
cation. You pay $1,500 per year.

Now I understand that some of these rules and regulations that
are on the books conflict, and it may be because local governments
do not know already what the State governments have already got
on the books as far as regulations.

Family day care, the care given by a provider, typically a female
of various ages, ethnic origins, diverse education and economic
backgrounds, varying levels of skills, who may be teachers, nurses,
secretaries, grocery store clerks or government employees caring
for children in their own home, is facing change and challenge.

By urging State and local governments to review existing zoning
and licensing regulations that may impede the growth of family
day care, the Federal Government can play a large role in ensuring
that the family day care system as it is evolving in America today
is preserved and protected. The Federal Government, by openly ac-
knowledging the valuable service that providers offer to their com-
munity, can afford family day care the long overdue respect it has
so rightly earned and enhance the family day care public image.

Family day care providers contribute mightily to the economic
welfare of our country by caring for its children. The Federal Gov-
ernment can encourage State and local governments to develop
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more stable methods of registration or licensing or certifying
family day care homes that is neither inhibiting, excessively re-
strictive, or threatening to family day care providers or to those
people contemplating it as a profession.

These methods of registration should be simple while still main-
taining minimum standards, enforceable and, above all, an incen-
tive to family day care providers to be more visible in the commu-
nity. It is she who has contributed to the child's values. It is she
who partakes in teaching the important skills of social interaction,
and it is she who largely is responsible for the formation of atti-
tudes of those who will be tomorrow's adults.

It is imperative that the Federal Government recognize the im-
portance of family day care providers by continuing to provide sup-
port for this important activity. The last word on family day care
providers is that they do hold America's future in their hands.

[Prepared statement of Margaret Bai Clay follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARUARET BA! CLAY, PRESIDENT OF THE VIRUINIA FAMILY
DAY CARE ASSOCIATION, FAIRFAX COUNTY, VA

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee, I want to thank you for inviting
me to address you this morning My name is Margaret But Clay and I am the Presi-
dent of the Virginia Family Day Care Association, an organization consisting of sev-
eral hundred self employed family day care providers, most of them in Northern
Virginia I would like to review with you some of the problems and potential of
family day care in NM and to suggest some ways in which the Federal Government
can make a significant contribution to this area of endeavor.

Family day care, as the name suggests, is the care of children in at family setting
by a provider who is unrelated to une or more of the youngsters. Some estimates
indicate that 80'1 of the children who are cared for by persons other than their par-
ents are in family day care homes. The life of a provider is often not an easy one.
Fringe benefits are migraines, vacations are defined as days when a parent dues not
question the jelly stain on Susie's blouse, "moving up the ladder" is bringing the
vacuum cleaner to the second flour after finishing the first. Yet there are definite
rewards to the occupation The provider earns a living, contributes mightily to the
support of his or her own family, and has a sense of self sufficiency and financial
independence which might be otherwise unavailable to her. Moreover. the family
day care provider plays an increasingly important rule in today's society since eco-
nomic conditions almost dictate that many families have both spouses employed out-
side the home, thus, creating a greater need for quality child care.

Why do parents opt for family care')
The reasons tire myriad, but Lan be conveniently summarized under the following

headings
1 Ern inmment Many parents feel a great deal of guilt upon being forced to en-

trust their child to another for large portions of the day In order to ensure them-
selves that the child is being reared in a loving family atmosphere its opposed to an
institutional environment, many parents seek to place their children in homes
which are similar to their own so that the important tasks of value instilling and
attitude formation can continue even in the absence of the parent

Affirthib1116 Unlike day care centers, whose rates are fairly standard, family
day care Lusts vary greatly according to the etunumy of the area in which the home
is. located Rates per child per week range from in low income areas to $100 or
mare In affluent neighborhoods This is quite important Often the second wage
earner in the family is paid at a very law rate and his her iusually her) ability to gu
out to %,,urk depends un the availability of child care whose Lost Is proportionate to
her inL tam, The importance of this for the national economy is too Obvious to be-
labor

Fleribtlity --13e here by 6 ou p to ur we have 11 niechana's lien on your first
born" read, the preschool Lunt raLt Many parents. whose fives du nut fit neatly mto

booth oust, achedult,, appreL late t he nexibility that family day WIT offers Al-
though the possibility for exploitation of the provider exists. family day care. prop-
erly managed. van offer parents frti dual to rust as people rather than deadline di-
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rected automata In today's pressurized society this may be one of the most impor
cant considerations oral!.

1 Range of seri ices, Family day care providers can offer se. vices which are oth-
erwise unavailable or cost prohibitive. They can provide reasonably priced care for
infant and handicapped children, thereby freeing still another segment of the
parent population of outsidethe home employment. They can cater to special diets,
proside special attention to children during emotional crises, and identify incipient
physical and psychological problems which might go unnoticed in a larger institu
tiunal setting. Finally, family day care providers can offer part time care for school
age children This helps to combat the problem of "latch key children, whose num-
bers have been growing at an alarming rate and have been providing an unfurtu
nately golden opportunity for those in our society who find their prey in unprotect
ed children

What are the problems of the family day care prosider, and how can the federal
government help?

The chief problems of the family day care provider, at least those which can be
allesiated by the federal government. can be sunimarized under three headings

I Firma( Lai. The major financial support which the federal government offers to
the family day care prosider is in the form of favorable tax benefits under §280A of
the Internal Revenue Code, and by implication, through the child care tax credit
which is twailable for working parents with children in day ...ire We heartily e..
durse those proposals now in the Congress which would increase further the amount
of tax credit available to parents who because of employment reasons must leave
their children in day care.

The Child Care Food Program. sponsored by the Department of Agriculture, has
also been of great assistance to family day care providers Through these monthly
reimbursements for meals which conform to departmental standards. the provider is
able to furnish .1 higher ltuality diet to the children in her tare and s able to elan&
nate some less appealing items. eg excessive- sugars and starches, which might be
necessary absent the federal assistance floweser, recent cuts in Talc XX have
made this Child Care Food Program somewhat less of a help than it used to be We
encourage the Congress to restore the food ,rograrn benefits to previous levels, and
we certainly deplore any effort to further ...duce the amount of money asailable for
this critical program.

Reghirntents of local governments There are parts of the country whre the
family day care provider is virtually being pushed out of business because of strin
gent licensing requirements coupled with sizable licensing fees which hate been ino
posed by local governments Belalbt! of the rapid growth in family day care. a Is
natural that county and state governments will look to the pros ider as an addition
al source of revenue and impose new and Sometimes prohibitise taxes GIs en the
overall importance of the family day care provider in an economy which is to a
large extent based on the two-earner family. we encourage the Congress to utilize
the power of the purse strings to be :Aire that local governments which I l-ceive fed
crap assistance ,ire not allowed to impose unnecessarily stringent requirements un
family day care provider:.

3 The problem pubh, image To many members of the public. the family day
care lain ider is nothmg more than a babysater This 115 nut the LAMe at all By deli
[lanai a babysater s one who sits with the child ,1 family day care provider is a
person who provides a substitute for the child's family when that family is not
availabl to tend to the physical and emotional needs of the child In a very real
sense, the future of America s in the faintly day care provider's hands It s she who
install. s,dues, it is she ss hu teaches the important skills of social interaction, and it
Ls she who is responsible for the formation of attitudes in those who will be tumor
row's adults It is iniperat Ise that the federal guy ernment recognize the importance
of the family day caw provider by continuing to provide support fur this important
actwas The last word un the family day care provider as that America's future is
indeed in her hands Let's give her 3 liand

Chairman Mit.I.Eic. Thank you very much.
James, we are going to ask you to read your testimony at this

time,

STATEMENT 01" JAMES CARVER GrniEss
Mastei GITIIENN M) Mune is James Carser Githens Im in sixth

grade at Falstaff Middle School in Baltimore City. I am the only
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child in my family. I am brought home at about 3 p.m. by the
yellow bus. I have been coming home for 3 years to an empty
home. In the second and third grades I went to a day care program.

When I get home I have to walk my dog and do my homework.
Usually my mother gets home around 5 p.m. She works at my
school, so if I have to stay after school for some reason I can wait
there until she comes to pick me up. About 2 days out of a week
my stepfather is at home, but otherwise I am alone unless I have a
friend over.

When I am alone I do what I have to do first; then I watch TV,
talk on the phone, listen to my radio or records. Sometimes I get
lonely when there is nothing to do or it is raining. I get scared
when our neighbor's alarm goes off because I am afraid that there
is a iobber nearby, but most of the time it is just the wind blowing
the door open. Also, sometimes I get a prank call or someone comes
to the door.

One day my friend and I were making something to eat and he
cut his finger. I did not know what t.) do. Finally, I stayed calm
and got a wet paper towel. Then my friend wrapped it around his
finger, If a grownup was around it would all have been OK. Even if
I were alone for 10 minutes something like that could happen.

I think it would be good to have an afterschool program with a
lot of things to do. My mother tried to organize a basketball team
after school, but the physical education teacher said the gym was
not available.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, James, for your testi-

mony.
Rebecca.

STATEMENT OF REBECCA J. HENSON, PARENT, FAIRFAX
COUNTY, VA

Ms HENSON Members of the committee, ladies and gentlemen,
we are here today to discuss a serious concern of parentschild
care Being a parent myself, especially a single one, quality child
care that is fairly inexpensive is of the biggest concern to me, more
so than housing, clothing, food, my job, et cetera. For without qual-
ity care that alko, s me to go to work without constantly worrying
about my children I would not be able to earn the money to even
afford those necessities.

I would like to offer my personal experience in finding good child
care I was raised in a home where, unlike many of the homes of
today, my mother stayed home and raised us. She was there when
the three of us left for school and there when we returned. She
praised us in our accomplishments and disciplined us in our fail-
ures or faults.

It was not until the fourth and last was in elementary school
that my mom took a part-time job, but still carried the tradition of
being at home when he arrived from school. When my brother was
in third grade, my parents separated and my mom went to work
full time. My other brother, who was is high school, arrived at
home first and watched my younger brother. That lasted for 2
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years. Then my brother became a latchkey kid. But even then a
neighbor next door in the apartment complex keeps an eye on him.

When I was 19 I got married and had my daughter Elizabeth. I
was, at the time of my pregnancy, working as a cashier at Drug
Fair. I took a leave of absence a month before she was born. Ap-'
proximately 6 weeks after Beth was born I was back to work. From
March of 1978 until September of 1979 I worked while Beth went
to various individual sitters that I found mostly through ads, either
mine or theirs, in the newspaper or at the local grocery store.

Then, in September of 1979, my husband got a better job and I
was able to stay home. In order to help supplement the income, I
babysat with one child full time and one part time. I had 20
months of my daughter to catch up on and we enjoyed every
minute of it,

In October 1980 my husband lost his job and my job hunt was on.
Being 4 months pregnant it was very hard to find a job, but I man-
aged to at Mario Furniture Co. That was the first time Beth went
to diorivate day care center. I was very happy with the center. It
eased my mind about the care she was receiving, both instructional
and personal. I still felt guilty about "deserting' her, but it was not
ko bad knowing she was being taken good care of.

That center lasted 2 months. In December 1980 we had to move
and ended up in Her! _Ai. Being in, Herndon was a far cry from
the Lincolnia- Landmark `area, so I ended up giving up my job and
Beth's day care center.

In February 1981 my son was born. Three months after that I
was again back to work. Both Beth and Ben went to individual sit-
ters. We went through several sitters from then on-18 of them
that I can remember, not all by names but by faces. Some were
good, but we would end up moving away from them, and some
were not so good, and the search for one better would begin again.
Then there were the ones that were just plain horrid. These ranged
from letting the kids run rampant to physically abusing the kids.

In August of 1982 my husband and I separated and I had no
choice but to work. Finding housing, work, and good child care
were my big jobs at first. In January of 1983, I found a house to
share in Fairfax, a job in Annandale and a babysitter in-between.
The babysitter was 5 miles from home, but she was one I could
afford.
- This meant I had to leave the house at 7:15 a.m., take the kids
on the Metrobus to the sitter's, and catch another bus to work.
This was fine in the summer but extremely depressing in the
winter. Sometimes we would miss the bus and have to wait even
longer for the next one, wrapped in a blanket, hifddled together
against the cold.

Every time the kids got sick, I berated myself for dragging them
out I cdhstantly looked for a sitter closer to my home. There was a
center in a church just one block from the house, but I could not
afford the rates.

In April I switched my job to one in Rosslyn and moved to where
I am now, in Lincolnia, around June 1. I again found a private in-
dividual to sit with the kids, but soon fou.d I could not afford her
rates. I ended up falling behind on the payments and was given the
ultimatum of either catching up or finding another sitter.
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Luckily I was able to put Elizabeth in the school-age child care
program at the school where she was to begin kindergarten and
Benjamin in the Annandale Christian Community for Action Day
Care Center. Both are subsidized, so even with my salary we can
survive.

I have here a comparison chart to give you an idea how the costs
of child care figure greatly in my quest for quality care. My salary
is $10,560 a year gross, which comes out to $669.33 take-home pay.
Average normal expenses are approximately $450 to rent a two-
bedroom, which most people would not let me rent because I have
a boy and a girl; $77 for bus fare; $260 for child care full time at an
average of $65 a week, and $180 child cafe for part-time at an aver-
age of $45 a week. It comes out to a total of $967 a month.

My costs now are $450 for rent, $70 for bus fare with a flashpass;
$68 for child care for Beth; and $100 child care for Ben, $40 of
which goes to ACCA and $60 to an individual sitterwhich comes
to a total of $688 a month.

If I was to stay home, the only cost I would have would be for my
rent.

As you can see, my actual operating costs exceed my take-home
pay by $19. I also receive $175 in child support which makes up
that excess and leaves the rest for food. As you may have noticed,
no where on the chart is there an allowance for food. That is be-
cause it is hard to exactly pinpoint how much will actually be
spent in a month for it.

I try to budget $150 per month for that necessity, which then
uses the rest of my monthly income. Another interesting note. that
extraand I use the term lightly$175 child support will just pay
my subsidized child care, or a little over a quarter of the normal
rates for child care.

I know it sounds cruel, but cost and time figure greatly in the
child care game. Parents first go for what they can afford and then
what they can find the fastest. There is very little time to do exten-
sive research on all the qualities a sitter or center may offer.

Many a time a parent has just gotten a job that requires them to
start immediately and leaves them the weekend or less time to find
a babysitter. So they pick one that is inexpensive and try to evalu-
ate the sitter as time goes by. Sometimes it takes a very long time
to find out that the center is very wrong for their child, especially
if the child is very young.

I think there is a great need for a group that can help control
and regulate the individual sitters and day care centers. The Office
for Children has provided a good start by offering parents a list of
sitters in their area. This list gives names, locations, phone num-
bers, and pertinent information such as type of care offered, wheth-
er trained through the Office for Children, and information about
meals. About the only information it does not offer is cost and, of
course, the quality of the care. The parent has to find that out for
themselves.

I think there should be some way to rate the iiild care and affix
a seal of approval. Help that is offered by the Government, either
by a child care rating board, funds to centers, incentives to employ-
ers, et cetera, would benefit everyone, not just parents.
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Employers will have lower absenteeism levels, crime will go
down, if there are more centers available for kids after school and
during the summer, less deathsbecause of children being left
alone who are too young to beand more people working. I know
there are lots of people who cannot, or will not get a job because
they cannot find good quality care that they can afford.

For me, my children are the most important persons in my life
and I want to be able to provide a healthy, happy, and safe envi-
ronment for them to grow up in. In order to do this I have to work
and cannot be with them constantly. Child care becomes a surro-
gate mother. In taking my place while I work, it has to be good.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Ms. Rhones, you mentioned that you had turned down a pay in-

crease so that you could keep your eligibility for child care.
Ms. RHONES. Yes. .,

Chairman MILLER. You have done that once or more than once?
Ms. RHONES. More than once.
Chairman MILLER. Yes, more than oncethe ultimate private

subsidy. Will you have to continue that?
Ms. RHONES. Until the baby is no longer eligible for day care or

until I feel reasonably comfortable that she can come home by her-
self I will.

Chairman MILLER. You will continue to make the sacrifice of
turning down an increase?

Ms. RHONES. It comes to a point where it is career versus chil-
dren, and the raises, even though they look good, if you really add
up through the year it is less than what it would actually cost if I
have to find somebody to take care of the children, and it is easier
because you know the child is in a setting that you feel secure with
and you can trust these people rather than put them with a baby-
sitter part time that you do not know what is going on.

Now that the children are of an age to talk, it might be better,
but I have found out that my children tend to hold conspiracies.
They keep things in and then after a while I find out something
gross is happening.

Chairman MILLER. This is an interesting piece of information.
Other studies have shown that some do not enter the work force
because receiving public assistance allows them to retain medicaid
and other benefit-,. Your testimony adds another dimension. Some-
one with a good salary, with four children who must make that
same kind of logical economic calculation, but this time its to
refuse advancement.

You are making the determination that all policymakers want
you to make, and that is that your children are the most important
individuals in your life. And when you pick your children over
your career you are alou telling us that you are pkking quality
care over that career.

Certainly all the members of this committee want parents who
feel this way about their children.

But if you make that choice, you are going to be penalized for
putting your children first. And again from what studies we have
seen concerning women on public assistance, that same determina-
tion is made and the same penalty is paid for making the choice of
children over work.
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James, when you are home alone, are you allowed to have
friends come over to your house?

Master GITHENS. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. OK. Are you allowed to go over to other

friends' houses or are you required to stay in the house?
Master GITHENS. I can go to other people's.
Chairman MILLER. You can?
Master GITHENS. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. What about Aaron and Carletha? Were you

required to stay in the house when you were staying home alone?
Ms. RHONES. Yes.
Master Rhones. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. You were not allowed to go outside?
Miss RHONES. No.
Chairman MILLER. You look like somebody who might have gone

outside once or twice. [Laughter.]
Chairman MILLER. You just have that look, Carletha, that sug-

gests to me that maybe once or twice you left your house for a
short period. But the rule was, apparently, Ms. Rhones, for their
safety that they were not to go outside.

Ms. RHONES. Well, having someone else's child in the home, if
they got hurt I would not be there and I would be responsible for
that child. Then, if they were at someone else's house, if anything
happenedand I am not going to say I have angels, because my
children will get into things all right and become hurt.

Chairman MILLER. Cutting up the plants tipped us off. [Laugh-
ter.]

Ms. RHONES. I thought I never had a green thumb.
Chairman MILLER. Aren't we restricting children who would

expect a normal experience after school playing with their friends?
For children who are left home alone play is restricted, again out
of the desire of the parent for the well-being and safety of the
child.

Ms RHONES Right, and I also found that sending them home and
keeping them from others produced a lot of idle time, and I truly
became a firm believer in idle time is the devil's workshop, because
my kidsI cannot remember what they have not gotten into or
what they have not ventured to experiment with.

Living in a neighborhood where they can just look out the
window and see drug abuse constantly or an alcoholic falling down,
they were prime suspects and when the baby was 3 years old and
came to me with a piece of toilet paper rolled up and said I have
got my "rigerette," it was like where did you see this. Where did it
come from?

Things like this, you know, you are trying to isolate them from
the world to keep them from being exposed to these things, but all
you have to do really is look out the window. But in order to keep
them from becoming prey to those persons out there that do not
care what age the children arejust to make a sale or get some-
body hooked, to become involved in the businessis also a scary
thing.

Aaron when he was in kindergarten was a member of an extor-
tion gang and, you know, I am saying what does he know about
extortion. But then he had the older children that lived in the
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apartment complex that encouraged him and said, "Man, your
mother will not know."

This was exciting to Aaron because he had not socialized with
children. His thing was oh, I can get out and do something differ-
ent, and it was exciting to him to try something different.

Chairman MILLER. Now he is in the high achievement program.
Ms. RHoNES. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. All right, Aaron.
Congressman McKernan,
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you. I would like to, I guess, just address

Ms. Rhones, the mother. First of all, a number of us are very inter-
ested in this whole issue of latchkey children and one of the issues
that has come up is whether or not that term might be changed
whether there might be some other way of describing the children.
I am obviously open to any suggestions that you might have.

How do you feel just about thatthe problem of after-school
child care being referred to as the latchkey children problem? Do
you have any comments on that?

Ms. RHoNES. Well, my experiences were that. the key was con-
stantly being lost. I was constantly changing locks just for securi-
ty's sake. That sending them home alonethat when we talked at
night they really did not like it, and being children, you know, we
as adults tend to feel that children do not suffer from stress, but I
learned after about 3 years they have a lot of mental stress, and I
was putting a lot of adult responsibilities on each of the children.

And I realized that latchkey children was not the answer. And
"latchkey" is an adequate phrase.

Ms. RAI CLAY. I would like to add something to that. A rose is
still a rose by any other name. Whatever you change the terminol-
ogy to, children are still unattended. They have many hours before
a parent comes home from work, from the time they get out of
school until the parent comes home, and there is no adult supervi-
sion for them.

I know there are programs now in existence through various
agencies where there are checking systems. There are family day
care providers who will care for maybe five after-school children,
not necessarily in her own home, for the major part of the time. It
is a person that they can go to after school, say hi, I am on my way
home now. I live around the corner. I will be back after I do my
homework, maybe for a snack.

The provider knows the child is going to soccer practice or will
be down the block with another playmate. It is someone that this
child knows that they can come to in an emergencyif they are
frightened, if they are hurt, or just to be with and to talk to.

So I do not know that the terminology is
Mr. MCKERNAN. You do + see the terminology is the important

part of the issue?
Ms. BAI CLAY. I do not.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Aaron and Carletha, do you go to your day care

at the school, the same place as the school, or do you go somewhere
els.° for your day care?

Ms. Rhones. We go right where the school is.
Mr. MCKERNAN. It is right at your school?
Master RtIoNES. Yes.
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Ms. RHONES. Yes.
Mr MCKERNAN. James, how would you feel about some kind of a

program where you would stay at the school with some other kids
and do various activities rather than go home to your house?

Master GITHENS, Well -I have -had like 4 years of experience- of
that, just about, and I thought it was really fun, and I like to be
around my friends after school, so we could talk and play sports
and stuff.

Mr. MCKERNAN. So you would like to be able to have some kind
of supervision after school at the school?

Master GITHENS. Yes, yes, and then maybe some days I would
not, like if I had a friend coming over or something.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to thank the panel. In the interest of time and so we

can hear from the next panel, I have no questions.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Marriott.
Mr MARRIOTT. I am sorry I missed your testimony. I have been

briefed on the importance of what you have said and I just want to
ask a couple of quick questions in terms of the family day care.

I assumeyou are Margaret?
MS. BAI CLAY. Yes.
Mr MARRIOTT I assume that is your business. A lot of people tell

me they do not want to put in-house day care centers together be-
cause you just cannot make any money. Although we should do a
lot of things for other than financial rewards, can you just com-
ment on how profitable it is? Can you make enough money? Is it
worthwhile? How can we encourage people to be more involved in
day care programs if the cost is a problem? Could you address that?

Ms BAI CLAY. Sure. As far as profit in family day care, there is
very little profit. What family day care does is it affords a woman
who may have to stay home with her own children because she
cannot find day care or because she cann't find employment, it af-
fords her the opportunity to earn a living in het own home.

Very often what happens is that she starts out doing this for a
neighbor's child and she is paid for it. Oftentimes it starts out as
simply a reimbursement you know, what I lay out for lunch or
whatever, I take the kids to a park.

So private and family day care, there is very little profit. As I
said, it affords a person to be self-sufficient at home and take care
of her own children. If we are addressing the problem of many
women who need ^xtra maternity leaveand there are those who
feel that women need to be home with their children and be priori-
ty care givers, which is absolutely trueit may not be eLonomical-
ly feasible for this pe' son to stay home.

So if we can develop maternity lease systems that are adequate
for mothers, to encoui ge them to stay home, why not encourage
them into the field of family day care by more training and other
programs They can stay home with their own children, provide
care for a women who is not as fortunate as she to stay home.

Mr Mmuuorr To 1 , ovide a quality day care environment, what
is the maximum number of children that you can handle in your
home?
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MS. BAI CLAY. In my county it is five children or less. Now in
Arlington County I know there is an adult-to-child ratio, infants
under the age of 2 you may have a helper if you have four or five
infants. In some States, for instance in Arizona and Texas, I believe
that the maximum number of children you can care for is five;
however, if you have three children of your own it only affords you
the opportunity to take care of two other day care children because
they are counted into the registration.

So there is no consistent method of establishing family day care
procedures throughout the States. Each State and local govern-
ment has its own.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Joan, may I ask where you work?
Ms. RHONES. In Bethesda, MD for IBM.
Mr. MARRIOTT. So you have a pretty good job?
Ms. RHONES. Yes.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Does IBM provide any day care, child assistance

to you at all in any of their fringe benefits programs?
Ms. RHONES. No, they do not, and all the work that we put forth

and all the effort that we have tried to encourage them just to pro-
vide space have been declined because they feel that enough day
care centers and nurseries and Montessori schools are in the vicini-
ty, and when we point out the fact that they take a large chunk of
our salary out, it seems to be very insignificant.

They are not yet sensitive to our needs.
Mr. MARRIOTT. What grades are Carletha and Aaron in?
Ms. RHONES. Carletha is in the fifth, Aaron's in the fourth, and I

have not allowed them to be skipped because if they do that would
break up the continuity, and the two younger ones would be left
with the older ones to oversee them.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Is there anything provided in their schools for
after-school care any kind of programs for them in the school?

Ms. RHONES. OK. The school has provided space for a nonprofit
agency to come in and set up a day care association and they ale in
a before and after school program.

Mr. MARRIOTT. So that is where they stay after school until you
can come to get them?

Ms. RHONES. Right, and before school.
Mr. MARILO:T. Let me just conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying as

soon as I vadked in the room and saw the smiles of Carletha and
Aaron I was impressed because one of my favorite basketball play-
ers is Magic Johnson, and he has such a nice smile and I thought
you were the children of Magic Johnson when I came in because
you have such nice smiles.

I want to again apologize for not being here. I appreciate you.
testimony.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Again, this panel raises a whole
series of issues which we are going to have to address, and I appre-
ciate the spectrum of testimony that you have provided us. A
number of these issues should not go unanswered, even including
what James has said about his mother trying to organize a basket-
ball team, but not being allowed to use the gym after schoolthe
little problems that we cannot address at the Federal level. Or the
fact that the Navy has declared the "Month of the Child," yet they
do not seem to have child care program for their career employees.

36-292 0 - 84 - 6
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I thank you for raising some of these issues. James and Carletha
and Aaron, thank you very much for sitting through the hearing
with us this morning and giving us the opportunity to hear from
you. We wish you well.

Next we will hear from a panel made up of Ann Yeamans, who
is a parent from Olney, MD; Muriel Hughes, who is a parent from
Wheaton, MD; and Linda Burton, who will be accompanied by
Cheri Loveless, who represents Mothers-At-Home from Vienna,
VA.

Welcome to the committee. Again, your prepared testimony will
be placed in the record in its entirety and we want you to proceed
in the manner in which you are most comfortable.

First we will hear from Ms. Yeamans.

STATEMENT OF ANN YEAMANS, PARENT, OLNEY, MD

Ms. YEAMANS. My name is Ann Yeamans. I am married and the
mother of two childrenJeff, who is 14, and Sarah, who is 11 at
present. I am also the chairman of the Olney Extended Day Center
in Olney, MD, center co-rep to the executive committee of Mont-
gomery Child Day Care Association, and an elected member of the
board of directors of MCDCA.

Olney Extended Day Center provides before- and after-school
care to some 50 children who attend kindergarten through grade
five in the greater Olney area. Full-day care is also provided on
school holidays, snow days, and during summer vacations. The
center is housed in two classrooms of Olney Elementary School,
and is fully licensed by the Montgomery County Health Depart-
ment. Space for the center is rented from Montgomery County
Public Schools in accord with MCPS joint occupancy policies and
procedures.

Montgomery Child Day Care Association is a nonprofit organiza-
tion serving as an umbrella resource for nine centers which pro-
ide care to 729 children at 14 locations in Montgomery County; 62
percent of the children served are of school age, 38 percent are pre-
school.

Sixty-three percent of MCDCA families are full fee-paying fami-
lies Purchase of care for 37 percent of the children is contracted
with Montgomery County Department of Social Services.

Day care as a personal issue began for me some 6 years ago in
early 1978. As a pediatric nurse who had been out of the work
force for nearly 9 years, I was sensitive to both national and local
concerns regarding the shortage of professional nurses. The appro-
priateness of again using my technical skills seemed totally clear,
except for one urgent question. How could I best provide for the
care of my own children, who were then ages 5 and 8 in order to
provide nursing care for children in the general population?

Concurrent to my own reflections, area community leaders met
and exprcsscd the; l,uncern for the day-to-day faring of latchkey
children. There was good day care in the area from a few family
pr w:,1,-rs, but the numbers of such niuthers in our growing popula-
tion of more than 20,000 was very few. The nearest group day care
providen was more than 7 miles away.
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The principal of the local elementary school offered to make
space available in her building for latchkey care. Five parents and
I quickly responded by agreeing to commit our efforts to addressing
Olney's needs. Day care programs, issues and trends were exten-
sively researched School and community support was carefully
nurtured. Fundraising efforts were actively initiated. The group
vigorously sought membership in Montgomery County Child Day
Care Association in order to provide administrative stability as
well as to bring overall expertise to the new venture.

We also established meticulous criteria:
First, that multiple age grouping would liken the center to a

large family or neighborhood experience.
Second, activities would be inclusive of those available to chil-

dren who were at home at the beginning and end of the school day
as well as those which would be creative and enriching.

Third, child and parent involvement would be solicited in plan-
ning activities and establishing goals.

Fourth, staff selection would be based on education, experience,
and quality of interactions with children.

Fifth, programs of care would be expanded only when existing
programs were operating well.

In these past 6 years the Olney Extended Day Center has indeed
expanded its programs of care. It has also established itself simul-
taneously as both an integral part of the greater, Olney community
and as an active member of the vital day care constituency.

Issues concerning day care have long been raised in Montgomery
County. Particularly in the political campaigns of 1982, parents
joined with professionals in urging county leaders to explore the
issues of quality, cost, location, transportation, and referral. These
issues are documented and outlined in my attachment, which is
"Child Day Care: An Important Issue for the 1980's."

In considering the issue of quality, the quality of Montgomery
County's programs directly relates to the qualifications of the care
givers. Sadly, it is my understanding that the pool of qualified
child care providers is decreasing even as the need for nurturing

icare is increasing. Low pay and "burn out" are directing existing
good care providers away from the profession. Wider career options
are greatly reducing both the number and the quality of entry
level providers. Is this not an issue critical for this committee to
address?

The cost of day care is increasingly becoming a burden to work-
ing families everywhei t, regardless of whether they are two work-
ing-parent families, shigle parent mom families, or single parent
dad families Present income guidelines for reimbursement exclude
a large number of families whose incomes fall just aboNe the cutoff
point.

It is these parents who often must choose to latchkey their chil-
dren rcgardicss ur the chiid's or their own peace of mind. This issue
is also addressed in my attachment.

The issue of locations of centers has been complicated in Mont-
gomery County by the recent closure of many low-enrolled schools
which also contained child care facilities. The movement of centers
to other than neighborhood school locations has raised the issue of
transportation. Who will transport and who will pay?
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A joint effort of the county executive, the county council, and
MCPS has responded to this problem. The recent transportation
policy does indeed provide for transportation; however, it also adds
to the provider's cost of providing quality care.

The issue of information and referral has also received direct
action in our jurisdiction. On March 15, 1984, the Child Care Con-
nection, a private, nonprofit agency, opened under the direction of
Mrs. Fran Abrams to provide the coordination for these cervices.
The agency is under contract to the county government, with fi-
nancial assistance also provided by an area employer. It is my un-
derstanding that H.R. 2242 as introduced by Barbara Mikulski ad-
dresses this need.

Most certainly the issues confronting day care in the 1980's and
on into the 1990's are both numerous and diverse. For too long
these issues have been in a large part closet issuesboth in the
private sector and at all levels of government.

I compliment this committee's identification of child care issues
to date. Further, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before
you. And, finally, and most importantly, I look forward to your
active involvement in addressing the solutions.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Ann Yeamans follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANN YEAMANS, PARENT, OLNEY, MD

My name is Ann Yeomans. My home is at 17516 Queen Elizabeth Drive in Olney,
Maryland. I am married and the mother of two children. Jeff, who is presently 14,
and Sarah, who is 11.

I am also the chairman of the Olney Extended Day Center in OLiey, Center ca
representative to the Executive Committee of Montgomery Child Day Care Associa-
tion [MCDCAJ, and an elected member of the Board of Directors of MCDCA.

Olney extended Day Center provides before and after school care to some 50 chil-
dren who attend kindergarten thru grade 5 in the greater Olney area Full-day care
is also provided on school holidays, snow days, and during summer vactions. The
Center is housed in two classrooms of Olney Elementary School and is fully licensed
by the M,ntgomery County Health Departmer.t. Space for the Center is rented from
Montgomery County Public Schools [MCPS] in accord with MCPS joint Occupancy
policy and procedures.

Montgomery Child Day Care Association is a non profit organization serving as an
umbrella resource for nine centers which provide care to 729 children at 14 loca-
tions in Montgomery County, Maryland. 62% of the children served are of school
age while 38% are preschool children. Presently, 63% of MCDCA families are full-
fee paying families Purchase of care for 37% cf the children is contracted with
Montgomery County Department of Social Services.

Day care as a personal issue began for me some six years ago in early 1978 As a
pediatric nurse who had been out of the full-time work force for nearly nine years, I
was sensitive to both national and local concerns regarding the shortage of profes
sional nurses.

The appropriateness of again using my technical skills seemed totally clear except
for one urgent question:

"How could I best provide for the care of my own children (who were then ages 5
arid Si in order to provide nursing care for children in the general population?"

Concurrent to my own reflections, area community leaders met in a session of the
Northeast Forum to express concern for the day to-day faring of "latchkey chil-
dren". Although good day care was being provided by a few family providers such as
Mrs Jo Frock of Olney, the numbers of such mothers in our growing population of
mure than 20,000 was very few. The nearest group day care provider was more than
seven miles away and tended to serve families of its own community

Olney Elementary Principal, Di Marguerite Bridge, offered to make space avail
able in her building for latch key care Five Olney parents, the Mrs. Diane Davies,
Sue Garten, Eleanor Kaul, Pam Shirley, and I quickly responded by agreeing to
cernmit our efforts to addressing Olney's need.
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Day care programs, issues, and trends were extensively researched. School and
Community support was carefully nurtured. Fund-raising efforts were actively initi-
ated The group vigorously sought membership in Montguniery Child Day Care As-
sociation in order to provide administrative stability as well as to bring overall ex-
pertise to the new venture.

The coordinating committee also meticulously established Center criteria as fol-
lows:

Multiple age grouping would liken the Center to a large fanuly or neighborhood
experience.

Activities would be inclusive of those mailable to childr,.,i who were at home at
the beginning and end of the school day as well as those which would be creative
and enriching.

Child and parent involvement Nifuuld be soliLited in planning activities and estab-
lishing goals.

Staff selection would be based on education, experience, and quality of interac-
tions with children

Programs of care would be expanded only when existing programs were operating
well

In these past six years. the Olney Extended Day Center has indeed expanded its
programs of care It has also established itself simultaneously as both an integral
part of the greater Olney community and as an active member of the vital day care
constituency.

Issues concerning day care have lung been raised in Montgomery County. Particu-
larly, in the political campaigns of 1982, parents joined with pi-Jfessionals in urging
county leaders to explore the issues of quality, cost, location, transportation, and re-
ferral These issues are documented and outlined well in my attachment, Child Day
Care: An Important Issue for the 80's

In considering the issue of quality, the quality of Montgomery County's programs
directly relates to the qualifications of the care givers Sadly, it is my understanding
that the pool of qualified child care providers is decreasing even as the need for nur-
turing care is increasing Low pay and "burn-out" are directing existing good care
providers away from the profession Wider career options are greatly reducing both
the number and the quality of entry level providers. Is this not an issue critical for
this committee to address?

The cost of day care is increasingly becoming a burden to working families every-
where regardless of whether they are two-working parent families, single parent
(Morn) families, or sitisle parent Dad) families Present income guidelines for reim-
bursement exclude a large number of 'amities whose incomes fall just above the
cutoff point It is these parents who o,, an must choose to "latch key" their children
irregardless of the child s or their on peace of mind This issue is also addressed in
my attachment, Child Day Care, etc.

The issue of location of centers has been complicated in Montgomery County by
the recent closure of many lowenrulled schools which also contained child care fa-
cilities The movement of centers to other than neighborhood school locations has
raised the issue of transportation Who will transport? Who will pay? A joint effort
of the County Executive, the County Council, and MCPS has responded to this prob-
lem The recent TranspuriAtiun Policy dues indeed provide for transportation How-
ever. it also adds to the provider's cost of providing quality care

The issue of information and referral has also received direct action In uur Juris-
diction On March 15. 1981, the Chila ('are Connection, a private non-profit agency,
opened under the direction of Mrs Fran Abrams to provide the coordination for
these services The agency is under contract to the county government with finan-
cial assistance also provided by an area employer It is my understanding that II R.
2212 as introduced by Barbara Mikulski (DM& addresses this need

Most certainly. the issues confronting day care in the 80's and on into the 90's are
both numerous and diverse Fur taxi long these issues have been in a large part
"closet issues" both in the private sector and at all levels of government.

I compliment this onani,tee's idintification of child care issues to date Further,
I appreLiate this opportunity tt appear bilis.. you And finally, and most important-
ly. I look forward to your act 1 \ t: involvement in addressing the solutions

Chair man. MILLER. Thank you.
Ms. Hughes.
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STATEMENT OF MURIF:l. POSTON HUGHES, PARENT. WHEATON.
MI)

Ms. HUGHES. I would like to thank the Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth and Families for giving me the opportunity to address
some issues and concerns I as a working parent have regarding
child care. A particular concern of mine is infant and toddler care.

I have two childrenone, a son age 8, and the second, a daugh-
ter age 21/2. I think the differences in their experiences in child
care illustrate the varying attitudes of State and local jurisdictions
in different parts of the country and how this impacts on finding
and obtaining quality care for young children.

My daughter was born in 1981 in Montgomery County in Mary-
land, and when she was 4 months old I, for both financial and per-
sonal reasons, returned to my job as a faculty member at Howard
University. There were, and are, only two options available t,-)
working parents of infants in Montgomery County, both of which
have limitations. One is in-home care which because of the cost is
available to only a few families, and the second and primary form
of infant care is family day care. I utilized both of these forms in
the process of providing child care for my daughter while she was
under the age of 2.

The first form of child care we used was family day care. The
referrals for licensed family day care homes are sent to parents
seeking child care by the Department of Social Services in the
county and I received referrals to over GO family day care providers
between the time she was born and when she was placed in child
care.

Not all of these referrals had openings for infants, because a li-
censed family day care home may have a total of only six children,
including the provider's own, and may have only 2 children under
the age of 24 months. This limit of two children under the age of
two reduces the number of available homes for infants, and of the
referrals I received over three-quarters of these did not have open-
ings.

Consequently, I read ads in the local paper and ran an ad as
well I visited the homes of many family day care providers who
had openings, and there were some licensed homes with obvious
health hazards. One family day care home I visited was so over-
crowded it would have been impossible to evacuate in case of fire
the seven children she already had, not inlcuding my own.

Another site had as a primary play area a basement with holes
in the wall paneling. In a third, the provider in the process of
showing me her back yard left two toddlers and an infant unat-
tended in her house. Additionally many homes already had two
children under the age of 2, but these providers liked babies so
much that they were willing to take on mine. With a total ratio of
one adult per six children in a licensed family day care home it is
difficult to provide even custodial infant care, quality infant care is
another matter altogether.

We ended up placing my daughter in an unli,-ensed home with a
piwider w ho responded to my ad, and this pros ider cared for my
daughter, a toddler, and her own child, who was 3 years old, giving
us a ratio of one-to-three and not one-to-six.
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This was at a cost of $85 a week. Although I have not addressed
the issue of cost, since my primary concern was availability, I
would like to note that the fees charged in family day care homes I
visited ranged from $-10 a week to $125 a week for full day care,
Monday through Friday.

Within 3 months of placing my daughter in this family day care
home, the provider told me she would be unable to continue to pro-
vide care because she was moving. This time we chose to use the
second option available to parents seeking infant care, and that
was to have someone come into our home. In-home care is prohibi-
tively expensive for the full-time working parent, with costs begin-
ning at $167 50 under current minimum wage laws and ranging
higher for hours 8 to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday.

These costs do not reflect the additional factors of employer
social security payments, unemployment insurance, taxes and
workman's compensation. Although my husband is a physician, we
were unable to continue to afford full-time child care and conse-
quently only utilized our in-home child care provider 30 hours, at a
cost of $100 a week, and split our schedules.

I would like to note that at this time our elementary school age
child was in an after-school program, and our total child care costs
were in excess of $700 per month.

Another problem besides the cost with in-home care is that there
is little opportunity for social interaction with other children,
which is one of the most stimulating experiences for infants and
toddlers.

Because of our concerns about the cost and tho lad( of social
interaction with in-home infant care, we again placed our child in
a family day cart, home, which this time was licensed and she
stayed there from the time she was 12 months until she was over 2
years of age and able to attend preschool. This meant that Elissa
had been in three different child care situations within her first 12
months.

Given the inadequacies of the two options for infant carethat
is, family day care and in-home carethere is another alternative
which I think should be available in all jurisdictions, and that is
center-based infant care. Such facilities would provide a staff
trained in early childhood education where infant learning abilities
could be knowledgeably encouraged. The adult-infant ratio would
be lower than the 1 to-6 found in most family day care homes.

The physical plant would be able to provide age-appropriate play
areas for infants and toddlers. Most importantly, there would be
sufficient monitoring through regulatory licensing of these larger
facilities.

This brings me to the contrasting story of my son's infant child
care My son was born in 1975 while my husband and I were stu-
dents at the University of California at Los Angeles. My son, along
with 11 other children, was past of a parent-infant child care co-up
used by faculty, staff, and students of UCLA, and he stayed there
from the age of 6 months until he was over 2 and able to attend
preschool.

The trained staff provided reliable quality care with a staff ratio
of 1-to-3, and the socialization between infants and toddlers was
something %ery important to his development. his vocabulary at 19
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months was in excess of 300 words, and both his pediatrician and
the center director felt this was in large part due to his interaction
with other toddlers. Consistent quality care is of greatest impor-
tance to infants, and the professional staff of the co-op provided my
son with that care.

The differences in the experiences in infant care of my two chil-
dren highlight some of the problems with the availability and qual-
ity of infant care. If you live where I do now, there are only two
options available for working parentsthat is, family day care or
in-home care. Both of these are inadequate because of enforcement
of the licensing regulations, specifically health hazards and over-
enrollment in the former and cost in the latter.

My previous experience in California demonstrated that quality
centrsr-based care can be developed to meet the needs of infants
and their working parents, and I believe this alternative should be
an option in all jurisdictions. Availability of quality infant care, no
matter what form, is, of course, the primary problem and one
which should not be limited by the vagaries of local jurisdictions
but should be met on a nationwide basis.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Muriel Poston Hughes follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MURIEL POSTON Moms, PARENT, WHEATON, MD

I would like to thank the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families for
giving me the opportunity to address some issues and concerns I, as a working
parent, have regarding child care A particular concern of mine is infant and tod-
dler care I have two children one, a sun, age eight and the second, a daughter, age
two and a half I think the differences in their experiences in child care illustrate
the varying attitudes of state and local jurisdictions in different parts of the coun-
try, and how this impacts un finding and obtaining quality care for young children.

My daughter was born in 1981 in Montgomery County in Maryland, and when she
was I months old I. fcr both financial and personal reasons, returned to my job as a
faculty member at Howard University There were, and are. only two options avail-
able to working parents of infants in Montgomery County and both of which have
limitations One is in home care w hick because of the Lust is available to only a few
families. and the second and primary form of admit care is family day care. I uti-
lized both of these forms in the process of providing child care for my daughter
while she was under the age of two.

Referrals for licensed family day care homes are sent to parents seeking child
cart by the Department of Social Services of the county, and I received referrals to
over 1;0 FIX' providers between the time she was born and when she was placed in
child care Not all of these referrals had openings for Infants because a licensed
FDC home may have a total of only six children including the providers' own and
may have only two chiluren under the age of two. This limit of two children under
the ago of two reduces the number of available homes for infants, and of the refer-
rids I received ,iyer 14 of these did not have openings for infants. Consequently, I
read ads in the local paper and ran an ad ttS well I visited the homes of many FDC
providers who had openings and there were some licensed homes with obvious
health hazards out home I visited was so overcrowded it would have been impossi-
ble to evacuate iin case of fire! the seven children she already had not including
mine, another had. as the primary play area. a basement with holes in the paneling,
in a third the provider, in the process of showing me her backyard, left two toddlers
and an infant unattended in the house Additionally, many homes already had two
children undi the age of two but these prov iders liked babies so much" that they
were willing to take mine With a total ratio of one adult, six children in a licensed
FIX' home it is difficult to provide custodial infant care, quality infant care is an-
other matter al! together

I ended up placing my daughter in an unlicensed home with a provider who had
responded to my ad. ana tli, provider cared for my daughter, a toddler and her own
child who was 3 years old igiying me a ratio of 1 3 not 1 ea This was at a cost of
Zs" U11 wk Although I have nut addressed the issue of cost, since my primary prob.
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lern was availabiliiy, I would like to note that the fees charged ranged from $40.00:
wk. to $125.00/wk. for full day care Monday-Friday.

Within three months of placing my daughter the provider told me she would b
unable to continue to provide care for her because she was moving. This time 11
'those to use the second option available to parents seeking infant care and that was
to have someone come into my home. In-home child care Is prohibitively expl-nsive
for the full time working parent with costs beginning at $167.50 &under current min-
imum wage laws) and ranging higher for hours from 8-6 pm Monday-Friday. These
costs do not reflect the additional factors of employer social security payments, un-
employment insurani.e, taxes and workman's compensation. Although my husband
is a physician we were unable to continue to afford full time child care and conse-
quently only utilized our in-home child care provider thirty hours a week and split
our schedules. Another problem (besides the cost) with in-home care is that there is
little opportunity for social interaction with other childern, which is one of the most
stimulating experiences for infants and toddlers. Because of our coricer4-about the
cost and the lack of social interaction with in-home,'infant care we again placed our
daughter in a family day care home, which was licensed, and she stayed there from
the time she was 12 months until she was over two years of age and able to attend
pre-school.

Given the inadequacies of the two options for infant care i.e. family day care and
in home care, there is another alternative which I think should be available in all
jurisdictions and that is center-based infant care. Such facilities would provide a
staff trained in early childhood education where infant learning abilities could be
knowledgeably encouraged. The adult: infant ratio would be lower than the 1.6
found in most family day care homes. The physical plant would be able to provide
age appropriate play areas for infants and toddlers. Most importantly, there would
be sufficient monitoring, through regulatory licensing, of these larger facilities.

This brings.me to the contrasting story of my son's infant child care. My son was
born in 1975 while my husband and I were students at the University of California
at Los Angeles My son along with 11 other children was part of a parent-infant
child care co-op for faculty, staff and students of UCLA, and he stayed there from
the age of G months until he was '.)v er two aad able to attend pre-school. The trained
staff provided reliable quality child care and the socialization between infants and
toddlers was something very important to his development. His vocabulary at 19
months was in c wess of 300 words and both his pediatrician and the center director
felt this was in large part due to his interaction with other toddlers. Consistent
quality care is of greatest importance to infants dad the professional staff provided
my son with such care.

The differences in the experiences in infant care for my two children highlight
some of the problems with the availability and quality of Infant child care. If you
live in a jurisdiction, as I do now, them are only two options available for working
parents i e family day 4. are or in home ware. Bath of these are inadequate because of
enforcement of the licensing regulations in the former and cost in the latter. My
previous experience in California demonstrated that quality center based care can
be developed to meet the needs of infants and their working parents, and I believe
this alternative should be an option in all jurisdictiuns. Availability of quality infant
care no matter what form is, of Course, the primary problem and one whith should
not be limited by the vagaries of lutal jurisdictions but should be met un a nation-
wide basis

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Miss Burton.

STATEMENT OF LINDA BURTON, MOTHERS-AT-HOME, VIENNA,
V1, ACCOMPANIED BY CHERI LOVELESS, MOTHERS-AT-HOME

Ms BURTON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
ladies and gentlemen, my name is Linda Burton. I live in Spring-
field, VA I am accompanied by Cheri Loveless of Vienna, VA.
Along with another Vienna resident, Janet Dittmer, we are found-
ers of 'Mothers-At-Home, a support organization for mothers who
choose to stay home. Our monthly publication, Welcome Home,
which began distribut:Dn only 3 months ago, has subscribers in 50
States and 2 foreign countries.
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Less than 6 months ago we began speaking out on the subject of
mothers who choose not to enter the plid work force while their
children need them at home. When or statements were made
public NO omen across the Nation responded immediately ;ri extraor-
dinary numbers.

We heard from mothers in urban areas and mothers in rural
areas, mothers who called themselves liberals and mothers who
considered themselves conservatives, mothers of preschoolers and
mothers of teens, mothers who have never worked outside the
home and mothers who work full time. Until statistics are com-
piled, we cannot state what percentage each of these categories
represents of the total response, however, it is clear that, he moth-
ers writing to us cross all political, religious, and soct -economic
lines, with no particular group the obvious majority.

We wish to point out that our group, Mothers-At-Home, is not
political. We do not lobby on behalf of any political party or organi-
zation. However, we are happy to play an educational role and it is
in that capacity that we appear here today.

Everywhere there are demands for more quality day care. The
report you printed in December 1983 on the demographic and
social trends affecting care for dependents indicates that an al-
ready-critical problem is going to get much worse. At this time
most efforts to solve the Nation's massive child care problems
center around discovering ways to create more day care and ways
to upgrade the quality of that care.

Based on the information coming to us in the form of letters and
phone calls from mothers of all backgrounds and circumstances, we
strongly suggest that another approach to the problem be investi-
gatedthat of bringing home the many mothers who do work who
would rather be at home, who would rather not have their children
in day care in the first place.

These mothers, who work only because of economic and social
pressures, could be given incentives to remain home with their
children Taking their children out of day care would make more
care available to the mothers who still choose to work.

Mothers who do require day care for their children clearly must
have access to the best care available, but they are not going to get
it from an overburdened child care system. Seldom du "more" and
-quality- go hand-in-hand, and in the case of an issue so deeply
human as child care this is particularly so.

We cannot legislate or exercise quality controls over the capacity
of one human being to lose and care for another. h the child care
experience as we hear about from many forn er ant current work-
ing mothers is an accuratt indication of the kind of Child care most
aluthrs are finding, then perhaps the attempt to cteate more day
Late merely hits the symptom rather than the root if the problem.

Our mail indicates that many mothers are NS, ork,in,r simply to
pros tde economic stability fur their families and that ,they view day
cart- as a necessary evil rather than as an acceptable alternative. A
mother from Fairfax, VA, writes:

You are (loth right 111411 tiuu state then is little else beside' 1110111S di <A% Mg
IllOt het`, h, tiahuioJ j1)1), I V. k it h Loge numbers of sudi Hunter but h in xi* 9-to-
-, lob and in clunteel o.ork u, director of the Women's Center
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A working mother in Allentown, PA, shares her feelings this
way:

i ,an a smirking mother, albeit a sery, sery reluctant one My daughter w ill be ti
months old tomorrow and not a day goes by without me grieing user losing these
precious days with her 1 have to wuik, but my husband and I are doing eserything
possible to get ourselses on our feet financially so I aan work part time by autumn.

More subtle than economic pressures to work, but possibly more
of an influence on the state of child care in the Nation is the social
pressure mothers feel. In the past 20 years we have fostered a gen-
eration of young people who have heard nothing but put-downs
about child rearing They have been massively encouraged to do
something more important with their lives.

Mothering has no prestige. While we as a nation continue to re-
spect motherhood, we have very little respect for its mothers. The
mothers our organization has heard from believe they are consid-
ered intellectually inferior and out of pace with the times. They
feel dismissed as self-indulgent, lazy people whose job could be
easily replaced by an institution.

A typical mother from Sacramento, CA, writes:
ara so tired of certain people looking down on me because I am only a housewife

Escn my husband, who supports my decision to remain at home, thinks I du practi-
cally nothing all day lung People seem to think that a woman w ho stays home with
her child is not quite right, that she has nothing important to say

Another woman, this one from Destrehan, LA, comments:
have often Jokingly thought that there should be a Homebodies Anonymous,

wherein all ! the members admit, I am a mother at home I am embarrassed to
admit that I iw longer hold a professional tale I have long been and still am an
1y id supporter of NOW, but admit to confusion as to my rule since I quite working. I
hold a degree in mathematics and was the dean of academics at a private school
Sonn''ass, I feel a need to tell people of my past accomplishments, certain that they
would think me dull were I to tell them of the joys of being a mother- homemaker

From Dale, TX, the wife of a CPA writes:
The pressure from um society makes us feel that if we don't work outside the

home we can do nothing else

A mother from New Jersey who does volunteer work with child
abusers explains:

Low housewife image and isolation are at the top of the list or unhappy moth-
er,4and therefore child neglect or abuse

A working mother from Rochester, NY, writes:
I am not at home, but would like to be It is a sham , that I N4 aS brainwashed

while in college into thinking I must work outside the home

When it becomes increasingly evident that the business of rais-
ing children is beneath the national dignity, then intelligent,
skilled, compassionate people are not likely to want the job. Nor
are they likely to want to staff day care centers to take care of
other people's children.

Our correspondence from mothers across the Nation strongly in-
dicates that the establishment of economic incentives and social
sanctions for tI.Jse who prefer to raise their OW, n children at home
would have an impact. We run a risk in suggesting specific meas-
ures because We C feel that single suggestions can too easily be shot
down as impractical, thus damaging the larger proposition. There-
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fore,fore, we will cite some examples which should be treated as a
springboaid for further discussion.

Father William Byron, president of Washington, DC's Catholic
University, has suggested mothers be accorded social credits for
each year they remain at home, which would be redeemable as
either higher education for their children or civil service points for
themselves.

A mother who wrote to us from Newman, CA, lists several sug-
gestions. Among them are a significant tax break for mothers who
du not work outside the home, the estab:ishment of social security
benefits for homemakers, and the right to put into an IRA the
same amount allowed her working spouse.

Benefits similar to those given veterans, such as special mort-
gage packages and special loans would aid mothers like one who
writes us from Baltimore, MD.

111 1 have ecer wanted to be since the age of 13 is a mother at home At 37 I
expected to he settled down with two or thret kids licing the American dream, but
-Lich is not the Lase Within the first year of our daughter's life my husband went
into a deep depression We lust our house because my husband wouldn't or couldn't
keep Op with the payments

I recened and ITCei%e no child care but I was determined to stay with my daugh-
ter, for whom I had waited so lung With the help of m; father-in-law I got a lease
on a word processor and for almost three years I hate been working from my home.
and taking care of my daughter But the business will not surc lye unless I can
cpand, and I can t get any credit or find an incestur I don't want to lease home

Certainly tht Government could take the lead in recognizing the
skills a woman develops as a homemaker when considering past
mothers at home for jobs A Woodbridge, VA, mother writes.

At one time I worked fur the Astronaut Affairs Office with NASA headquarters in
Washington. I)(' It was a 3 glamorous job I met many astronauts, scheduled
Inn a samples all wet the world, and I loved it But my job as a homemaker is
much more demanding and requires good management skills, not only in manage-
ment of people noi resources and time as well

Perhaps incentives could also be given to the private sector to en-
courage exploration of innovative ways to aid mothers who want to
be home with their children but cannot for financial reasons. We
have heard about a college which frees its mother employees over
the summer months to allow them to be with their children while
college students fill in for them.

In the fall, then children have returned to school, the mothers
are welcomed back to their full-time positions. Perhaps some busi-
nesses would see fit to issue special discount cards or to offer other
special treatments such as servicemen, and senior citizens are
given.

These are some measures that have been suggested by the people
who write to us Some of these measures may work. None of them
may work. Or variations of a few of them in concert may work. We
arc not hene to tell you precisely what measures should be taken.
We are here to tell you that thousands of mothers working both
inside and outside the home want desperately to raise their own
children.

If you find a way to help them do that, both working mothers
and mothers at home will benefit. It would greatly improve the
quality of existing day care by forcing the removal of the chaff
from our obviously overburdened child care system. It would vastly
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enhance the overall quality of child care in this country by ensur-
ing that a great many more children would receive the full-time in-
dividual nurturing that they deserve.

Finally, economic relief and social sanction for mothers at home
would be a strong endorsement of the advocacy of choicethe
belief that women should be able to choose what they want to do
with their lives. As it stands now, economically and socially many
mothers feel pressured to work.

Economic and social incentives for mothers who want to be at
home would at last present women with a fair balance of opportu-
nitythe first genuine choice they have had in a long time.

. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Linda Burton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LINDA BURTON, SPRINGFIELD, VA

My name is Linda Burton I live in Springfield, Virginia. I am accompanied by
Cheri Loveless of Vienna, Virginia. Along with another Vienna resident, Janet
Dittmer, we are founders of Mothers At Home, a support organization for mothers
who choose to stay home Our monthly publication, WELCOME HOME, which
began o Lribution only three months ago, has subscribers in fifty states and two
foreign countries.

Less than six months ago, we began speaking out on the subject of mothers who
choose not to enter the paid workforce while their children need them at home.
When our statements were made public, women across the nation responded imme-
diately in extraordinary numbers We heard from mothers in urban areas and
mothers in rural areas, mothers who call themselves liberals and mothers who con-
sider themselves conservative, mothers of preschoolers and mothers of teens, moth-
ers who have never worked outside the home and mothers who work full time.
Until statistics are compiled, we t annot state what percentage each of these catego-
ries represents of our total response. However, it is clear that the mothers writing
to us cross all political, religious, and socio-economic lines, with no particular group
the obvious majority.

We wish to point out that our group, Mothers At Home, is not political. We do not
lobby on behalf of any political party or organization. However, we are happy to
play an educational role, and it is in that capacity that we appear here today.

MORE EQUALITY DAY CARE MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE

Everywhere, there are demands for "more quality day care." The report you
printed in Dec-en-11er 1983. on the demographic and social trends affecting are for
dependents, indicates that an already critical problem is going to get much worse.
At this time most efforts to solve the nation's massive child-care problems center
around discoveting ways to create more day care and ways to upgrade the quality of
that care Based on the information coming to us in the form of letters and phone-
calls from mothers of all backgrounds and circumstances, we strongly suggest that
another approach to the problem be investigatedthat of bringing home the many
mothers who do work who would rather not be in the paid labor force, who would
rather not have then children in day care in the first place. These mothers, who
work only because of economic and social pressures, could be given incentives to
remain home with their children Taking their children out cf day care would make
more care available to the mothers who still choose to work.

Mothers who do require day tare fur their children clearly must have access to
the best care available But they are nut going to get it from an user-burdened child-
care system Seldom do "more" and "quality" go hand .n hand, and in the case of
an issue su deeply human as child Lure, this is particularly so. We cannot legislate
or exercise qualk controls over the capacity of une human being to love and care
for another If the child cat. experiences we her about from many former and cur-
rent working mothets is an accurate indication of the kind of child care most moth-
er, are finding, then perhaps the attempt to create more day care merely hits the
symptom rather than the root of the problem
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Our m.ul indicates that many mothers are working simply to provide economic
stability for their families, and that they pew day care as a necessary evil rather
than as an acceptable alternane

A mother from Fairfax, Virginia, writs, You are quite right when you state
there is little else besides money drawing mothers to salaried jobs I work with large
numbers of such women both in my 9 5 job and in my volunteer work as Director of
th, Women's Center" working mother Allentown. Pennsylvania. shares her
feelings this way I'm a working mother. albeit a very. very reluctant one My
daughter vidl be six months old tomorrow and not a day goes by without me griev-
ing over losing these precious days with her I have to work. but my husband and I
are doing everything possible to get ourselves un our feet financially so I can work
part time by autum

POOR IS1Ae.E OF fstOTHERMOD MEANS POOR QUALITY CHILD CARF,

More subtle than economic pressures to work. but possibly more of an influence
un the state of child care in the nation, is the social pressure mothers feel. In the
past twtnty years, we Lou fostered a generation of young people `16 ho have heard
uuthing but put-downs about child-reintig They have been massively encouraged to
'du something more important" with their lies Mothering has no prestige While
we as a nation continue to respect motherhood. we have little respect for its moth-
oN The mothers uur organization has heard from believe they are considered intel-
lectually inferior and out of pace with the times They also feel dismissed as self-
indulgent. lazy people whose lob could be easily replaced by an institution.

X typical mother from Sacramento. California, writes. "I am so tired of certain
people looking down on rue because I am only a housewife Even my husband, who
supports my decision to remain at home, thinks I do practically nothing all day
Iola; People seem to think that a woman who stays home with her child is not quite
bright, that she has nothing important to say Another woman, this one from Des-
trehan, Louisiana, eumnients, "I have often jokingly thought that there should be a
Homebodies Anonymous, wherein all of the members admit, '1 am a mother-at-
hurne I arn embarrassed to admit that I no hunger ho!d a professional title' I have
lung been. and still am. an avid supporter of NOW, but admit to confusion as to my
role since I quit working I hold a degree in Mathematics and was the Dean of Aca-
demics at a pre. ak school Somehow, I feel a need to tell people of my past accom-
plishmnts, certain Chat the. would think ine dull were I to tell them of the Joys of
being a motherhomemaker

From Dale. Texas, the wife of a ('PA writes, The pressure from our society
makes us feel that if we don't work outside the home, we can do nothing else A
mit her from New dersei who dues iolunteer work with child abusers explains.
Tow housewife Image and isolation .Cie at the top of the list for unhappy mothers
and therefore child neglect or abuse A working mother from Rochester, New
York. writes, "I am not at home, but would like to be It is a shame that I was
brainwashed while in college into thinking I must work outside the home

When it becomes increasingly evident that the business of raising children is be-
neath the national dignity, them intelligent, skilled, compassionate people are not
likely to want the Job Nor are they likely to want to staff (lay care centers to take
care of other people's children

RECONIMF:NDATIONS

Our iurrespondence from mothers across the nation, strongly indicates that the
ostablishment of ((commis, iticento.e.s and social sanctions for those who prefer to
raise their own children at home, would i.avt an impact We run a risk in suggest-
ing ,peifik Inua,ures, because we, feei that single suggestions can too easily be shot
down as impractca1 thus ddrnaging the larger proposition Therefore, vie will cite
some ( \amdes. which lluuld be treated as a springboard for further discussion

Father Wilini fay run, President of Washington. DC's Catholic University has
-aggested (withers fa. aoorde.d social credits fur each year they remain home, which
A,,uld be redeemable as either higher education for their children of Civil Service
point, or t he ni,elies A mother who wrote to us from Newniati, California, lists sev-
eral -mgeestions Among them are a signifii ant tax break for mothers who du not
wurk uut,ide the home, the establishment of SO( ial Security benefits for hunieniak-
r and the right to put into an IRA the same amount allowed her working spouse
Benefit, similar lu t hose giien veterans, such as special mortgage packages and

-pt.( cal loans, would aid mothers like. one whu writes us from Baltimore, Maryland
All I hive ever w.uited to be. since the age of 13, is to mother at home At 37. I

owected to be settled down with two or three kids living the American Dream. but
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such is not the case. Within the first year of our daughter's life, my husband went
i ito a deep depression, We lost our house because my husband wouldn't, couldn't
keep up the payments I received and receive no Lhi Id care, but I was determined to
stay with my daughter for whom I had waited so long. With the :yelp of my father-
in-law, I got a lease on a work processor, and for almost th.ee years I have been
working from my home, and taking care of my daughter. Bu: the business will not
survive unless I can expand, and I can't get any credit or fina an investor. I don't
want to leave home."

Certainly the government could take the lead in recognizing the skills a woman
develops as a homemaker when considering past mothers at home for jobs A Wood-
bridge, Virginia, mother writes, At one time I worked for the Astronaut Affairs
Office with NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. It was a very glamorous job, I
met many astronauts, scheduled lunar samples all over the world and I loved it.
But, my 'job' as a homemaker is much more demanding and requires good manage-
ment skills, not only in management of people but resources and time as well."

Perhaps incentives could also be given to the private sector to encourage explora-
tion of innovative ways to aid mothers who want to be home with their children but
cannot for financial reasons. We have heard about a college which "frees" its
"mother employees" over the summer months to allow them to be with their chil-
dren while college students fill in for them. In the fall, when childrm have returned
to school, the mothers are welcomed back to their full time positions. Perhaps some
businesses would see fit to issue special dizzfyint cards or to offer other special treat-
ment such as servicemen and senior citizens are given.

These are some measures that have been suggested by the people who write to us.
Some of these measures may work None of them niay work. Or vanatioas of a few
times of them in concert may work We are not here to tell you precisely what
measures should be taken We are here to tell I, ou that thousands of mothers work-
ing both inside and outside the home want desperately to raise their own children.
If you help them find a way to do that, bot:i working mothers and mothers at home
will benefit It would greatly improve the quality of existing day care by forcing the
removal of the "chaff' from our obviously overburdened child-care system It would
vastly enhance the overall quality of child-care in this country by ensuring that a
great many more children would receive the full time individual nurtunng that
they deserve.

Finally, economic relief and social sanction for mothers at home would be a
strong endorsement of the advocacy of choicethe belief that women should be able
to choose what they want to do with their lives As a stands now, economically and
socially, many mothers feel pressured to work Economic and social incentives for
mothers who wt .t to be at home would at last present women with a fair balance of
opportunitythe first genuine "choice" they've had in a long time.

Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Hughes, your testimony suggests that
one of the components of a day care policy should allow for center-
based case.

Ms. HUGHES. For infants.
Chairman MILLER. For infants. And you seem to bc, relying, first

on your own experience at UCLA and second on your belief that
such care allows for better socialization for children than home
care, if a nonfamily member comes into the home for purposes of
care.

Ms. HUGHES. The socialization issue I think has to do with the
fact that on center-based care you have more children and a higher
staffing ratio and the staff is professional in that they are trained
in early childhood education.

The two alternatives that are open to mothers in Montgomery
County, where I reside now, are family day care, which has a staff-
ing ratio much higher than you get in center-based care, or in-
home care, where a child is basically in-home with a provider and
not interacting with other children, unless the provider takes them
outside to interact with other children un the blockand in the
neighborhood I live in I am the only one with a small child.
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Chairman MILLER. Ms. Yeamans, an issue raised earlier I know
is being raised in areas of California, and that has to do with
zoning restrictions. In Montgomery County, in terms of providers
setting up family day care homes or other day care centers, is
zoning a problem?

Ms. YEAMANS. I am not really aware of a zoning problem relative
to the day care. I do not know that. I can check on that for you and
return it in writing to you.

Chairman MILLER. I would appreciate that.
[The information referred to follows:]
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Zoning Text Amendment No. 82014

Introduced: June 22, 1982
Adopted Summer 1982

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE
TEXT OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE FOR THE

MARYLAND-WASHINGTON REGIONAL DISTRICT
IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

By: Councilmember Spector

AN AMENDMENT to Division 59-C-1, title "Residential Zone, One-Family," Section 59-C-

1.3, title "Land Uses;" Division 59-C-2, title "Residential Zone, Multiple-

Family," Section 59-C-2.3, title "Land Uses;" Division 59-C-4, title
"Commercial Zones," Section 59-C-4.0, title "Land Uses;" Division 59-C-5,
title "Industrial Zones," Section 59-C-5.2, title "Land Uses;" and Division 59-

0-2, title "Special Exceptions - Standards and Requirements," Section 59-G-
2.13. title "Child or Elderly Care Facilities for more than 4 Individuals;" to
increase from 4 to 6 the number of children who may be served 6y a child day

care facility in the residential zones, to conform special exception

requirements, and to allow child day care facilities as permitted uses in the
Commercial and Industrial Zones.

NE IT ORDAINED by the County Council for Montgomery County, Maryland, sitting as the

A. trici Council for the Maryland-Washington Regional District in Montgomery County,
Maryland, that -

Sec. 1. Division 59-C-1, title "Residential Zone, One-Family," Section 59-C-1.3,

t to. "Land Uses," is hereby amended as follows:

RE
2

RE-
2C

RE-
1

R- R-
200 150

R-
90

R-
60

R-
40

R-4 RMH-
Plex 200

Services

Child or-elderly day care
facilities for not more than P P P PPP PPP 13

4- 6 individuals

Child et-elderly- day care
facilities for more than SE SE SE SE SE SE SE SE SE SE
4- 6 individuals

Elderly day care facilities
Tr not more than 4 (4) PP P P P P PPP P

individuals

Elderly day care facilities
SE SE SE SE SE SE SE SE SE SEfor more than 4 (4)

Definition and special exception standards located under "cr.,:d or Elderly Day Care
Facility."

36-292 0 - 84 - _6,3:: IA VA Y`'sfil? rer,I1F1
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Sec. 2, Division 59-C-2, title "Residential Zone, Multiple-Family," Section 59-C-2.3,

title "Land Uses," is hereby amended as follows:

Services R-30 R-20 R-10 R-H

Child isr -elderly day care facilities for
up to 4- 6 individuals P P P P

Child er-elderiy day care facilities for
more than 4- 6 individuals SE SE SE SE

Elderly day care facilities for up to
4 individuals Us) P P P P

Elderly day care facilities for more
SE SE SE SEthan 4 individuals (3)

(-3-bet mition and special exception standards located under 't.tuld or Elderly Day Care
Facilities."

Sec. 3. Division 59-C-4, title "Commercial Zones," Section 59-C-4.0, title "Land

Uses," is hereby amended as follows:

Services

Child day care facilities

C-T 0-M C-0 C-P C-I C-2 C-3 11-M Country Inn

SE- S& && SE- SE-
P P P P P

Sec. 4. Division 59-C-5, title "Industrial Zones," Section 59-C-5.2, title "Land Uses," is

hereby amended as follows:

Services

Child day care facilities

1-1 1.2 1-3

SE- SE SE.

Sec. 5. Division 59-G-2, title "Special Exceptions Standards and Regulations,"

Section 59-G-2.13, title "Child or elderly day care facilities for more than 4 indiviiiials," is

hereby amended, as follows:

59-0-2.13 Child or elderly care facilities-For-ritere-then-4-radivtclueds-

a) A child or elderly day care facility or center for r ,

allowed, upon a finding by the Board:
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(1) That such use will not constitute a nuisance beeatise of traffic, insufficient

parking, number of individuals being cared for, noise or type of physics

activity; and

(2) That, if a child care facility, there is amply indoor and outdoor play space,

free from hazard, appropriately equipped for the age and number of

children cared for, and readily accessible.

(b) A child or elderly day care facility or center for more than forty individuals may

be allowed, upon a finding by the Board:

(1) That such use will not constitute a nuisance because of traffic, insufficient

parking, number of individuals being cared for, noise or type of physical

activity; and

(2) That, if a child care facility, then, ample indoor and outdoor play space

free from hazard, appropriately equipped for the age and number of

children being cared for, and readily accessible; and

(3) That, if a child care facility, the area of the property edntains no less than

one thousand square feet per child being cared for.

(c) The requirements of this section shall not apply to child or elderly day care
facilities omen ters which are operated by a nonprofit organization in buildings,

structures or on prem ises owned or leased by a religious organization and which

premises are regularly used as a place of worship, or are located on premises

owned or leased by a religious organization adjacent to premises regularly used

as a place of worship, or are used for private parochial educational purposes

which are exempted under the provisions of this section for private educational

Institutions m are located in publicly owned school buildings.

Sec. 6. This Ordinance shall become effective immediately upon adoption.

EXPLANATIONS: Underlining indicates text to be added.

Dashes indicate test to be deleted.

A True Copy.
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Chairman MILLER MF Burton, I am not quite clear on one point.
I understand the need to support women who desire to stay at
home. What I am not quite clear on is what you are suggesting for
the women who must work out of economic necessity.

Ms BURTON. We are suggesting that by the sort of support for
mothers at home, mothers who must work out of an economic ne-
cessity will receive much better day care than they now have. The
good care will become available, we think.

Chairman MILLER. I do not understand, I am sorry I do not
follow that line of reasoning.

Ms. BURTON. When there is less of a demand for day care, when
a lot of the children are taken out of th day care system, the care
that is abysmaland it is clear that there is a lot of itis going to
fall by the wayside. The good care, people are going to have more
access to care.

I tried to find child care in this country for 2 years that I was
happy with, and I did not find anything. That care is out there, but
it is out there in finite amounts.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Would the gentleman yield?
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Mr Mmtiorr. If I understand what you are sayinglet me just

make sure I get this right down to the bottom line here--I do not
think I totally disagree with what you are saying. But, are you
saying that people like Mrs. Hughes who's husband is a doctor, and
you are a professional personshould be limited on child care
facilities so that we make room for those who have to work out of
economic necessity?

Ms. BURTON. No, that is not what I am saying. Why don't I ask
Cheri Loveless to continue. She is the president of Mothers At
Home. She has not had a chance to speak yet.

Ms LOVELESS. That means Linda does not want to answer it.
Mr MARRIOTT. I do not want to cause any fistfights on the panel,

I just want to make sure I understand what you are saying.
Ms LOVELESS We have been publishing a newsletter for mothers

at home and we gut a reaction. You must understand we have only
been distributing this for 3 months. We have heard from over 3,100
people, most of them mothers at home and working mothers. But a
surprising number of people are writing and telling us that they
are working mothers and that they do not want to be working
mothers, that they want to be home with their children.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Why are they not?
Ms LOVELESS. They are not home because financially they

cannot handle it, and some socially cannot handle it. They feel
they are the only people left on the block. They feel a lot of pres-
sure, isolation, no one supporting them. Everywhere they go people
tell them that what they are doing is worthless or giving them
some suggestion that it is worthless, and because of this a lot of
them go back to work.
*Mau o( these women, if they felt like it was socially acceptable

ti¢ (10,trr6twikh and if they felt like they had eco-
nomic incentives, the're was something that made a difference in
the budget, they would stay home, and this would pull a lot of chil-
dren out of the present child care system, which would free the re-
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maining child care, the good child care I would hope, for the
women that you have heard from today.

Mr. Mmutiorr. So the bottom line of what you are saying is that
we should promote the idea that homemaking and motherhood and
parents in the home is a good, positive social thing, and then by
promoting that we would encourage more womer to stay home,
thus freeing up more day care slots. Is that the bottom line?

Ms. BURTON. And that it should become economically feasible,
more feasible than it is now for a lot of people.

Mr. MARRIOTT. So you think there is a psychological barrier?
Ms. BURTON. And economic.
Mr. MARitiorr. And you are not suggesting we put a lid on day

care centers by income or some other criteria?
Ms. LovELFss. Oh, no, not at all. I am sorry if there is something

that indicated that.
Chairman MILLER. I appreciate Congressman's IVIarriott's ques-

tion because I did not quite understand how these slots were going
to become available. It is not a new idea in America. We pay farm-
ers not to work. We could pay women not to work and they could
stay home.

Ms. BURTON. Womendo work at home. They work very hard at
home.

Chairman MILLER. I understand that, but we do not have a policy
that really responds to their needs for pare when they have to go to
work.

I think Congressman Wolf has raised the issue of the standard
deduction, %1, hich has obviously not kept up with inflation and
would allow people with income to keep more of it. But I will be
interested in hearing how your readers respond to the issue of eco-
nomic necessity.

And not to put down people who make a choice to work, 1 think
we ought to understand it cuts both ways. You can make a choice
to stay home and you can make a choice to work and recognize the
individual in that determination. But what concerns us as we look
at family incomes, if you look at the breakdown by the IRS and
Census Bureau, yuu are looking at huge numbers of families in this
country, many with two income earners, who are still the working
poor because of the kind of employment they have.

I think we have got to continue to address that.
Congressman Marriott.
Mr. MAnniorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to make a point, Linda, that I agree with some

of the things you have saidthat no institution or day care center
can replace the mother. I believe that is obvious and everybody
agrees with that. And I, for one, think that maybe some mothers
work who should not work and they ought to get their priorities
straight, but again it is nut for me to decide what their priorities
are.

One thing I am trying to pushand I would like to have every-
body un the panel discuss this issueand that is, is there enough
in -home work potent ial for parents who want to work at home? For
example, there is some discussion that as we enter the computer
age workers who traditionally went down to the office to do their
duty. go to lunch and take their two breaks and then go home, may
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not be ankmore productive than if you could have people doing
more of that -kind of wurk in their homesthat is, prepare for the
possibility where a working mother or professional person could
indeed do work at home for the entployer and get more time at
home with the children doing the job at the same time.

Do any of you think there is any possibility of making that type
of a thing work as we now move into the computer age'?

Ms YEAMANS. I certainly think that is another option to throw
into this pot for the working mother, another choice, for the at-
home mother, and I think it needs to be looked at. I think there is

question in New England, is there not, of whether women can
stay home and knit. Extend it. Can they stay home and computer-
ize?

The other part of the issue is that not all of us are going to stay
home and computerize Many of us do need to do work with human
beings and we would not have that option (to wot I. at home), but I
do think it is another option that we probably need to address.

Mr Miudorr. Mrs. Hughes, you are a professional person. I
think you have adjusted your schedule with your husband's. What
do you think about the possibilities of doing more of what you do?

Ms. HuonEs. I think by chk.osing an academic profession it put
me in a unique position in that I could meet my child care needs if
my daughter was sick and I could schedule my classes accordingly.
I could be home with lit r. And I think that is an important deci-
sion that we made in the choice of choosing what we were going to
do.

I think the options of being able to work at home are very impor-
tant for some mothers because I think that they do reel a certain
question of whether they are providing the quanti y and quality of
care they should, and }lasing the ability to stay borne and satisfy
their needs and that of their children.

But I do not think that you necessarily can look at it as the only
alternative I think that we have to keep a wide array of alterna-
tives open because mothers have different needs.

Mr. MAmuorr. Do you want to comment on that?
GIs LovELEss. Certainly this is an alternative. There seems to be

another stereotype. which is that the worm n that stays home do
nothing but tend the children all day. I think most of the mothers
who are home do earn some kind of income at home, either on a
pal t time basis or. you know, going out a couple of days a week, a
nalse going out on a night shill, something like this, or they work
in their homes, or they are at least keeping up skills in volunteer
wuik that they can use on a resume later when they go back in the
work force

So I would say already this is something that people show it pref-
orence for I would like to see a lot more support for that.

Mr MARRiorr. One more last question, Mrs Yekimans, if I may
The day care centers that you are unsolved in. you take some chil-
dren just before school, some all day, some only after school?

Ms. YEAMANS. All of the above.
Mr MARRtorr Is that right?
Ms YEAMANS We do.
MI MAiu If I wanted to partake of your services, how much

does it cost now" If I were to put a child in preschool and then
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st.)

have him come to your school before he starts school and after
school until I get home from work, how much does that cost me a
month now?

Ms. YEAMANS. This again would vary from center to center, par-
ticularly under the umbrella of Montgomery County Child Day
Care. I would guess the average per week for before and after
school care, elementary age child, grade one to five, is approxi-
mately $70 a week.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Now if I went all dayif I was a working parent
and put my young child in there at age 3 and then picked him up
at 6 at night, what would that cost?

Ms. YEAMANS. I do not have those particular preschool fees be-
cause my particular area of focus happens to be school age.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Can you just give us a ballpark?
Ms. YEAMANS. I cannot, but again I would be happy to send you

a breakdown of those fees, as they change from center to center.
OLNEY, MD

dune 8, 1984.
Congressman GEORGE MILI.ER,
Chairman, House of Representatives Select Committee on Children. Youth, and

Families. Washington, DC.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN NIILLER Enclosed is my corrected testimony delayed consider-
ably because of family illness in Ohio.

Information regarding Montgomery County zoning regulations pertaining to
family day care was requested following my testimony. I advised Mrs. Millie Grant,
Mon.gomery County Department of Family Resources, to mail them directly to the
Committee office.

Rates for care of preschool aged children in centers under the umbrella of Mont-
gomery Child Day Care Association MCDCA approximate $287 per child per month
or $66 per child per week This full day care of 101/2 -111/2 hours per day includes
breakfast, lunch, and two snacks.

Rates for care of school aged children in MCDCA centers approximates $191 per
child per month or $44 per child per week. This before and after school care for
children in first thru fifth grades is usually available 7 a.m. 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.-6
p m and includes breakfast and one snack. Full day coverage extends on snow days,
s:hool half-days, and school holiday and includes lunch and an additional a.m.
snack as is appropriate.

Again. thank you for the opportunity of testifying before the Select Committee.
Sincerely,

ANN F. YEAMANS.

Mr MARRIorr. Mr. Chairman, could we hold the record open for
additional testimony from all these witnesses for a day or two?

Chairman MILLER. Sure. Let me just add, since you raise the
point, I would like to ask the committee to enter into the record
the standard deduction and its relationship to inflation.

[The information referred to follows:]
Irrom the Congressional Research Berner. The Library of Congress-84-737 EI

PERSONAL. AND DEPENDENT EXEMPTIONS. DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXEMPTION FOR
CHILDREN BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME. CLASS, TAX YEAR 1981

By Stacey M Kean, Analyst in Government Finance, Economics Division;

ABSTRACT

The Federal income tax code provides foi personal and dependent exemp-
tions which serve to reduce the taxable income of the taxpayer. The person-
al and dependent exemption is fixed at a level of $1,000 currently and is
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scheduled to increase in 1985, when it will be indexed for inflation. There
have been proposals to change the amount of the personal and dependent
exemption This report decribes the total number of exemptions and the
number of exemptions for children by adjusted gross income class.

The Federal income tax code provides for peponal and dependent exemptions
which serve to reduce the taxable income of the taxpayer. The personal and depend-
ent exemption is fixed at a level of $1,000 currently and is scheduled to increase in
1985 when it will be indexed for inflation. There have been proposals to change the
amount of the personal and dependent exemption. This report describes the total
number of exemptions and the number of exemptions for children by adjusted gross
income class.

Personal exemptions have four major functions:
1 Keeping the total number of returns within manageable proportions and par-

ticularly holding down the number with tax liability less than the cost of collection,
2 Freeing from the tax the income needed to maintain a minimum standard of

living;
3 Helping achieve a smooth graduation of effective tax rates at the lower end of

the scale; and
4. Differentiation of tax liability accordingto family size.'
The personal and dependent exemption and the zero bracket amount iformerly

the standard deduction+ provide a minimum level, below -which income is not taxed.
Taxation below this minimum income level could reduce "health and efficiency and
resultts) in lower economic vitality, less production, and possibly higher public ex-
penditues for social welfare programs."2

The Federal Tax Code provides for personal and dependent exemptions in several
categories There are exemptions for taxpayers, exemptions for age 65 or over, ex-
emptions for blindness, and exemptions for dependents Exemptions for dependents
include exemptions for children, both at home and away from home, exemptions for
parents. and exemptions for other dependents Table 1 lists the types of exe,, ptions
and their share of total exemptions.

TABLE 1 --Types of personal and dependent exemptions as a percent of all
exemptions. tax year 1981

Type of exemption

Taxpayers ..
65 or older ....
Blindness
Dependents.

Children... .. .

At Home. .. .

Away From Home
Parents. .

Other Dependents.

Percent of
all exemptions

61 05
56i
.10

33 18
31.60
30.60

1.00

..... . . 0 88

Source Calculated by CRS using U S Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service
1981 Statistics of Income Individual Income Tax Returns Table 23

After exemptions for taxpayers themselves (includes taxpayer and taxpayer's
spouse,. exemptions for children are the largest percentage of personal and depend-
ent exemptions Thirty-nine percent of all returns list exemptions for children.
Table 2 lists the total number of exemptions claimed on Federal tax returns, the
number of exemptions for children, and the number of exemptions for children as a
percent of all exemptions by adjusted gross income class for tax year 1981 The
number of exemptions for children as a percent of total exemptions for each adjust-
ed gross income class was 31 6 percent, ranging from a low of 14.9 percent for the
adjusted gross income class of S1 under $1,000, to a high of 38.5 percent for those
with adjusted gross income (AGI) between $30,000 and $40,000. Exemptions for chil-
dren were a steadily increasing portion of all exemptions through the $30,000 to

10,000 level of AGI After this adjusted gross income class, the number of exemp-
tions for children as a percent of all exemptions declined to 27.5 percent at an AGI
of $1 million or more Summon/mg the results over id.r adjusted gross income

' Goode, Ballard The Individual Income Tax Washington, The Brookings Institution. 1%1,
pp 221-225

PeLlinian. Joseph A Federal Tax Polay Washington. rhe Brookings Institution. 1983 p 78

7
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classes, the number of exemptions for children as a percentage of all exemptions
steadily increased from 18.8 percent for those with AGI under $5,000 to 37.5 percent
to those with AGI over $20,000 These data are summarized at the bottom of table 2.

TabTe-3 provides data on the percent distribution of total exemptions for children
by adjusted gross income class. Frita.x year 1981,_,7.34 percent of the exemptions for
children were claimed on tax returns with adjusted gross incomes below $5,000.Tax-
payers in the adjusted gross income class between $5,000 and $10,000 claimed 12.40
percent of the exemptions for children. Taxpayers in the adjusted gross income
classes between $10,000 and $15,000, claimed 12.85 percent of the exemptions for
children. Taxpayers in the adjusted gross income classes between $15,000 and
$20),000 claimed 12 75 percent of the exemptions for children. And, finally, taxpayers
in the adjusted gross income classes over $20,000 claimed 54.66 percent of the ex-
emptions for children.

TABLE 2.-TOTAL PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS FOR CHILDREN, TAX YEAR 1381

Site of adlusted gross moat

ki exemptions r Exemptens fa Wenn 2

Number of
returns

Number of
muttons

Number of
returns

Number of
children

Asa
percent of

total
UNIV.
tr:GS 3

Total 95396,123 231,222374 37,326.457 73 053,973 316

$1 under 51,000 2,675489 3,541312 301.346 529,413 149
WOO under $2000 3341,113 5,219366 490,778 817,084 15.7
$2,000 under $3000 3314,658 5,604383 526,792 962,486 17 2
$3,000 under 54,000 3,767,056 5,838331 641,102 1,114315 191
$4,000 under $5,000 3,638215 3162,753 734,416 1,265,218 205
$5,000'under $6,000 3,682,533 6,912,451 898,749 1.620285 234
$6.000 under 57,000 3,569,408 6,861359 898,405 1,611395 235
$7,000 under 18,000 3,719,113 7320323 1,026339 1,959,057 25.7
$8.000 under 89,000 3,347401 7,074322 993,648 1,813139 256
$9.000 under $10300 3,332417 7,329,281 1,046,769 2.052,322 280
$10,000 under $11,000 3.181,721 6,918.307 994,248 1,925,271 27 8
$11,000 under $12,000 , 3,018229 6303,280 1,010,919 1,950338 29.1
$12,000 under $13,000 2,802,404 6,377,317 927,701 1,785,827 280
$13,000 under $14,000 2,702,730 6,163,485 965.306 1,835,060 29 8
$14,000 under $15.000 2.487.470 6.015,535 992,445 1,893,105 315
$15,000 under $16300. 2,404,032 5,922,983 956,874 1,857,110 314
$16,000 under $17000 2,244,954 5,649,507 964,606 1,828,282 32 4
$17,000 under $18000 2,223.470 5,853,747 999,270 1,933,075 330
$18,000 under $19,000 2.068,087 5.394,708 900,085 1,771,971 32 8
$19,000 under $20,000 2.057,651 5.582,52$ 973,072 1,924,177 34 5
$20,000 under $25,000 9,117,136 25.041,514 4,761,935 9,425,999 362
$25,000 under $30,000 7,205,282 22,412,481 4,196,108 8.531,265 38.1
$30.000 under $40,000 9,205,336 30,122,224 5,714,849 11,598,414 385
$40,000 under 550,000 4,182,389 13,871,459 2.605275 5,265,183 380
$50,000 under $75300 2,793836 9,403,559 1.717,990 3,474,346 369
$75,000 under $100,000 645,884 2,219,966 386 857 814,810 36 7
$100.000 under $200,000 516,516 1,811433 303,113 663,327 36 6
$200,000 under $500,000. 118,092 411,639 63,419 139,342 33 9
$500,000 under $1000000 14.758 49,427 6,791 14.603 29 5
$1,000,000 a more , 5,286 17,413 2,211 4,795 27 5
M returns summary

Under $5,000 18,746,376 28,481,431 3.019,273 5,361,274 18 8
$5,000 under $10,000 11,650,878 35,798,136 4,864310 9,056,598 25 3
$10000 under 515,000. 14,193,160 32.118,124 4,890,619 9,389,402 29 2
$15,000 under $20,000 10398,194 28,403,468 4,793,807 9,314,515 328
$20000 or more 33,807,515 106,361,215 19.758,548 39,932,084 37 5

All exempterts (dude cameos to taxpayers exemptions fa ate 65 a cner. exemptions la badness, and exemptens la dependents

Meng
men. parents. and other dependents

hoboes both exemptions fa canteen at home and eampbats to canteen awn frCa home
3 Calculated by CRS

Scant US Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Smite Statutes of lmode 1911 Indredal !name Tax Returns Tat* 2 3
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TABLE 2 -TOTAL PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS FOR CHILDREN, TAX YEAR 1981

Size of adolted truss sense

A.I exempbons x Exemptions fa children 2

Number of
retorts

hunter ol
exernptitnS

Numbs of
returns

Number of

As a
percent of

total
exemp-
tin 3

Total 95,396423 231,222,374 37,326,457 71053,973 316

$1 under $1,000 2,675,489 3.541,512 301346 529,413 149
$1,000 under $2,000 3,941,113 5,219266 490,778 817,084- 15.7
S2,000 under $3,000 3,914,658 5,604,383 526,792 962,486 17.2
$3,000 under 84,000 3,767,056 5,838331 641,102 1,114,515 191
$4,000 under $5,000 3,638,815 6,162,753 734,416 1,265,218 20 5
$5,000 'under $6,000 3,682,533 6,912,451 898,749 1,620,285 23.4
$6,000 under $7,000 3,569,408 6,861,659 898,405 1,611,695 23 5
$7,000 under $8,000 3,719,113 7,620,123 1,026,639 1,959,057 25 7
S8,000 under $9,000 3,347,407 7,074,622 993,648 1313,239 256
$9,000 under $10,000 3,332,417 7,329281 1,046,769 2,052,3 22 280
$10,000 under $11,000 3,181327 6,918,307 994,248 1,925,271 278
811.000 under $12,000 3,018,829 6,703,280 1,010,919 1350,138 291
$12,000 under $13,000 2,802,404 6,377,317 927,701 1,785,827 280
$13,000 under $14,000 2,702,730 6,163,485 965,306 1,835,060 298
514,000 under 315,000 2,487,470 6,015635 992,445 1,893,106 31.5
$15,000 under $16,000 2,404,032 5,922983 956,874 1,857,110 31.4
$16,000 under $17,000 2,244,954 5,649,507 964,606 1,828,28/ 32.4
$17,000 under $18.000 2,223.470 5,853,747 999,270 1,933,075 330
$18,000 under $19,000 2,068,087 5,394,708 900,085 1,771.971 328
$19,000 under $20,000 2,057,651 5,582.523 973,072 1,924,177 34 5
S20,000 under $2 5,000 9,111,136 26,041,614 4,761,935 9425,999 362
$25,000 under $30,000 7,205,282 22,412.481 4,196,108 8,531,265 38.1
$30,000 under $40,000 9,205,336 30,122,224 5,714,849 11,598,414 38 5
$40,000 under $50,000 4,182,389 13,871,459 2,605,275 6265,183 380
$50,000 under $75,000 2,796,836 9,403,559 1,117,990 3,474,346 369
$75,000 under $100,000 545,884 2,219,966 386,857 814,810 367
$100,000 under $200,000 516,516 1,811,433 303,113 663,327 36 6
$200,000 under $500,000 118,092 411,639 63,419 139,342 339
$500,000 under $1,000,000 14,758 49,427 6,791 14,603 29.5
$1,000,000 or more 5,286 17.413 2,211 4,795 27 5
All returns summary

Under $5,000 18,746,376 28,481,431 3,019,273 5,361,274 188
$5,000 under 310,000 17,650,878 35,798,136 .4,864,210 9,056,598
$10,000 under $15,000 14,193,160 32,178,124 4,890,619 9,389,402

,,,253
292

$15,000 under $20,000 10998,194 28,403468 4,793,807 9,314,615 328
$20,000 a more 33,807,515 106,361,215 19,758,548 5v,932,084 37 5

AI exemptions include exemption lor taxpayers exemptions fa age 65 a aver exemption for fondness, and exemptions for dependents
inclIdef children parents. rid other Opendents

Iodides Loth exemptions fce c1 en A bane and exemptions la children away from home
Calculated by CRS

Sam US Department of the Trusury Internal Revenue Unite Slat:Ain oi Inane 1911 Individual lecome fu Retain Table 23

TABLE 3 Percent dis.mbution of total exemptions for children by adjusted gross
income class, tax year 1981

Sae of adjusted gross income

Total

$1 under $1,000
$1,000 under $2,000.
$2,000 under $3,000.
$3,000 under $4,000
$4,000 under $5,000,

under $6,000

Percent distribution
of total exemptions

for children

$100.00

99

0.72
1.12
1.32
1.53
1.73
2.22
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Sue ofadjusted gross sncome

Percent dtstrsbutson
of total exematsons

for chsldren

$6,000 under $7,000 2.21
$7,000 under $8,000 2.68
$8,000 under $9,000 2.48
$9,000 under $10,000 2.81
$10,000 under $11,000 ) 2.64
$11,000 under $12,000 2.67
$12,000 under $13,000 2.44
$13,000 under $14,000 2.51
$14,000 under $15,000 2.59
$15,000 under $16,000 2.54
$16,000 under $17,000 2.50
$17,000 under $18,000 2.65
$18,000 under $19,000 2.43
$19,000 under $20,000 2.63
$20,000 under $25,000 12.90
$25,000 under $30,000 ....... ........ 11.68
$30,000 under $40,000 15.88
$40,000 under $50,000 7.21
$50,000 under $75,000 4.76
$75,000 under $100,000 1.12
$100,000 under $200,000 0.91
$200,000 under $500,000 0.19
$500,000 under $1,000,000 0.02
$1,000,000 or more 0.01

All returns summary 100.00

Under $5,000 7.34
$5,000 under $10,000 12.40
$10,000 under $15,000 12.85
$15,000 under $20,000 12.75
$20,000 or more 54.66

Source: Calculated by CRS using data from table 2.

Increasing the personal and dependent exemption
President Reagan has suggested that one of the. tax reform proposals that may be

sent to the Congress in 1985 would be a proposal for a $1,000 increase in the person-
al exemption An increase of this type would reduce the tax base by setting aside a
certain amount of income that would be tax -free; The Treasury has estimated that
an increase of $1,000 in both the personal and dependent exemption would reduce
Federal tax revenues by $40 billion annually.

CRS has estimated a similar revenue logs. The following is an explanation of how
the estimate was made.

According to the Internal Revenue Service, "Statistics of Income Bulletin"
(Winter, 1983-1984), 233 millioh personal exemptions were claimed on returns in
1982. An increase of personal exemptions in the amount of $1,000 would increase
exemptions claimed by $233 billion. According to the Joint Committee on Taxation
"Background and Issues Relating to Individual Income Tax Reductions," prepared
for the Committee on Ways and Means, April 27, 1981), the average marginal tax
rate in 1981 was 32.2 percent. This marginal tax rate was reduced by subsoquent tax
reductions, but these were largely offset by inflation. Thus, a tax rate in the neigh-
borhood of 30 percent seems appropriate. In the case of the personal exemption,
howevei, this marginal tax rate is too high becJuse it is weighted by income rather
than returns. Since a flat increase is being provided across the board, a marginal
tax rate weighted by returns would be more appropriate. Using data provided in
that committee print, we estimated a rough marginal effective tax rate of about 20
percent. The revenue loss estimated from the personal exemption would be $47 bil-
lion (0.2 times $233 billion), for 1982 population levels.'

Besides the Federal revenue loss, there are two important points that should be
considered in evaluating the impact of this increase in the personal and dependent
exemptions Under a progressive tax system, the tax value of any deduction or ex-

Gravelle, Jane G Revenue Effects of Certain Tax Revisions. CRS Memorandum. August 16,
1,984, 2 pages.

)
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elusion increases as the marginal tax fates increase. While it dues increase the level
of tax free income and thereby reduce tax liabilities, it does this for all taxpayers
and not only for those at the lower end of the tax rate schedule.

The second point that should be considered is that only those who pay tax could
benefit from either the personal and dependent exemption ur an increase of $1,000
in the exemption Persons and families with income so low that they are not subject
to taxes or who do not file tax returns would not benefit from the personal and de-
pendent exemption.

Mr. MAnniorr. Just finally, I know my time is up, but I am inter-
ested in finding out the exact costs for these services, for quality
services and also--I just lost my train of thought, Mr. Chairman.
You were looking at me and I forgot what was the question.
[Laughter.]

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
If the standard deduction had kept pace with inflation it would

be $4,600 and it is not that, and I would hope that, as these wit-
nesses know, we could make a clear case that the standard deduc-
tion ought to be increased. Hopefully it will be in the Republican
and Democratic platform for this year. It is an opportunity for
every Presidential candidate to really say that they care about the
family and this is one way I think they can make their point.

Your comment where you say that you are here to tell us that
"thousands of mothers working both inside and outside the home
want desperately to raise their own children. If you help them find
a way to do that, both working mothers and mothers at home will
benefit," and I could not agree more. I almost broke out to applaud
you, Ms. Burton.

Ms. BURTON. You can do it now.
Mr. WOLF. I am committed to helping the people in my congres-

sional district and this country who have to work and are working
and have children and want to meet those needs, but I also think
you made one of the most appealing points that I have heard since
I have, quite frankly, been in the Congress. You almost sound like
my wife.

Chairman Miller slipped when he said that we pay farmers not
to grow and we can pay mothers at home not to work. Quite frank-
ly, we have five children in my family. It is the hardest job in the
world. We will go out sometimes to receptions and cocktail parties
in Washington and people will come up and say to my wife, what
do you do, and she says I am the mother of five children. Oh.

I would not be in Congress today if it had not been for the work
of my wife, the hard workshe put me through law school. She
was a writer-editor and I think you are right on target with what
you have said and I think there has been this demeaning attitude,
this attitude somehow that if you electand I think it should be
the right of choiceand this is Mrs. Peck and she wanted to work,
and that is fine.

Some might want to work only part time, 20 hours a week, but
for those who want to stay at home for whatever reason, they are
not to be demeaned, and I think the policies of a government
should enhance them and I think we should du everything we can
to cajole private enterprise to have job sharing, each person work
20 hours a week, also to have flexitime whereby if your husband
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works and you work one can leave early in the morning and one
can leave later on.

I did not have any time with Dr. Kamerman earlier, but the U.S.
Geological Survey does it in my district. It works and it works well,
and you have a better employee who meets the needs of their chil-
dren. I hope without asking too many questionsI Iad a list of
things I was going to ask, and maybe I will keep them open for the
record.

If this committee really wants to be bold and imaginative and
creative and really be worth the money that we are spending, we
should deal with both of these issues.-We should help those who
are Working to take care of their child care needs, and help those
who elect to stay home by mandating or cajoling the private enter-
prise to do something to help both of these groups of, people.

I just want to,thank all of you, the entire panel. I think you have
all made excellent points. I must tell you that your point is not one
that I had heard very much since I have been in this business. It
really is not, and I am going to take your statement home and let
my wife read it tonight.

Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. I want to also thank the panel. I think this

panel has raised probably some difficult questions. Some women
are working out of economic necessity while others desire not to be
out in the workplace but to be home. It really raises the issue of an
incomes policy in this countrya question that we have sought to
avoid.

This year, in the tax bill that is moving through the Congress,
we are considering doubling the amount that can be contributed to
IRA's. We now know that the first decision to create IRA's created
very little or no new savings, that people who had it in the bank
moved it to an IRA so it became tax-free. We are now going to cost
the Government additional billions of dollars and the question is, I
think, if we had these hearings 1 year ago, would we be doubling
the contribution to the IRA?

It does not create any additional savings or income to that family
during the time that they are raising children, because it can't be
spent until someone is 59 or 60 years of age. Perhaps we should
spend the money to deal with the standard deduction, which is di-
rected, to some extent, to the cost of raising children?

As was pointed out by Dr. Zigler, infants are very expensive, and
policies should reflect that. I can testify about adolescentsI think
they get more expensive in the end. Those are among the most fun-
damental questions this Congress will ever address. If they are
going to be raised in the context of child care policy, I welcome
them. I think we will have to look at some kind of income-based
policy because so many individuals get up every morning and go to
work and come home at the end of the year poor.

How are the needs of those children going to get met? The alter-
native should not be public assistance. We need to keep them out
in the work force for the productivity of this Nation, as well as the
economic stability of their family.

The well-being of children and the ability of families to stay
intact, the ability of families to stay off public assistance, is so im-
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portant. How to ensure it is also the most difficult part of the proc-
ess that we will engage in.

It is my generation, I guess, which feels most strongly that the
biological clock is running. I constantly hear of women in the work
force tixpress the desire to stay home. They are about to have their
first child or their second child and they must do that within the
next couple of years, but the economic reality suggests that they
cannot.

I think that Congressman Wolf has raised a very important
point. We must look at to what extent the incomes policy in this
country cuts against the welfare of children who we ontinue to ex-
press political concern about in terms of the future o t ountry.

So you are the last panel of this hearing this morning, but you
have also raised, I think, clearly some of the most difficult issues
that we will have to confront. I thank you very much for your testi-
mony and for your time, and I believe, Miss Hughes, that your hus-
band is here, right?

Yes. We want to also thank you for coming this morning.
Ms. BURTON. My husband is here, too.
Chairman MILLER. Where is he? Stand up.
Thank you very much for your time and your effort, and I thank

the members of the committee again for their participation in this
hearing.

[Whereupon, at : 4 p.m., the committee adjourned, to recon-
vene upon the call 01 the Chair.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Jo ANN GASPER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SOCIAL
SERVICES POI.ICY

Thank you for the opportunity ti, present testimony for the record regarding child
care It is an important issue to the American family. I am Jo Ann Gasper, Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Social Services Policy at the Department of Health and
Human Services I am responsible for policy development for a wide range of social
service issues children, youth, families. aging, Indians, long-term care and disabil-
ity As the mother of three children, I know from personal experience the problems,
pressures and difficulties that working parents face.

Child care is an issue of immediate concern to families. Child care discussions and
the development of policies to help families should recognize that parents have the
primary responsibility for the retiring, care and education of their own children.
Phis principle, which has been endorsed by Congress, is fully supported by the Ad-
ministration Although there may be differences of opinion on how to best achieve
our corn non goal of helping families, our deliberations must acknowledge the pri-
macy of parental responsibility, recognize that parents are the best caregivers for
their children, and understand that parents are in the best position to determine
what is best for their children Policies to assist families should also provide parents
with the greatest number of vi. and flexibility in obtaining sure for their chil-
dren

We should also recognize that women work fur economic . easons. Two pay checks
are frequently necessary to support a family. In addition, the number of working
single parent families has increased Child care is essential for such working par-
ents

Although today we are discussing child cake. we must also be aware of the broad-
er issue of a family's need to provide care for uther dependents including aged and
declining parents and disabled family members The same principles of family re-
sponsibility and the need to have options available also apply.

The Administration and the Department of Health and Human Services are
firmly committed to strengthening the American family Child care is essential for
working parents to meet their responsibilities In order to help families have flexi-
bility and to be able to determine the setting and type of care for their children, we
are working to encourage greater private sector involvement in child care, we have
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supported modifications to the dependent care deduction and we have proposed that
nonprofit dependent care facilities be classified as tax-exempt organizations. The
number of employer supported child care programs has increased from an estimated
105 such programs in 1978 to 415 employers reporting programs in 1982. Employer
support of child care is expected to expand and the Administration will continue to
encourage and assist in this effort which can offer various options to accommodate
the needs of working parents. The President's Advisory Council on Private Sector
Initiatives is conducting a series of luncheon meetings with businessmen to provide
information on employer options for working parents, including child care assist-
ance options.

A number of employer provided child care options have emerged for working par-
ents. F exitime, job sharing and part-time work are alternatives that can assist par-
ents wi h their child care responsibilities. The Administration has strongly support-
ed legiflation which would promote the use of flexible and compressed work sched-
ules by the Federal contractors and subcontractors. Information and referral serv-
ices provide parents assistance in locating appropriate child care providers. Employ-
ers can also offer on-site day care and some employers also support child care
through flexible benefit plans (cafeteria style plans). As employers come to realize
the benefits of assisting employees with their family responsibilities-reduced staff
turnover, improved staff moral, reduced absenteeism and increased productivity
employer support of child care will expand and benefit more working families. The
President's Private Sector Task Force has been actively involved in promoting em-
ployer supported day care.

In discussing child care, I would like to dispel some common myths. These myths
are:

1. That there is a national shortage of child care;
2. That a shortage of daycare prevents low income women from working;
3. That center care is "better' (i.e. higher quality) than care at home or in other

informal settings;
4 That the Federal government is not providing adequate resources to help par-

ents meet their child care responsibilities.

MYTH 1: THERE IS A NATIONAL SHORTAGE OF CHILD CARE

We are all familiar with the statistics on the increase in the number of working
mothers. There has been a significant change from 1950, when 12% of mothers with
children under six years of age were working, to 1983 when 50% of these women
were working. At the same time, the number of one-parent families, usually headed
by women, has risen sharply. In 1981, female headed households accounted for 9.0
million or about 15 percent of all families in this country. In 1960, female headed
households account for only 9.3% of all families.

Proponents of expansion of Federal support of child care usually cite these statis-
tics and contrast them with the slight increase in the number of licensed child care
slots and argue that there is a shortage of child care. This is not appropriate. By
looking only at the number of "licensed" child care slots to determine the supply of
child care is to assume that the tip of the iceberg is all that there is. The majority of
children receive care in informal settings. Since informal care can be in the parent's
home, in the home of a relative or friend, or in a family day care setting, it is impos-
sible to calculate the number of such "slots". We also know that for many families,
parents provide for their children themselves by working on different shifts, using
flexitime and part-time employment.

This is not to say that it is "easy" for parents to find the type of care they want
for their child or children. Parents frequently experience difficulties with child care
arrangements. However, these are usually not supply problemsthey are usually
problems of finding the particular type of child care that best meets their needs at
the right time and at the right price.

Parents may experience difficulty in their local community ;hiding the exact type
of child care that they desire. Most parents have to chose child care with which
they are reasonably satisfied, but which is not exactly what they would like to have
In my own experience, I've tried various child core arrangementsfamily care,
center care and in-home care. None has been fully satisfactory to me. The prefer-
ence problem js.adifficulty which faces virtually all working parents and requires
that parents make extra efforii.ThitveVer, it is not solvable by methods which
simply increase the supply of child care slots.

There are things that cal, be done at the local level and by employers to make it
easier for parents to find the kind of care they want. I've already described the op-
tions available to employersand this should include public employers too. The
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Social Service Block Grant ISSBG) provides States with a large degree of flexibility
in identifying and meeting the needs of their citizens. Child care services are funded
in virtually every State under the SSBG. Policies that promote ''cottage industries"
and at-home work can assist many families, allowing parents, usually mothers to
remain at home with children while working and earning an income. Increased use
of informal care is another option Existing information and referral systems can be
more fully utilized to help parents identify the type of care that is appropriate to
their needs.

MYTH 2 A SHORTAGE OF CHILD CARE KEEPS LOW INCOME WOMEN FROM WORKING (A
SHORTAGE KEEPS WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN POVERTY)

There is no clear es idence to support the notion that the lack of child care pre-
vents women, especially welfare mothers, from working who otherwise would do so.
There is also no clear evidence that there is a shortage of "affordable" child care.
Researchers for the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments kSIMEi
DIME] concluded that since low income families utilize inexpensie or free informal
arrangements, provision of free services had no impact on their modes of care or on
employment.

Furthermore. in analysis of the 1979 AFDC Recipient Survey, illoffereth and Son-
enstein. 19831 it was found that over half of the working welfare mothers of children
under 11 were not receiving either a work expense disregard or a title XX subsidy.
It is believed that a substantial number of mothers find care for their children
which is either free or of minimal cost.

In addition, only four percent of unemployed women surveyed by the Census
Bureau in June 1982 stated that they had turned down a job offer in the last month
because of difficulties in arranging child care (O'Connell and Rodgers, 1983).

MYTH 3: CENTER CARE IS "BETTER"

People tend to use the terms day care and center care interchangably, implying
that center care is the only kind of day care or the best kind of care. However, there
is no clear evidence that center care is better than informal child care arrange-
ments (care in the child's home or in someone else's home). In fact, there is some
evidence (National Infant Care Study] that informal care is better for infants than
formal center care.

Recent census information shows that a very small percent of children under five
with working mothers are cared for in a day care center. Only 13 percent are cared
for in a day care center Slightly more than half of these children are cared for by a
relative and the remaining 30 percent family care or in-home care. To some extent,
this must reflect parents' choices in the type and quality of care they want their
children to receive And most opinion survey report a generally high level of parent
satisfication with their day care arrangements.

MYTH 4 THE. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS NOT PROVIDING ADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR CHILD
CARE

The Federal government provides support for child care in a number of ways and
Federal funding of child care activities has increased 60 percent since 1980. In FY
1980, total support for child care amounted to $2.6 billion. In FY 1981 we expect
that support to increase to $4'2 billion Federal government support for child care
includes:

Funding to the States under the Social Services Block Grant;
The AFDC disregard of work-related expenses;
The dependent care tax credit;
The tax exclusion of employer provided child care;
The child care feeding program; and the Head Start program.
Much of the increase is due to the Administration supported changes in 1981

which created a sliding scale for th.. dependent care tax credit and almost doubled
the maximum credit The Administration has proposed to restructure the tax credit
to further increase the tax credit available to low-income working families.

The Social Services Block Grant pruvides States with greater service and program
flexibility to determine the needs of their citizens and to provide services that were
provided under the former title XX program it replaced. Historically. States used
approximately WI of title XX program funding for day ..:are services. We have no
reason to believe that States are nut continuing t devote block grant funds to day
care services Preliminary results from a carrot.. study shows that between 1981
and 1983. of 18 States randomly selected and sur eyed. 8 increased Federal and
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State spending for day are and 2 retained current funding levels. The remaining 8
retained service levels by using the income disregard under AFDC or lowering unit
costs.

The Head Start program continues to provide comprehensive developmental sere
ices to low-income pre-school children. The Head Start budget has increased from
$735 million FY 1980 to $996 million in FY 1984. This has allowed a major expan-
sion in the number of children served to 430,000 in FY 1984, nearly a 20 percent
increase over the same period. Although Head Start is not a day care program, it
does provide child care and pre-school development services that benefit disadvan-
taged poor children.

Approximately 10 percent of Head Start children attend six or more hours per
day.

The Administration supports provisions of the Federal tax code that provide child
care tax incentives to employers and employees. The Child Care Tax Credit allows
parents to claim up to 30 percent of their child care expenses on their Federal
income tax. For the first time, the 1981 tax return allows working families to claim
the tax credit on the short tax form, allowing families with limited incomes and
who did not itemize deductions to claim the credit for child care work related ex
penses. Because of changes supported by the Administration, the value of child care
assistance provided by employers can now be treated as a tax free benefit for em-
ployees. The Administration is proposing the credit be increased for low-income
working families.

In conclusion, I believe there are many myths about the status of child care in
this country. These myths have become the basis of an argument for expanded Fed-
eral involvement in the provision of child care. Any policies directed at assisting
families must take into account certain fundamental principles and understand the
broader issues of family responsibility for the care of its members. Families are al
ready assisted through a number of Federal supports which provide significant as-
sistance in meeting their responsibilities. A categorical Federal program for child
care is not appropriate nor necessary. Existing Federal child care supports, tax as
sistance, expanded employer roles in child care and more local approaches to child
care will help families with child care responsibilities.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BONNIE WISE:MAN

I need full time babysitting help on a flexible hours basis.
I am career military in a job with no possibility of normal dayworking hours. My

husband is also a shift worker at another military base and our hours would not
allow us to share babysitting between us. \'e are both in supervisory, jobs with fixed
hours per shift.

The economy, job benefits are why I continue to work.
The military gave me one month leave and then I had to have a babysitter. My

work does not care anything about the care I find for my child. Its my problem and
not theirs. They told me to handle the problem of child care by myself or get out of
the military. They couldn't help me and had no suggestions.

There are no military care centers for shift workers. They all close some time in
the evening.

I called Fairfax County and Northern Virginia Family Day Care Association and
received listings of are providers and called. Most women would not take infants or
their quota was already filled On the few with openings, they said no to shifts and
weekends.

The first couple weeks I took my son to a co-workers home that is way below
health and safety standards. I was afraid for my son and finally found another
sitter for shifts 28 miles away at Bolling Air Force Base.

After a few months the base commander stud she could no longer babysit until
she got a doctor's o.k.

My son now goes to a sitter across the street on days with a backup sitter on the
next block over. On shifts I am taking him to another co-worker's home at Bolling
Air Force Base. This is out of my normal way to and from work by several miles.

My sun is getting good care now but it is Still inconvenient and excessively time
consuming.

We have been blessed by our sun being very happy and adjustable to all the differ
ent sitters and hours.

36-292 0 - 84 - 2
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PREPARED STATEMENT CO' PATRICIA MALTZ. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF QUALITY
CHILD CARE, INC.

Patricia Maltz is my name. I am the chief executive officer of Quality Child Care,
Inc I appreciate the opportunity to provide specific information to the members of
the Select Committee on Children I know that many of you have been very support-
ive of the issues surrounding family day care and child care in general over the past
years We have appreciated the leadership contributed un behalf of family day care
and look forward to the continuing commitment.

As an organization, Quality Child Care is nearing the completion of its 11th year
of conducting business We are a nonprofit, tax exempt organization that provides
services to family day care providers and the children they serve Among other
things, those services include training, bonus commodity distribution, sponsorship of
the Child Care Food Program, administration of abuse and neglect intervention pro-
grams, and most recently. we have begun an involvement in providing family day
care to teenage moms in the state of Illinois through the Ounce of Prevention pro-
gram

Our involvement in the sponsorship of the Child Cart 2 Program for family
day care began five years ago in Minnesota We have grown ai our services to our
present level which is providing sponsorship to family day care in eight states. Min-
nesota is our first and largest state Our smallest state is Connecticut with Texas
being our newest state celebrating one year this month. The following chart identi-
fies by state the number of providers we currently serve, the number of children in
those homes receiving the benefits of the Child ('are Food Program and the monthly
reimbursement being paid out to the providers

State

tilmresota

North Dakota

No,De

,,nerdy sentd

3 600

I COO

Number 0.1

Clikiren

16 800

1200

IOUI monItty
renbuiserntnt

1561.000

151,000
W;sconsm 100 4,400 92,000
tietraska 540 4 500 105,000
111,n5,s 800 5,300 121.000
Massachusetts 530 2,100 65.000
Cerrecteut 450 1400 60,000
texas 680 3 800 124.000

As vuu can We, we Lurrentl.,, serve S,300 family day care providers These provid-
er, serve over -,7,stint Lhildren un a monthly basis The average monthly reimburse-
ment is $1 2 mullion According to the most recent information that we have been
able to gathe r, we continue to miantain the position of being the largest sponsor of
family day care in the nation The USDA indicates that 63,700 homes are currently
participating across the nation Quality Child Care, Inc. sponsors 13 percent.

I d like to share our philosophy of sponsoring the Child Care Food Program. We
be v, that the benefits of the program should not be limited only to those provid-
ers residing in densely populated areas such as Minneapolis, St Paul, Omaha, Chi-
,ago ur Minot We believe we have a responsibility to serve providers throughout
entire states As a result, our services are available border to border in every state
we operate in The only exception Is in Wisconsin where another sponsor was al-
ready serving 12 counties We agreed not to activ ely outreach in those 12 counties
but serve the remaining counties in the state of Wisconsin While this philosophy is
Lastly in terms of use of limited administrative dollars in a time of ever-increasing
administrative burdens, we are committed to responding to the needs of children in
family day care across all areas of a state

In addition to the sponsorship of the Child Care Food Program for family day care
pruv iders, another component related to the Child Care Food Program is the
distribution of the bonus commodities primarily butter and cheese and occasional-
ly honey and other periodically selected bonus items We have been distributing the
butter and cheese throughout all of our states for about a year We have found the
responsiveness of children and providers to the program has been overwhelming. An
.ie rage of 4.; percent of our providers participate in the bonus commodity distribu-
tion program A side note I recently visited with a QCCI field staff person in one of
the agricultural areas of Mi .nesuta. As we passed the local implement dealer, she
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shared ivith me that children frequently ask her during her visits to the family day
care homes when they will get some more of that "John Deere cheese!"

Prior to my accepting the position of executive director and subsequently chief ex-
ecutive officer o( Quality Child Care, I cared for children in my home as a licensed
family day care provider in the state of Minnesota. I provided this care for a period
of three years. During that, time, the number of children that I cared for were five
preschoolers including my own two preschoolers and two school-age children one
who attended kindergarten and the other first grade. As I am now in the 13th year
of my professional career in the field of family day care, I believe that I can offer
several things. A historical perspective of family day care, views of providers I meet
and work with on a very regular ba,sis, plus a focus on the national policy of child
care and the role that family day care plays.

Family day care has and always will be the major care provider of children in this
nation, My statement is based on the definition of family day care as being the indi-
vidual who cares for children from more that one family while the parents are at
work or school. My definition does not include a requirement that providers be regu-
lated National studies indicate that for every family day care provider who is regu-
lated in some manner by state regulations or federal certification there are six to
ten individuals who are not regulated. While we have made some inroads into the
regulation of caregivers, we are a long way from full regulation of this service in-
dustry in this nation. What it has to sell to parents is flexibility in providing care
for their children, newborn to generally age 10 and often age 12. Parents, be they
single heads of households or not, need care for their children so they can support
their family.

There are many dimensions to the servica of family day care. They include flexi-
bility of times that family day care is available, the willingness of family day care
providers to serve lunch twice every day when they agree to care for two kindergar-
ten children, one who attends morning kindergarten and one who attends afternoon
kindergarten, and providing care for the child who comes early in the morning, eats
breakfast, goes off to school and returns after the school day, has a snack and is
supervised during the remainder of the afternoon until the parents arrive back from
work Additionally, that provider cares for that schoolage child full-time on any
school holidays and in Minnesota on any snow days, plus often cares for that child
during the summer when full-time care is again required. Many, providers do the
basic toilet training for children when they are ready. Providers tell me they also
train the parents. They provide the opportunity for learning various skills that are
appropriate for the ages of the children, i.e. large and small motor, cognitive, con-
ceptual, language. Many providers work with children who have learning disabil-
ities. Many providers give basic parenting education to first-time parents who do not
have another support group such as extended family members to help them in the
very important job of parenting.

As we move through the 80s and into the 90s, family day care will continue to
play an ever-increasing valuable role in how this nation cares for its children. We
see increasing numbers of single-parent families. We see an increasing demand for
child care services. The combination of these items is going to put a continued stress
on family day care in being responsive in its services, but more importantly on who
will enter the profession of family day care. The question becomes, "What incen-
tives are there for me to choose to be a family day care provider?" As an organiza-
tion, Quality Child Care will be competing with the many other occupations in this
nation for our shrinking pool of available workers. We are on the cutting edge of
making decisions about what enhancements need to be available in family day care
to invite people into the career of caring for children. All of us in this room have a
very serious responsibility to be considering the question of "Who's going to care for
our children'''. This is particularly important as we struggle to remain economically
healthy as a nation based on our ability to produce, be it industrial, be it informa-
tion, be it services. That success will be directly tied to our ability to care for our
children. Family day care is the key.

In terms of the day-to-day activities of family day care, providers generally care
for three to five children. They often begin work between 6:00 and 6.30 a.m. The day
officially ends, in terms of their relationship with the children, between 5:30 and
6.00 p.m. That does not mean the end of the family day care duties as there is
always washing to be done, food to be prepared, bathroom toilets to be cleaned and
a house to be picked up. A provider's Staturdays are spent buying groceries and re-
plenishing supplies, such as paper and crayons and those kinds of things, and
watching for good buys at garage sales for toys. Occasionally you are off at a work-
shop getting some additional training in the areas of how to communicate with par-
ents or good nutrition or program activities or how kids learn. I know of no other
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industry where the long hours put in by providers is the standard for people in the
industry.

How do we maintain a strong family day care network? It's important to explore
why people enter family day care When people choose to begin a career in family
day care, it's often made for very different reasons than what you and I might
think My personal experience is that the reason I became a family day care provid-
er is I had a baby, and my girlfriend up the street also had a baby. She needed
someone to care for her child. She knew how to type and I didn't. I agreed to take
care of her child as long as I was going to be home with my own. Additionally, I had
a three-year-old son who needed playmates. I thought, "Well, as long as I'm going to
be here with two babies, I might as well have a playmate or two for my son, and I'll
earn a little extra money to help supplement my family income." This story is simi-
lar to the reasons that I hear time and time again of why providers care for chil-
dren This is why the majority of nonregulated family day care occurs in this nation
and will continue to occur These individuals do not pay taxes on their family day
care income, have access to information and training on child care and are not in-
spected for health and safety.

How do providers get into a regulated system? It doesn't happen easily. We have
learned from experience most people's reaction to being licensed or registered is "I
don't want the welfare department in my home." The next reaction is, "I make par-
ents pay in cash because I don't want to pay taxes." Parents in these homes are
denied accessd to the dependent care tax credit as they won't have any care if they
report the credit These two reasons represent why people choose to stay outside of
any regulatory system.

As we began the Child Care Food Program sponsorship for family day care, some
very interesting things happened People who otherwise had not been involved in
licensing began to enter the roles In 1978 we had a slight growth in the number of
providers from about 6,000 to a little over 6,500. Today, in Minnesota there are over
9,000 family day care providers.

When I would get calls from the state director of licensing with statements like,
"We had a 300 percent increase in the number of requests for licensure in a particu-
lar countyI wonder what's going on," I did not mention the benefits of the Child
Care Fa Program, however, I knew from my field staff that the reason people
were getting licensed was because they would then have access to the financial sup-
port of the Child Care Food Program. It has been the primary incentive for people
to become part of a regulated system Other incentives include the ability to deduct
your family day care expenses You must declare your income whether or not you
are meeting the law The other reason for providers to be licensed in access to group
liability insurance programs is to cover the exposures incurred while caring for chil-
dren in their home As you can well imagine, the liability exposure in conducting a
husiness of caring for small children in your personal home is great. The insurance
companies are very hesitant to do so because it is a private residence, children are
involved, and there is no monitoring by outside agencies. When you are part of a
regulated system, you have access to group policies at a reasonable cost. The Child
Care Food Program combined with the bonus commodities, the income tax ability
And the insurance availability have become the three major reasons for an individ-
ual who care for children in his,'her home to move into system and stop operating
under ground Other benefits occur when caregiver move from "underground" into
the regulated group The key to achieving economic stability of this ,cation is that
parents who need care can find people who cure for children. A young parent in a
new community does not know where to find child care for her/his infant. Family
day care is the care providers for infants and toddlers in this nation. If it's under-
ground, you can't find it When it's part of the system, we at least know where to
refer parents The second major societal benefit is that family day care providers -
who are regulated provide a much safer environment for children. This occurs be-
7Ause generally inspections are made of the facilities, providers receive training on
health and safety for their day care children and providers are more aware of the
needs of children

As a set-vice industry, I believe family day care will face several challenges in the
remainder of the 80s.

1 Recruitment of new providers
2. Regulations
3. Flow consumers access the service
.1 Continued refinement of the actual services provided

These challenges will be met by the many groups composed of providers or sup-
porters of the industry As necessary, this effort will, I'm sure, approach the Con-
gress for support on various issues as they crystallize.
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However, there is a role that the Congress must play today. Recognition of the
role the family day care industry plays in our nation's economic achievements is
important am. necessary. Without the responsive, flexible care which family day
care is able to provide, parents are not able to be employed and, therefore, not con-
tributing to the economy. As a result issues such as:

1. Information and referral;
2 Tax incentives to become a provider;
3. Tax credits allowing parents to choose family day care;
4. Opposition to restrictive zoning, fire, permitted use and building codes,
5. Support for the Child Care Food Program; and
6. Jobs training programs;

must be addressed from the broadest perspective of how will these continue to sup-
port parents in their gainful employment. Realistically, I believe family day care
will continue with or without anyone's support. I believe our commitment needs to
be to a system where parents can find care in places convenient to them, with pro-
viders who recognize the developmental needs of children as well. as their health
and safety at a cost that is affordable. It is a delicate balancing act! At any point we
can be faced with child pornography situations, child abuse, over-crowded homes
and parents without choices.

EUROPE'S INNOVATIVE FAMILY POLICIES'

(By Sheila B. Kamerman and Alfred J. Kahn 2

Until recently, most discussion of trends and developments in work and family
life assumed that the two worlds were separate. This mythical separation has per-
sisted because, in most families, the man has assumed responsibility for work while
the woman remained in charge of home and family life. The pattern of segregi.ted
sex roles has changed dramatically over the past two decades throughout the indus-
trialized world as more and more women, especially married women with children,
have entered the labor market Recognition of a changed reality did not occur sud-
denly. Indeed, discussion in the 1960s tended to fasten on only one component. the
changing roles of women as they added work outside the home to their responsibil-
ities within the home.

The focus was broadened in the 1970s to include some recognition of the systemic
natime of this change, and the problem was redefined to include the changing roles

----11 men as well. Now in the 1980s, it has become urgent to address a far more pro-
found question: what is to be the nature of the relationship between work and
family life when most adults, regardless of sex, are increasingly likely to be in the
labor force?

Discussion of this question began first in several European countries, where
women entered the workforce in large numbers earlier than in the United States.
However, the subject is receiving growing attention in this country because, for the
first time, more than half the adult women, including more than 60 percent of the
mothers, work. More than 68 percent of mothers of schoolaged children, 59 percent
of mothers of children aged three to five, and 48 percent of mothers of children
below the age of three were in the labor force in 1984, and the rates are still rising.
The most common family type In the United States today is the two-parent, two-
wace-earner family. If the large number of single-parent families In which the
parent works are added to this group, the dimensions of the issue become clear.

The United States is now beginning to recognize the significance of the implica-
tions of this major change. A related development is the significant decline in the
birth rate in all industrialized countries. If women who work are also expected to
have children, the tension between work and family life must be lessened.

THE EMERGING AGENDA

Perhaps the first noteworthy development is the emergence of a list of concerns
common to most industrialized countries:

The need for some financial assistance for working parents.
The need to care for children while parents are at work.

' This is an update of an article published in Translated Perspectives. a publication of the
German Marshall Fund of the United States, in March, 1980 A full report of the study on
which the original article was based can be found in, Sheila B. Kamerman and Alfred J. Kahn.
Chtldren, Family Benefits, and Working Parents Now York. Columbia University Press, 19811.

2 Professors of? Policy and Planning
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The need to make possible a more equitable sharing between men and women of
family responsibilities.

The need to help adults find a better balance between work and home so that
they may fulfill their roles as parents without suffering penalties in the labor
market.

This article reports on the first two areas.

CHILDREN: SOCIETY'S RESOURCE AND RESPONSIBILITY

European countries have a long history of acknowledging that children are a
major societal resource and responsibility. Cash benefits provided to families with
children are increasingly referred to as a "family benefit system," part of a coun-
try's overall social security system but distinguishable from traditional social insur-
ance and social assistance.

For several decades, many European countries have been providing family or
child allowancescash benefits provided monthly (or, weekly) for every child (or
second or subsequent children)generally regardless of the income and work status
of the parents These allowances began in France in the 1930s; Sweden, Finland,
and several other countries made them available in the 1940s. By now, 67 countries,
including all the developed countries except the United States, provide such a bene-
fit Usually tax free, the benefits range in the European countries between 5 and 10
percent (where there is one child) of median wage and even higher in cases of larger
families.

An alternative approach is to provide a similar child benefit through the tax
system Unlike the $1,000 tax exemption for dependents in the United States (many
countries have such exemptions), of value only to those who pay taxes and of more
value to those with higher incomes, the child benefit tax credit is a fixed amount,
available to families at all income levels. Furthermore, it is refundable to those
whose incomes are so low as to preclude any tax obligations.

Most European countries have developed two parallel policies to protect family
income at the time of childbirth in families with working mothers. First, there is a
guarantee of a right to leave work for a minimum of three months (the Netherlands
and several other countries), a maximum of three years (Hungary), and an average
of six months to one year, with assurance of full job protection, seniority, and pen-
sion entitlement In one country, Sweden, this right can be shared equally by both
parents In several other countries, such as Finland and Norway, fathers may share
in a portion of this parental benefit.

The second, parallel policy is the provision of a cash benefit that replaces the full
wage covered under social security (or a significant portion of it, or some combina-
tion of full wage followed by a smaller flat rate benefit.) These benefits.are available
to almost all employed women and under certain circumstancesor in certain coun-
tries, such as Swedento their husbands also. The benefits may be tax free or con-
sidered as taxable income.

In most countries the right to leave work and retain job protection covers a longer
period of time than does the cash benefit. In some countries an unpaid parenting
leave supplements the right to a paid maternity leave. Sometimes, as in France, the
supplementary, unpaid leave is available to either parent but the cash benefit cover-
ing the immediate pre- and post-childbirth leave is available only to the mother.

In effect, these two parallel policies constitute the statutory provision of materni-
ty or parental benefits and leaves. The key is the job-protected leave from work
combined with a cash benefit that replaces earnings lost at the time of childbirth. In
France, this covers 16 weeks, including six weeks before childbirth, and is equal to
full wage replacement In Germany, six months are covered, 14 weeks with a statu-
tory flat rate benefit equal to the wage of about half the working women, but sup-
plemented to full wage by the employer for those women earning more. The remain-
der of the time is at the statutory benefit level only. Hungary provides full wage
replacement for 20 weeks of maternity leave.

The German Democratic Republic covers 26 weeks plus an additional 26 (for a
total of 52t at the birth of second and subsequent children. Sweden Is unique in
providing a benefit that covers nine months,' is available to either parent, and can
be prorated so that parents can use the benefit to cover full-time, half-time, or
three-quarter time work while children are young, this enables parents to share
child care responsiblities for the child's first year or year and a half.

Hungary provides an unusual benefit from the end of maternity leave until the
child is three the mother is entitled to a cash allowance equal to about 40 percent

An additional 3 months is available at a minimum flat rate benefit
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of the average wage for women as long as she remains at home to care for her child.
During this time she maintains her seniority and pension entitlements, and is as-
sured of job protection.

These benefits ate contingent on prior work record and represent some attempt
by society to replace earnings at childbirth and for some period thereafter, when, it
is assumed, a parent needs to be at home to provide critical child care. There is an
increasing tendency to extend these rights to both of the parents and to adoptive
parents as well. Another, related, trend is to provide a cash benefit and a right to
leave work for a specified number of days for a working parent who must care for a
young child who is ill at home.

The benefits so far discussed supplement the incomes of parents with growing
children, or replace income in the period right after childbirth. Few countries pro-
vide a substitute for earned income beyond the time a child is three, and the scale
and scope of Aid to Families With Dependent Children in the United States is rare.
Canada and Britain have the closest equivalents to the U.S. system.

CHILD CARE SERVICES 4

Paid leaves from work following childbirth range from three months to three
years. A six-month leave is typical in most countries, with growing discussion about
extending the leave to nine months or to a maximum of one year.

Although all European countries permit unpaid, job-protected leaves, few women
avail themselves of this benefit, for obvious reasons. As a result, most working fami-
lies in Europe need some form of out-of-home child care service beginning when a
child is about six months of age. Compulsory school attendance usually begins at
age six, as it does in the United States; but in Britain five is the age of entry while
in the Scandinavian countries, seven.

For the typical. working family in Europe, all-day, out-of-home child care services
are needed for children aged about six months to six years. What kind of care is
provided for these children now?

Most children aged three to six attend a free public preschool covering the normal
school day; they attend it on a voluntary basis regardless of whether they have
working mothers.

France has the most extensive such provision in Europe, serving almost all. chil-
dren aged three to six. Moreover, about 40 percent of the two-year-olds (largely
those aged two and a half) attend, also. (Hungary and Germany recently opened kin-
dergarten to two-year-olds as space became available.)

Belgium has a similar program. Germany serves about 75 percent of its three- to
six-year-olds in such a program although most children attend school for only half a
day (8:00-1:00) as in all primary schools in Germany. Italy has space for about 70
percent of the age group. Most Eastern European countries serve 75 to 90 percent of
the group in full-day preschool programs, with the highest rate of inclusion in the
German Democratic Republic. Coverage is relatively low in Sweden; but more than
half the three- lo sixyear-olds there attend child care programs, which, in contrast
to other countries, are part of a free-standing program that is independent of the
public education of health care systems.

Most of Europe assumes that children from age three (and increasingly from age
two and a half or two) will attend preschool because the experience is good for them
regardless of whether their mothers work. The child care function is an incidental
benefit. Thus, for most working families in Europe, child care is available for pre-
schoolers at least through the normal school day.

Only the United States, Britain, Canada, and Israel maintain an artificial distinc-
tion between child care under social welfare and educational auspices; and only
these countries continue to support two parallel systems for children under compul-
sory school age. In Israel about 90 percent of three- to five-year-olds already attend

are in the United States, where about 60 percent of the children of this age group
a preschool program in any case. These are largely under private auspices, as they

now attend such programs.

4 No systematic 4hild care survey has been carried out in these European countries since our
study was completed at the end of the 1970's. However, reports from the countries suggest that
there has been little significant change in coverage rates since then. Where changes have been
reported, the data have been incorporated in the revised text.

We would note, however, that while European female labor force participation rates have re-
mained relatively stable in the 1980's, or increased only modestly, rates in the U.S., especially
for married women with preschool-aged children, have continued to rise

12
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DAY CARE PROGRAMS

Except for Sweden and Finland, which have one child care program for all chil-
dren up to age seven, Europe largely defines day care as a program for children
under age three Most countries administer day care programs under health minis-
try or department auspices Infant and,toddler care is nowhere near as extensive as
is care for children from about the age two or three on.

The German Democratic Republic has by far the most extensive provision for this
group, with 60 percent of children between the ages of six months and three years
in care (44 percent of children from birth to age three). The country plans to expand
provision to include space for 70 percent. Between 12 and 15 children are in each
group with a ratio of one staff member to six children. (Officially recommended
ratios are higher.)

France has the most extensive provision among the Western European countries,
with about a third of children under age three in some kind of out-of-home care.
The public preschool programs serve most two-year-olds with working mothers, and
another small percentage is served in publicly-subsidized day care centers. The lars-
est group is cared for by licensed family day care mothers, France has the most ex-
tensive provision of this type of care of any country.

Hungary has only a limited amount of group care, its primary policy for tafants
and toddlers is to subsidize their mothers' own care. In contrast, Sweden has an offi-
cial policy of expanding such coverage to meet most existing needs. How.'er, only
about 14 percent of children under age three can be served in publicly- subsidized
care today, while an equivalent percentage are still cared for in private, informal,
family day care arrangements.

Thus, most countries still have a long way to go before there are enough out-of-
home places to care for children aged six months to three years.

Before- and after-school care for preschool and primary school children, when
school hours and school days do not coincide with work schedules, is recognized as a
universal need No country provides adequate coverage or even has systematic data
indicating how children of this age are cared for now. Such programs are important,
their scarcity represents a significant gap in child care services.

FAMILY AND WORKPLACE RESPONSES

This review does not cover intrafamilial adaptation or workplace responses to the
new realities of work and family life. For some years, however, policies in many
countries have supported, or been predicated on, traditional rol : assignments within
the family Modifications will be necessary to increase intrafam dial equity.

Most adaptation in the home will reflect the values and behs vioral changes of the
adults living there There is some evidence, particularly for ,ounger adults, that
men now are sharing more home and family responsibilities with their working
wives.

The workplace itself remains an essential arena for change in terms of market-
place and statutory benefits and the organization of work. A number of countries
are examining the social security status of women lin the workforce, homemakers,
widows) Sweden's parent insurance is a major innovation. Among countries allow-
ing post-childbirth leaves, France offers a two-year leave for either parent under
certain circumstances, Norway provides a parental leave of up to one year. Sweckr,
permits an unpaid leave, after conclusion of the parent insurance benefit, until a
child is 1)3 months of age, and guarantees parents the right to work three-quarter
time (a six hour day) until their child is age eight. Assuring workers the right to
take off a certain number of days to case for an ill child at home, or to visit a child
in school, is also receiving attention in Europe.

Of particular importance are the efforts by industry to modify employment prac-
tices or to provide selected benefits through labor contracts or as part of private
fringe benefit systems Flexitime is now an established policy in most large and
medium sized firms n Northern Europe. There is growing experimentation with
other alternative wori schedules, including part-time work and shared work in sev-
eral countries

THE NERD FOR A POLICY STRATEGY

If Adults are to manage their work and family lives simultaneously, attention will
have to be paid to all areas discussed above.

A major European development is the trend toward family or child policy pack-
ages that go far beyond any single policy The European experience suggests the
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need for a strategy that in udes income transfers, child care services, and employ-
ment policies as central elem ts.

Employment and I bor mark t policies are a cornerstone of social policy in indus-
trialized countries. Work is a p imary role and a central ethic for all adults Unless
it is possible for adults to manage their work and family lives without undue strain

, on themselves and their children, society will suffer a significant loss in productivi
ty, and an even more significant loss in the quantity and quality of future genera
lions. 0
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